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Preface
This Master‟s thesis has been written by Mia Busch Agergaard, a student attending the International Technology Management Master‟s course at Aalborg University. The thesis was commenced on August 1st, 2009, and delivered on June 3rd, 2010. The theme of this thesis is “Foreign
market entry and production companies’ design in international context” with the title of this
thesis being “How to ensure a successful entrance to the Brazilian market – with focus on Danish
production companies”. The goal for this thesis has been to make some guide lines, regarding
how to ensure a successful entrance to the Brazilian market, for Danish companies who have a
wish of establishing production in Brazil.
Some people have been very helpful with providing information and knowledge, and therefore, I
would like to thank these people.
Thank you!
A thank you to the Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo must be given for having me as
an intern. The internship gave me a lot of knowledge about Brazil and the Brazilian market which
was very useful when writing this thesis. Furthermore, they were also helpful with providing information after I came back to Denmark.
Furthermore, I would like to dedicate a special thank you to the case companies, especially Knud
B. Bach from Aalborg Industries S.A., Jesper Flensted Buchreitz and Gert Borrits from Bombas
Grundfos do Brasil Ltda., Aluísio Carlos da Cunha Júnior and Federico Renzo Grayeb from Novo
Nordisk do Brasil Ltda., and Niels Husted Rich from Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda., who have
all been very helpful in providing their time and inputs to my empirical data collection.
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Readers Guide
This „readers guide‟ will explain the structural elements of the thesis,
thus providing the reader with the basis for an easier read.

The figure to the right is meant to give an overview of how the various
chapters, which lead to the final recommendation, have been placed.
However, it does not indicate all the chapters, e.g. the Research Design and the Personal Reflection are not shown in the figure. The
structure of the thesis is sequential, which also is illustrated in the
figure, thus the chapters build upon the previous chapter. Also, as
indicated in the figure, the thesis consists of three overall areas: the
Preliminary Analysis, the Detail Analysis and the Recommendation.
The first area contains the Introduction, the Problem Formulation, the
Theory, and the Case Descriptions. This area will provide the reader
with the initial understanding of the Brazilian market and the problems
within. The next area is the Detail Analysis area, containing the
Analysis of External Factors and the Analysis of Internal Factors,
which will be used to create the Recommendation. This area will use
the knowledge gained through the Preliminary Analysis, in order to
provide a wider foundation for the Recommendation. The final area is
the Recommendation, containing the chapter Ensuring a Successful
Entrance. This area will, as the name suggest, provide the answer for
the Problem Formulation and give a recommendation for how to ensure a successful entrance when starting up production in Brazil. The
final part of the thesis is the Discussion, the Conclusion and the Reflection where the results etc. will be described and discussed, as well
as reflected upon.
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Resume
Brazil is by far the largest and most populous country in South America, and the fifth largest
country and tenth largest economy in the world. But for many Danish companies, Brazil is somewhere between the easy deselected and the neglected possibilities. One of the reasons for the limited presence of Danish companies in Brazil could be the lack of knowledge about the opportunities. Of that reason, the Brazilian market is the main focus in this Master‟s thesis. Furthermore, it
was assumed that establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary is the most challenging entry mode to the Brazilian market. Thus, the problem formulation for this thesis became: How can
Danish companies ensure a successful entrance to the Brazilian market, when establishing a
wholly owned production subsidiary in the country?
To answer the problem formulation, some research questions were put forward and it was decided
to use a Multiple Case (Holistic) Design approach. Thus, the following four case companies,
which are all Danish owned companies with production in Brazil, were used: Aalborg Industries
S.A., Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda., Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda., and Rocktec Isolantes
Termicos Ltda. Furthermore, it was decided to take a holistic approach, by first identifying the
external factors and afterwards evaluate and adapt the internal factors to these, to gain a fit, since
it was assessed that this would enhance the chances of a successful entrance to the Brazilian market.
The analysis of the macro environment revealed that a lot of factors need to be taken into consideration, e.g. the import regulations and restrictions, the local content rules, and the employment
law, as well as the following five primary market barriers were identified, being: the tax system,
bureaucracy, the restrictive labour regulations, the inadequate supply of infrastructure, and corruption. It was further stated that the Brazilian market‟s structure type is oligopoly, among other
things, due to the many high barriers. When it comes to the importance of networks, the analysis
revealed that there are several ways the Danish companies can make use of these, when entering
the Brazilian market, to gain information and contacts to potentially new customers and/or suppliers. Furthermore, the liability of foreignness in Brazil was analysed which revealed that a lot of
costs are related to entering the Brazilian market. However, this can be minimised if the Danish
companies have a geocentric attitude. E.g. this means using standards which are universal and
adapt them to local conditions.
In the analysis of the internal factors, three of the case companies were defined as being Prospectors – thus, seeking innovation and growth. This complied with the analysis of the competitiveness of Danish firms, which stated that Denmark is seen as an innovation driven economy. Thus,
the recommendation was primarily addressed towards these types of organisations. Based on the
analysis of the case companies, it was recommended to acquire a production site when establishing production in Brazil. By doing so, the Danish companies will get access to a labour force with
knowledge and experience about the production, and more importantly the market, as well as
market share and a customer/supplier network. Regarding structure, most of the case companies
have hierarchical structures and are formal, which comply with the Brazilian business culture.
However, there was no consensus among the case companies whether to be centralised or decentralised. The analysis also revealed that the case companies use a lot of both extrinsic rewards and
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intrinsic rewards. Furthermore, it revealed that, in general, only few Danes are hired at the Danish
production subsidiaries in Brazil, and those who are, are used for key positions.
In the process of transferring knowledge, all three case companies chose to send some Danish
employees to the new sites and formed project development groups, and some offered local- and
international training. By doing so, they ensured that corporate standards and values would be
followed and implemented in the new organisation, but also adapted to the Brazilian conditions;
thus, they created the ability, motivation and opportunity, which is vital for a successful knowledge transfer. This also complies with the analysis of the Danish Headquarters‟ orientation towards the Brazilian subsidiaries, which concluded that it generally is geocentric. Furthermore, it
was revealed that the Danish- and Brazilian business cultures do not resemble each other, where
three main characteristics were identified to support this statement. Even though, the case companies have managed to have a mix of both Danish- and Brazilian business culture, which was
found adequate.
In the end, Miles and Snow‟s Adaptive Cycle was presented and used to structure the recommendation, as well as Miles and Snow‟s arguments, for how prospector organisations can create the
coherence in their strategy, structure, and processes that is needed for effective adaptation, was
taken into consideration. So, if the Danish companies follow the recommendation given in the
thesis, it is assessed that this will ensure, or at least raise the odds for, a successful entrance to the
Brazilian market, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in the country.
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Introduction
In a Goldman Sachs report from Autumn 2001, Jim O‟Neill was the first that prominently used
the term BRICs and speculated that by 2050 the four economies, Brazil, Russia, India and China,
would be wealthier than most of the current major economic powers. The BRIC thesis posits that
China and India will become the world‟s dominant suppliers of manufactured goods and services,
respectively, while Brazil and Russia will become similarly dominant as suppliers of raw materials. (O‟Neill, 2001) Whereas a lot of focus has been on China and India, Brazil has often been
regarded as the least justified BRIC country, and Goldman Sachs has heard much scepticism over
the years about their decision to include it. But Brazil is now in the early stages of an accelerating
growth phase where real GDP may expand between 4-5 per cent annually for some time.
(Goldman Sachs Global Economics Group, 2007)

Combined with a newfound political and economic stability, today Brazil appears as a
country that finally is ready to fulfil its potential. The country has one of the world‟s largest
commodity stocks and 193 million people with rapidly increasing purchasing power, but is also a
country with high taxes and a bureaucracy that requires as much patience and local knowledge as
the infrastructure. However, some large Danish companies, such as Novo Nordisk, Mærsk,
Danisco, Danfoss, and FLSmidth, are already present in Brazil and have been there for years, but
the next layer of Danish companies‟ activities in the country is extremely limited. Only a few
have really established themselves in recent years, where the warm climate is matched by high
pressure in the economy. For many Danish companies, Brazil is somewhere between the easy
deselected and the neglected possibilities: South America‟s growth engine, which according to all
predictions will come thundering out of the global crisis. (Heering, 2010) One of the reasons for
the limited presence of Danish companies in Brazil could be the lack of knowledge about the opportunities, since little have been described about this market and how to enter it, compared to e.g.
China. Of that reason, the Brazilian market will be the main focus in this Master‟s thesis.

Brazil
Brazil is by far the largest1 and most populous2 country in South America, and the fifth largest
country and tenth largest economy in the world, with a GDP of USD 1.574 trillion in 2009
(International Monetary Fund, 2010 ). In comparison, Brazil is more or less double the size of the
European Union3 (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Brazil vs. Europe
1

Approximately 8.5 million sq km. (IBGE, 2010)
Approximately 193 million inhabitants. (IBGE, 2010)
3
Approximately 4.2 million sq km. (Europa)
2
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Geographically, Brazil is divided into five main regions: North, Northeast, Centre-east, Southeast
and South, and its largest markets, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, are located in the most developed south-eastern region. The State of São Paulo alone contains about one third of Brazil‟s entire
industry sector, including 60 per cent of the Danish companies in Brazil, and is the major industrial and economic powerhouse of the Brazilian economy. By contrast, the North-Eastern and
Northern regions are the poorest in Brazil. The eight states with the highest GDP contribution are
São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Minas Gerais, Rio Grande do Sul, Parana, Bahia, Santa Catarina and
the Federal District. (IBGE)

The Brazilian market
Brazil is the world‟s largest producer in agriculture, minerals, sugar and bio ethanol, and it has
vast natural resources including the world‟s largest reserves of fresh water and forests.
The food industry is one of the economic driving forces in Brazil where the exports of processed
or marketable packed fresh food include: orange juice (concentrated), sugar (raw or refined),
chicken meat, oil of soybeans, beef, and pork. Besides being a major exporter of orange juice,
Brazil also exports dozens of different juices worldwide, including traditional and exquisite fruits
like cupua and umbu from the Amazon, and cachaça which is a strong liquor that is used to prepare caipirinhas. (The Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo, 2009)
The sugarcane production accounts for 16 per cent of the energy production in Brazil, with major
production in the South-East region (accounting for 68.9 per cent) and partly in the Centre, South
and North-East regions. The main drivers for the recent expansion of sugarcane in Brazil, particularly in the state of São Paulo, were market opportunities created by the international demand for
sugar and ethanol in conjunction with national policies that promoted ethanol production and
commercialisation. (The Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo, 2009) With a significant
comparative advantage conferred by advanced technology, Brazil has today become a pioneer in
the production of sugarcane-based ethanol. Brazil is expected to increase production by 145 per
cent from 2006 to 2016, which could allow it to become the world‟s top exporter of ethanol.
(Goldman Sachs Global Economics Group, 2007)
The oil industry is one of Brazil‟s most profitable sectors and Petrobrás, a federally controlled
petroleum company, is by far the most dominating. The company, which is the largest company in
Latin America by market capitalisation and revenue, and the largest company headquartered in
the Southern Hemisphere, recorded a net income of USD 14.3 billion in 2009 (Petrobrás, 2010).

Danish companies in Brazil
Approximately 75 Danish companies are present in Brazil, where the industrial cluster of Danish
companies is located in São Paulo. Most are vendors, but the number of manufacturing companies
is increasing. Important Danish companies established in Brazil cover e.g. the life science industry (Coloplast, Ferrosan, Chr. Hansen, Lundbeck, Novo Nordisk, Novozymes, GN ReSound, Oticon), health and nutrition (Danisco), and shipping, oil & gas (A.P. Møller-Mærsk Group). However, according to Danish Industries4, Danish companies do not get enough out of Brazil. They
have calculated that the current Danish export to Brazil of DKK 1.5 billion a year could be 50 per
cent higher. According to consultant Rasmus Wendt from Danish Industries, there is, first and
4

Danish: Dansk Industri
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foremost, an untapped export potential in Brazil, but it is also a possible sourcing country where
people could choose to add production. Countries such as Sweden and Finland exports more to
Brazil than Denmark does - also relatively. (Børsen, 2007; Nielsen, 2009)
Rasmus Wendt further states that it is a bit of a luxury problem, because Danish exports are doing
so well abroad. If the order books had been half empty, there might had been a bigger stimulus to
overcome the difficulties, the Brazilian market offers, such as language barriers, high tariffs and
bureaucracy, but these things have indeed been overcome in China. (Børsen, 2007) However, this
was said before the financial crisis really had had an impact on Denmark. Today, many Danish
companies are actually experiencing missing orders as a consequence of the financial crisis – a
good incitement for them to look for opportunities in Brazil. But doing business in Brazil can be
quite a challenge, where extensive bureaucracy, complex tax rules and a challenging import system are something all companies have to deal with. According to Martin Holm, former Director
of GN ReSound in São Paulo, especially the bureaucracy can be a major challenge for SMEs who
are trying to start up in Brazil, e.g. getting things into the country, due to a complex tariff system.
This means that many companies have experienced that products have been held up at customs
for months. (Heering, 2010) However, if the Danish companies decide to take the challenge, the
next step is to decide which entry mode to choose (see Appendix A). When looking at the level of
risk, control and experience related to the different entry modes, the one that requires most control
and experience, but at the same time is the most risky one, is a wholly owned subsidiary (as seen
in Figure 2). (Wild, Wild, & Han, 2008)
Experience
Wholly owned subsidiary

Management contract
Control

Joint venture/Alliance

Franchising
Turnkey project
Licensing

Exporting
Risk

Figure 2: The level of risk, control and experience related to the different entry modes

However, it is more difficult to establish a wholly owned production subsidiary than a wholly
owned sales subsidiary (Wild, Wild, & Han, 2008). Of that reason, the focus will, in the rest of
the thesis, be on these types of organisations, being Danish production subsidiaries in Brazil,
since it is assumed that it is the most challenging. Thus, the following chapter will define the
problem formulation for this thesis.
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Problem Formulation
As mentioned in the Introduction, Danish Industries states that Danish companies do not get
enough out of Brazil and therefore, it is recommended that more Danish companies should enter
the Brazilian market. Furthermore, it was stated that a wholly owned production subsidiary is the
most challenging entry mode to the Brazilian market. For these reasons, it has been decided to
focus on how to establish a wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil. However, extensive
bureaucracy, complex tax rules and a challenging import system are something all companies
have to deal with on the Brazilian market. Therefore, this thesis will take a holistic approach,
where the following problem formulation has been put forward:
How can Danish companies ensure a successful entrance to the Brazilian market, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in the country?
To help answering this problem formulation, some research questions have been put forward:
1. Which external factors will influence the Danish companies, when establishing a wholly
owned production subsidiary in Brazil?
Since no organisation is an island and organisations only can be understood in interaction with the
environment, this research question will help answering what the Danish companies need to be
aware of regarding external factors, to help ensure a successful entrance to the Brazilian market.
2. How should the Danish companies handle their internal factors, when establishing a
wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil, to best overcome the market barriers?
Since handling the internal factors is a vital part of establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary, it is important to know which internal factors to be aware of to ensure that it becomes a
success.
3. How can the Danish companies gain a fit between the internal and external factors?
As stated above, no organisation is an island. Thus, it is important not only to look at either the
external- or the internal factors, but also to look at how to gain a fit between these, since this can
influence the success of the Danish companies, when establishing a wholly owned production
subsidiary in Brazil.
4. How can the Danish companies ensure the long-term success of the organisation, when
establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil?
The first three research questions primarily focus on how to ensure the short-term success of the
companies. Therefore, this last research question focuses on how the Danish companies can ensure the long-term success, since this also defines whether or not the entrance to the Brazilian
market was a success, thus getting closer to answering the problem formulation.
Since these research questions both focus on external- and internal factors, as well as how a fit
between these can be gained, answering these research questions will help giving a holistic answer to the problem formulation. As the problem formulation and research questions now have
been put forward, the following chapter will describe the research design for this thesis.
[11]
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Research Design
The overall purpose of this chapter is to give an overview and clarify how this Master‟s thesis has
been composed, how data has been collected, interviews conducted, and which methods that have
been used, thus creating the empirical field of this thesis. The emphasis will be on the way this
has been done and the reasoning for this. The chapter contains the reason for choosing a case
study design, how the fieldwork has been designed and prepared, and a description of how data
has been generated and subsequently analysed. Finally, a description of how the fieldwork has
been carried out is presented.

Case study design
There are several different research methods for collecting data from an empirical field. These can
generally be divided into three groups: surveys, experiments and case studies (Maaløe, 1996). The
case study approach fits well to this thesis, where the purpose is to find out how Danish companies can ensure a successful entrance to the Brazilian market, when establishing a wholly owned
production subsidiary in the country. Thus, it involves the study of interaction of different elements at the case companies e.g. how the internal factors are affected by the external factors,
which need to be examined closely in the empirical field by qualitative methods. To do this, interviews and document reviews were mainly used to generate empirical data, but observations are
also used. Case studies give, opposite to surveys, an in depth insight and the focus is on narrowly
defined fields of interest, since it enables the researcher to see very difficult and complex situations which could, and most certainly would, be lost in a general survey. (Maaløe, 1996) Therefore, the case study was found most suitable to answer the problem formulation and has been
chosen as the method for data generation within this thesis, which will be explained further in the
following section.
When investigating an empirical field, the first to do is to set the boundaries of the case study or
the so called span of field. The choice is whether to look at one or more organisations and
whether to look at the whole organisation or embedded parts. These questions are related to the
type of case study that should be chosen, as illustrated in Table 1 (Yin, 2009).

Holistic (single unit of analysis)
Embedded (multiple units of
analysis)

Single Case Design
The study of one fully coherent unit and the unit of analysis is unique.
One field, but with a selective
focus on embedded sub-units.

Multiple Case Design
The study of many of the
“same” type of units within
different contexts.
Multiple case design, with a
selective focus on embedded
sub-units.

Table 1: Different types of case studies

Since the intent is to use Danish production companies as cases, a multiple case design is used.
When it comes to defining whether a holistic or embedded approach is used, it is not as straight
forward. In a holistic design, the purpose is to create a general picture by studying different cases,
but with respect of their mutual uniformity as well as differences (Maaløe, 1996). In an embedded
design, data will be part of the findings for each individual case, not pooled across cases (Yin,
2009). Since the intent in this thesis is to study selected specific phenomenon within the organisa[12]
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tions‟ design being e.g. the strategy, structure, and processes, one can argue that an embedded
approach is used. However, the overall purpose is to draw some general conclusions from these
case descriptions. Therefore, it would be more accurate to say that a holistic approach is used.
Thus, this thesis has a Multiple Case (Holistic) Design approach.
There is also the choice of whether to have a loose or tight approach to the case study. The loose
approach will let the subjects, in this thesis the case companies, reveal itself to the researcher. The
tight approach has the intent to test one or more theories in relation to the field. Additionally, a
combination of the two abovementioned approaches can be used, where the researcher has a certain theoretical foundation towards the research field, but is also open to what the field may show.
Maaløe (1996) states that this combination is often the most effective and preferred approach of
the three. The combination of the two is suitable for this thesis, where the study will try to identify
the external factors on the Brazilian market, as well as how the internal factors have been handled
to overcome these, but with starting point within the specific theoretical area of organisational
design. This means that the student will be open towards what the research at the case companies
may show, but will stay within the scope of organisational design.
The last part in selecting the appropriate case study design is to find the theoretical purpose of the
case study. Generally, there are four different theoretical purposes to a case study being: to describe, to test theory, to create theory, and finally, explorative integration, where theory creation
and testing is combined (Maaløe, 1996). This thesis utilise explorative integration where the starting point is inductive, using own impressions and collected empirical data to set up initial assumptions, but also to create a general understanding of what is actually happening on the Brazilian market. Hereafter, the deductive method is used, where theories and literature are applied in
order to illuminate and investigate the identified problems, which result in the recommendation
for how Danish companies should adapt the internal factors, to overcome the external, when establish production in Brazil. The reason for choosing this approach is that the student has developed an initial picture of the Brazilian market, which primarily has been gained through the internship at the Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo, Brazil. This has helped the student to
select and investigate the theoretical subject being organisational design. The subject involves a
number of theoretical perspectives, but is generally considered to be an open theoretical field.
This situation indicates the necessity of both testing and further developing the theoretical field,
which are the qualities that explorative integration contains. This method will effectively contribute to an understanding of the complexity within the empirical field, being Danish production
companies on the Brazilian market.

Fieldwork design
This section will describe how the fieldwork was designed and conducted, and has been divided
into five parts. The first part will elaborate the theoretical preparation, where thoughts and methods for achieving a good theoretical foundation for the case studies will be elaborated. The second
part will concern the preparation for the fieldwork, where academic and case study related goals
for this study will be presented and elaborated. The third part will concern the actual data generation, where the methods, sequence and organising of the data gathering will be described. The
fourth part will concern the data analysis, and the fifth and final part will describe the steps in the
fieldwork and how this was carried out.

[13]
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Theoretical preparation
Maaløe (1996) states that in order to prepare for the fieldwork, a certain degree of theoretical sensitivity must be achieved. This will ensure that the researcher is prepared for the fieldwork and
both can understand and grasp the many different elements and subjects that will reveal themselves during the study. The theoretical sensitivity can be obtained by having a broad understanding of the theoretical field that applies to the empirical field.
As described above, the focus in this thesis is within the specific theoretical area of organisational
design. Thus, a broad spectrum of the acknowledged theories within organisational design has
been explored and main theories have been identified and used to develop the theoretical base.
Emphasis has been put on using well acknowledged theorists that have been proven valid trough
time. To analyse the external factors, and thereby answer the first research question, the PESTEL
model was used since it, while embracing broad, still structures the many findings; thus, the
model creates sensitivity. However, the PESTEL model only identifies the external factors in the
macro environment. Thus, it was also decided to look at the micro environment, by using Porter‟s
Five Forces analysis, since this model also takes e.g. customers and competitors into consideration. However, since only focusing on the macro- and micro environment is not enough when
analysing external factors, it was decided to use theory about how to take advantage of one‟s networks, e.g. to overcome the liability of foreignness on the Brazilian market. To analyse the internal factors, and thereby answer the second research question, Galbraith‟s “Star Model” was chosen as the main framework when analysing the organisational design. The reason for this is that
the model presented by Galbraith covers and encompasses many of the variables that are important for this study. However, the model is general and rather vaguely described; thus, it was decided to support the model and further develop it by combining and adding elements from other
models and theories within the specific theoretical area of organisational design, which complement the “Star Model”. The abovementioned process of broadly investigating the theoretical field
and combining the established acknowledged models created a basic framework for analysis. This
was considered to provide a good theoretical foundation, for analysing the case companies, and
thereby sensitivity. However, since the organisational design not constitutes all the internal factors, it was decided also to use theory about types of entry, when starting up a new production
subsidiary, since it is assumed that this will be the key strategic decisions for the Danish companies when starting up production in Brazil. In relation to this, technology transfer, and especially
knowledge transfer, is also vital to look at; thus, theory about how to handle this process was
identified and described. Furthermore, it was decided to use theory about management style and
headquarters‟ orientation towards subsidiaries in an international enterprise, since it is assumed
that this will have a vital impact on the outcome when starting a new production subsidiary in
Brazil. To reflect upon the competitiveness of Danish firms, it was decided to use Porter‟s National Diamond, since this model explain the origins of competitive advantage through the presence of four elements, being: Factor conditions; Demand conditions; Related and supporting industries; and Firm strategy, structure and rivalry. However, this model is quite extensive. Therefore, it was decided only to use the model as a framework for discussing the competitiveness of
Danish firms. To analyse how the Danish companies should adapt the internal factors to overcome the external factors, thus gain a fit, which was the third research question, the SWOT analysis was selected, since its purpose is to match key strengths with promising opportunities and see
these in relation to the threats and weaknesses; thus, fitting the internal factors (Strengths and
Weaknesses) with the external (Opportunities and Threats). Furthermore, it was decided to use
[14]
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Miles & Snow‟s Adaptive Cycle to describe how the Danish companies should adapt to the
changing environment on the Brazilian market, thus helping ensure the long-term success of the
companies, which was what the fourth research question dealt with. The reason for using Miles &
Snow‟s Adaptive Cycle is that the basic framing of the problem in the model is not a static analysis of fit but rather the dynamic problem of adaptation, where the external factors also are taken
into consideration.

Fieldwork preparation
The goal is to analyse the external- and internal factors of the case companies, as well as how a fit
between these can be gained. Besides the academic goals from Aalborg University and the Master‟s thesis, there are also some theoretical goals when conducting a case study that must be taken
into consideration. These are listed below and can generally be seen as points, and a checklist for
the student, to ensure the quality and trustworthiness of the case study. (Maaløe, 1996)
 Ensure a high degree of validity and reliability.
 Gather data from as many different sources as possible.
 Remain objective and critical towards statements from interviews.
 Constantly reflect on the gathered data/evidence.
The case companies have been chosen according to their relevance to the student‟s thesis theme
being “Foreign market entry and production companies‟ design in international context”. The case
companies are all Danish companies with production in Brazil, which makes it particularly interesting for the student to investigate. Therefore, the goal is to generate data about the experienced
external factors and how they handled the internal factors. This will include information about
elements such as barriers, strategy and structure.
When using a case study as research design, it is relevant to describe how validity and reliability
will be achieved in this thesis. Before doing so, a definition of the two terms will be given. Validity is defined as: “The assurance that the attained results are a) conclusive and b) in accordance
with what other circumstances point at” (Maaløe, 1996). The use of triangulation, where many
different sources are used, enables the researcher to gain a high degree of data validity. Furthermore, a sound degree of reflection of the data and what it is used for is also a large part of what
creates validity in a case study. Reliability is defined as: “The guarantee that any other that may
conduct a similar case study will reach the same conclusion” (Maaløe, 1996). This means that the
result of several different studies, free of time and space, applied on the same field should provide
the same results in order for the method to be reliable. This can be difficult to test in a case study
where the conditions, both internal and external, are constant shifting. However, as long as the
results and arguments are well founded on sound data with a high degree of validity, it will be
possible to create a high degree of reliability (Maaløe, 1996).
The use of many different types, and a large amount, of sources should guarantee a high degree of
validity and reliability. To achieve this, the data generation in this thesis included people from
different Danish companies with production in Brazil. In order not to create respondent bias, it
was also important that the respondents were from different segments within the Brazilian market.
Homepages, articles and other relevant documents were also used as secondary sources, to gather
insight about the case companies and other Danish companies on the Brazilian market.
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Data generation
In this thesis, data generation involves establishing and collecting information about which external factors the Danish companies experience, as well as how they handled the internal factors,
when establishing production in Brazil, where sources such as documents, articles and interviews
have been used.
Case companies
The initial contact to the case companies was already established during the student‟s internship
in Brazil. When selecting the case companies, the criteria was that 1) the company had Danish
origin and was Danish owned, 2) the company had a production subsidiary in Brazil, and 3) all
the companies were within different segments, to avoid respondent bias. To ensure reliability of
the interviews, the contact persons at the case companies were evaluating based on some criteria
being 1) the contact person had a position which gave him knowledge about the subject in question, or 2) the contact person had been part of the organisation and had knowledge about the subject in question. Thus, the four case companies ended up being Aalborg Industries S.A., Bombas
Grundfos do Brasil Ltda., Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda., and Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.,
where the contact with the case companies is described below.
Aalborg Industries S.A.
The contact to Knud B. Bach, Managing Director at Aalborg Industries S.A., was established in
September at a CleanTech conference held by the Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo,
Brazil. Afterwards, a visit to Aalborg Industries S.A.‟s factory in Petrópolis, near Rio de Janeiro,
was carried out on October 16th, 2009, where the face-to-face interview with Knud B. Bach took
place. Furthermore, an interview with Peter Hjort, Finance Director at Aalborg Industries S.A.,
was carried out, to get an idea of which challenges Aalborg Industries S.A. faces in Brazil. Afterwards, there have been a lot of e-mail correspondences with Knud B. Bach, to elaborate on the
answers from the interview, as well as get additional information. Furthermore, a fellow student,
Jesper Terp Christensen, has been used when minor questions about the company needed to be
answered, since he was an intern at Aalborg Industries S.A. in autumn 2009.
Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda.
The contact to Jesper Flensted Buchreitz, Technical Manager and Business Development Manager at Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda., was establish through the Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo. During the internship, several exploratory interviews about Bombas Grundfos
do Brasil Ltda. and the Brazilian market took place, to get an idea of which challenges the company faces in Brazil; however, the more focused questions were answered by e-mail in spring
2010. Furthermore, the questions were sent to Gert Borrits, General Manager at Grundfos Vietnam, since he was part of the process, when Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. started up production in Brazil; thus, he had a lot of knowledge about which difficulties the company experienced
and how they were handled.
Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda.
The contact to Aluisio Carlos da Cunha Jr., Organisational Development & Communication Manager at Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda.‟s production plant in Montes Claros, was established in
spring 2010 through a fellow student, Kim Andreas Jönsson, who was intern at Novo Nordisk in
autumn 2009. However, Aluisio Carlos da Cunha Jr. was only able to answer the questions about
the organisational design of the production site. Therefore, contact was established to Federico
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Renzo Grayeb, Head of the Business Area Latin America, via Aluisio Carlos da Cunha Jr. Thus,
Federico Renzo Grayeb answered all the questions about experienced barriers and the strategic
purpose of Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. in Brazil.
Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.
The contact to Niels Husted, owner of Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda., was established through
the Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo, and a face-to-face interview with Niels Husted,
at his factory in São Paulo, was carried out on February 4th, 2010. At the interview, Peter Efland
from the Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo also participated, to ask questions for his
Master‟s thesis; thus, the questions were very broad, though within the area of organisational design. Afterwards, there have been a lot of e-mail correspondences with Niels Husted, to elaborate
on the answers from the interview, as well as get additional information about the organisational
design of the company.
Project conditions
The type of data generated is by large primary and qualitative data attained from personal interviews, first hand experiences and observations. Due to the long distance between Denmark and
Brazil, it was only possible to visit two of the case companies and not more than ones, so only
some primary interviews were conducted face-to-face and the follow-up questions were answered
by e-mail. Also secondary sources were gathered in the form of articles about Danish companies,
including the case companies, on the Brazilian market.
The largest source of information is the interviews with the four case companies. The interviews
are of personal focused type, where some of the respondents have been interviewed face-to-face
for a short period of time, approximately one hour, and others have been interviewed by e-mail,
all based on a certain set of questions (see Appendix B). Furthermore, these interviews have also
had an open-ended design, since most of the pre-set questions could be considered as being quite
broad; however, still within the subject of organisational design. Thus, it was possible to compare
the answers from the case companies. The pre-set questions were developed with the focus on
gaining information about the market barriers experienced by the case companies, as well as how
they have handled the internal factors to overcome these, but as mentioned still quite exploratory,
which gave the student the opportunity of being open towards important information and data that
might not have been collected, if the preliminary interviews have had more depended and structured characteristics. As the thesis progressed, the data generation and questions for the case companies became more focused and structured with the intention of clarifying and get in-depth information and data on more specific subjects.

Data analysis
As it has been described how the data was gathered, this part has the purpose to illuminate how
the data was analysed. The result of the descriptions of the case companies is a series of barriers
identified on the Brazilian market as well as how the case companies have handled the internal
factors.
The collected data was, as mentioned before, gathered through interviews with people from different Danish production companies in Brazil. The face-to-face interviews were taped and all the
answers by e-mail were saved. A benefit of taping the interviews, as well as saving the e-mail
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answers, was that it became easier to document and thus quote specific answers. Furthermore,
articles about the companies were used to support the answers.
The descriptions of the case companies were mainly used when analysing the internal factors, to
find out how they had chosen to handle these. This was done by comparing how the four case
companies had chosen to deal with factors such as organisational design and technology transfer,
and afterwards, to see if there was any common denominator. In this way, it was possible to make
some general conclusions on how other Danish companies had handled the internal factors to
overcome some of the external factors on the Brazilian market. To support the general conclusions, further examples were given by using articles about Danish companies in Brazil. By using
both the answers from the interviews, as well as the articles about Danish companies in Brazil, it
was possible to created triangulation when making the analyses. Furthermore, the statements from
the interviews were used to back up the findings in the analysis of the external factors.

Fieldwork sequence
In order to give some understanding of how the thesis progressed throughout the project period, it
has been chosen to give a brief view into the various thesis phases. The fieldwork performed during the project period can more or less be divided into four phases, which can be seen in Figure 3:
29-07-2009 - 28-01-2010
Internship at the Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo, Brazil
Initial
Understanding

Collection of
Theory

29-07-2009 - 30-12-2009
Preparatory Work

20-02-2010 - 20-05-2010
Data Analysis

Collection of
Data

01-01-2010 - 15-05-2010
Data Generation

Preparation of the
Suggested Solution

21-05-2010 - 03-06-2010
Finishing Phase

Figure 3: Project phases

These phases are not absolute, but they do give some indication of what was performed during the
project period. The first phase, the Preparatory Work, was characterised by seeking an initial understanding, which was gained through the internship at the Consulate General of Denmark in São
Paulo, Brazil, and by the main study of different theories to build the theory base upon. The most
time intensive part of this phase was the theory collection and to get an overview of the relevant
theories, as well as the methodical elaborations. The Data Generation part was characterised by
being very drawn out, in the sense that the phase continued until the final fourteen days of the
project period, where some finalising questions were send to the case companies. The Data
Analysis phase was initiated approximately one third in the Data Generation phase, where it was
possible to draw some initial conclusions based on the answers from the case companies. The
finishing phase were where the thesis came together, and the recommendation, for how Danish
companies can ensure a successful entrance when establishing production in Brazil, was initiated
in the last few weeks before the hand in of the thesis; thus, it was here all the different chapters
where put together.
As the research design now has been described, the next chapter will present the theory used in
this thesis.
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Theory
The purpose of this chapter is to describe how the external- and internal factors will be analysed,
as well as how a fit between these can be gained, to give a holistic solution to the problem formulation.

External factors
To help answering the research question regarding which external factors will influence the Danish companies, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil, it has been
decided to look at the macro environment, including which barriers the companies will experience, as well as the micro environment. Furthermore, it will be described how the Danish companies should make use of their networks, e.g. to overcome the liability of foreignness. This clarification will also be used when analysing how the Danish companies should design their organisation, to best overcome the market barriers.
The importance of looking at the external environment when analysing organisations has among
others been recognised by Harold J. Leavitt where his argument was that “no organisation is an
island” and that organisations only can be understood in interaction with the environment. Organisations are open social systems and thereby changes within the organisation will affect the
environment and vice versa (Ry Nielsen & Ry, 2002). According to Leavitt, the impact of the
environment has been growing continuously the last 50 years, and the degree of dependency and
complexity has increased due to the evolution in public regulation, globalisation and technology.
(Ry Nielsen & Ry, 2002). Therefore, it is also important that the Danish companies look at the
environment, when entering at the Brazilian market. When talking about the environment, it is
normally being distinguished between macro- and micro environment. Thus, how these two types
of environment will be analysed will be described below.

The macro environment
There are many factors in the external environment that will affect an organisation, where tax
changes, new laws, trade barriers, demographic change and government policy changes are all
examples of macro change. (Gillespie, 2007)
To analyse the macro environment, it has been chosen to use the PESTEL model, since this model
embraces broad and distinguishes between: Political factors, Economic factors, Social factors,
Technological factors, Environmental factors, and Legal factors (a description of the factors can
be found in Appendix C). By using the PESTEL model, it is possible to analyse the many different factors in the case companies‟ macro environment, the Brazilian market, and possibly identify
some of the market barriers that the Danish companies have to deal with. However, to further
clarify how the barriers will influence the entrance to the Brazilian market, an analysis of this will
be made as described below.
Barriers
When the Danish companies decide to enter the Brazilian market, they will face some entry barriers. However, the type and number of barriers define how easy or difficult it will be to overcome
these. When talking about entry barriers to a market, normally, it is being distinguished between
four industry structure types: pure monopoly, oligopoly, monopolistic competition, and pure com[19]
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petition. (Kotler & Keller, 2006) Since this contributes to how easy or difficult it is to enter a
market, the Brazilian market will be defined according to these, based on the analysis of the
macro environment as well as the market barriers identified in the case descriptions.
These two analyses will give an illustrative picture of the Brazilian market‟s macro environment
and will later be used when analysing the case companies, as well as when describing how the
external factors will influence the Danish companies, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil.
As it now has been described how to analyse the macro environment, the following will describe
how to analyse the micro environment.

The micro environment
Factors or elements in an organisation‟s immediate area of operations, which affect its performance and decision making freedom, constitute the micro environment of the organisation. These
factors include competitors, customers, distribution channels, suppliers, and the general public.
Therefore, the micro environment is a more local relationship where the organisation may exercise a degree of influence.
To analyse the micro environment, Porter‟s Five Forces analysis are often used. The idea of Porter‟s Five Forces is that the competitive rivalry within an industry is affected by bargaining power
of suppliers, bargaining power of customers, threat of new entrants, and threat of substitute products. Thus, these five forces must be analysed to get an overview of the micro environment in
which the organisation operates. (Porter, 1998)
Even though it is just as important to look at the micro environment, as it is to look at the macro
environment, the outcome and result depend on which sector is analysed. Therefore, this thesis
will not make an analysis of the micro environment, but the theory will be used when making the
recommendation for the Danish companies.
However, only focusing on the macro- and micro environment is not enough. To improve the
company‟s chances of a successful entrance to the Brazilian market, the Danish companies can
take advantage of their networks of customers, suppliers etc., if some of these are already present
on the Brazilian market, to gain information, contacts etc. Therefore, networks will be described
below.

Networks
This section will focus on dyadic relationships, which are relationships between two external parties (Anderson, Håkonsson, & Johansen, 1994), since knowing how to deal with these will help
secure a successful entrance to the Brazilian market.
In 1994, Anderson, Håkonsson and Johansen published an article which contradicted the common
theory regarding dyadic business relationships being networks. They argue that the dyadic relationship should still be regarded as a dyad, but a dyad that operates within a network context (see
Figure 4). A network is defined as “two or more organisations involved in long-term relationship” (Thorelli, 1986), where the network context affects the focal relationship in either a constructive manner or with deleterious effects (Anderson, Håkonsson, & Johansen, 1994).
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Figure 4: Network context

As explained above, there is an internal and an external part of networks; the external part being
the previously mentioned context of the focal network. In the following, the focus will shift to the
internal elements of a network which are the inherent elements that affect the way the network
works. These elements are of a more social character than the more tangible elements of supplier,
customer and so forth. H. B. Thorelli (1986) states that elements such as power, trust and domain
affect the success of the network and therefore, these will be described below (Thorelli, 1986):
 Power in networks is important to understand when looking at the actions of a network.
The relationship in a given dyad is very much affected by the balance of power in the relationship, power being the ability to affect one‟s network partners‟ decisions.
 Trust is a reciprocal element between the two partners in the dyad, where power more is
an element that can, and in most cases will, be unilateral. Trust in a dyad will ensure a
continuation and a development of the relationship between the partners within the network, and is based on reputation and previous performance.
 The domains of the companies in the network are an important factor for understanding
the different areas of responsibility in the network and can be viewed as the division of
labour between the partners in the dyad. It is important that there is awareness about what
domain each partner has to ensure that they do not step into an area of responsibility that
belongs to a partner. Furthermore, it facilitates efficiency and trust within the network.
This section only provides a discussion framework since neither Anderson, Håkonsson and
Johansen nor Thorelli provide the necessary basis for analysis but only the basis for understanding
the concepts, as well as discuss. This discussion will be utilised to describe how the Danish companies can ease the entrance to the Brazilian market by using their networks. Furthermore, in relation to discussing networks, it is also relevant to discuss week and strong ties since this defines
the type of information which can be gained. Therefore, these will be described below.
Week and strong ties
Mark S. Granovetter proposes that weak ties are often more important than strong ties in understanding certain network-based phenomena. His argument rests on the assumption that strong ties
tend to cluster together such that they are all mutually connected. The information obtained
through such a network tie is more likely to be redundant, and the network is therefore not a
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channel for innovation. By contrast, a weak tie more often constitute a local bridge5 to parts of the
social system that are otherwise disconnected, and therefore, a weak tie is likely to provide new
information from disparate parts of the system. Thus, weak ties provide people with access to
information and resources beyond those available in their own social circles; but strong ties have
greater motivation to be of assistance and are typically more easily available. In relation to this,
David Krackhardt defines a strong tie as one that meets the following three necessary and sufficient conditions (Krackhardt, 1992):
1. Interaction. The implication of this is that there will be a high probability that each will
have access to information that the other has, since such frequent interactions will provide
opportunities to exchange such information.
2. Affection. The two must feel affection for one another for there to be a strong tie.
3. Time. For there to be a strong tie, the two must have a history of interactions that have
lasted over an extended period of time.
These conditions also actively combine to make a theoretical prediction, one of trust. Interaction
creates opportunity for the exchange of information, some of which may be confidential. Affection creates motivation to treat the other in positive ways or at least not to do something that
would hurt the person, since this would create imbalance between the two. And time creates the
experience necessary to allow each person to predict how the other will use any shared information. All these are the ingredients of trust. David Krackhardt further states that someone, even an
outsider, who understands the structure of strong ties within an organisation will be much more
able to anticipate political resistance and facilitate change, and that this understanding enhance
power. (Krackhardt, 1992) This also complies with the theory put forward by H. B. Thorelli
(1986) regarding the success of a dyadic relationship.
The section about network will be used to discuss how Danish companies can ease the entrance to
the Brazilian market by using their networks of e.g. customers, suppliers and other Danish companies in Brazil. Furthermore, the theory about week and strong ties will be taken into consideration when discussing technology transfer from one part of the organisation to the new production
subsidiary in Brazil.
Using their networks of e.g. other Danish companies in Brazil is of special importance in relation
to liability of foreignness; especially in a country as Brazil, since it is a developing market that for
many years has been extremely closed. Therefore, the Danish companies also need to take the
liability of foreignness into consideration, when establishing a production subsidiary in the country, since this can have great influence on the success of the entrance.

Liability of foreignness
Researchers in international business have long theorised that multinational enterprises doing
business abroad face costs arising from the unfamiliarity of the environment, from cultural, political, and economic differences, and from the need for coordination across geographic distance,
among other factors. In the literature, the liability of foreignness (the costs of doing business
abroad that result in a competitive disadvantage for an MNE subunit) have been broadly defined
as all additional costs a firm operating in a market overseas incurs that a local firm would not

5

Local bridge: the shortest path between two entities, but only within weak ties (Granovetter, 1973).
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incur. In general, the liability of foreignness can arise from at least four, not necessarily independent, sources (Zaheer, 1995):
1. Costs directly associated with spatial distance, such as the costs of travel, transportation,
and coordination over distance and across time zones.
2. Firm-specific costs based on a particular company‟s unfamiliarity with and lack of roots
in a local environment.
3. Costs resulting from the host country environment, such as the lack of legitimacy of foreign firms and economic nationalism.
4. Costs from the home country environment, such as the restrictions on high-technology
sales to certain countries imposed on U.S.-owned MNEs.
The relative importance of these costs and the choices companies can make to deal with them will
vary by industry, company, host country, and home country. Whatever its source, the liability of
foreignness implies that foreign companies will have lower profitability than local firms, all else
being equal, and perhaps even a lower probability of survival. (Zaheer, 1995)
According to Caves (1982), the liability of foreignness is likely to be particularly acute in a simple, market-seeking, horizontal MNE, which is a multinational whose subunits are essentially
replicas of each other that manufacture or distribute goods and services in different markets
around the world. Such operations essentially compete on a local-for-local basis. Ghoshal and
Nohria (1989) further state that a vertical multinational enterprise, which uses its geographically
dispersed subunits as stages in a globally integrated value-adding system in which it can exploit
economies of global scale or scope, or a networked MNE, whose subunits have differentiated
roles and levels of integration, may feel the liability of foreignness less. (Zaheer, 1995)
Even though the main purpose of the theory above is to make comparisons between foreign and
local (i.e., host country) MNEs, this is not how the theory will be used in this thesis. The analysis
of “liability of foreignness” will be used, combined with the other analyses of the external environment, to determine how this will influence the Danish companies‟ entrance to the Brazilian
market and how the Danish companies can use this knowledge to secure their success in Brazil.
As it now has been described how the external factors will be analysed, the next step is to look at
the internal factors.

Internal factors
Since one of the objectives for the thesis is to find out how Danish production companies in Brazil should handle their internal factors, to best overcome the external factors, the following section
will present the theoretical basis which first will be used for analysing the case companies and
later used when describing how to design a Danish production subsidiary in Brazil. However,
there are different ways of starting a production subsidiary, being conventional acquisition,
Brownfield entry, and Greenfield entry. Therefore, these entry modes will first be defined below.
Then, theory for how to design an organisation will be presented. It has also been chosen to look
at technology transfer as well as headquarters‟ orientation towards subsidiaries in an international
enterprise, since this is a vital part of starting up a new production subsidiary in a foreign country
and will influence the success of the new organisation. In the end, theory for reflecting upon the
competitiveness of Danish firms will be presented.
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Conventional acquisition, Brownfield entry and Greenfield entry
The choice of appropriate entry mode into new markets is a key strategic decision for international businesses. A Greenfield project gives the investor the opportunity to create an entirely new
organisation specified to its own requirements, but usually implies a gradual market entry. An
acquisition facilitates quick entry and immediate access to local resources, but the acquired company may require deep restructuring to overcome a lack of fit between the two organisations. In
emerging markets, like Brazil, this restructuring is often so extensive that the new operation resembles a Greenfield investment. This investment has by Klaus E. Meyer and Saul Estrin been
termed “Brownfield”. (Meyer & Estrin, 2001)
The literature distinguishes two primary modes of foreign direct investment; Greenfield (start-up)
and acquisition. A Greenfield project entails building a subsidiary from bottom up to enable foreign sale and/or production. Real estate is purchased locally and employees are hired and trained
using the investor‟s management, technology, know-how and capital. Acquisition is, by Kogut
and Singh (1988), defined as “purchase of stock in an already existing company in an amount
sufficient to confer control”. The new affiliate joins the investing company as a going concern
that normally possesses production facilities, sales force, and market share. Therefore, the main
distinction is in the origin of the resources employed in the new operation. Whereas a Greenfield
uses the resources of the investor and combines them with assets acquired on local markets, an
acquisition uses primarily assets of a local company and combines them with the investor‟s resources, notably managerial capabilities.
Brownfield entry represents a special form of an acquisition, where the following definition has
been suggested by Klaus E. Meyer and Saul Estrin (Meyer & Estrin, 2001):
“A Brownfield is a foreign acquisition undertaken as part of the establishment of a
local operation. From the outset, its resources and capabilities are primarily provided by the investor, replacing most resources and capabilities of the acquired
firm.”
This definition focuses on the newly created subsidiary, and the process of combining the resources required for its operation. Most acquisitions involve some restructuring of the acquired
company, unbundling or even disposal of assets, and introduction of new management. In the
longer run, most affiliates will moreover develop their own new resources and capabilities. What
makes a Brownfield acquisition special is that the deep restructuring is planned from the outset,
and is implemented with the initial integration or restructuring strategy. Thus, it is based on decisions taken when the investor first moves in, occurs within a short time, and draws only to a limited extent on the existing resources of the acquired firm. (Meyer & Estrin, 2001) Below is illustrated a model of entry mode choice (see Figure 5) (Meyer & Estrin, 2001):
Preference for an
external expansion
strategy (acquisition)

Does the (to be)
acquired firm
possess sufficient
resources?

Yes

Conventional
acquisition

No

Entry mode
choice

Brownfield

Preference for an
internal expansion
strategy (Greenfield)

Does the project
depend on critical
resources nor freely
available?

Yes
Greenfield
No

Figure 5: Model of entry mode choice
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Since it is assumed, that this was one of the key strategic decisions for the established Danish
production companies in Brazil, and also will be for the coming Danish companies who will enter
the Brazilian market, this will be taken into consideration when analysing the case companies, as
well as used in the recommendation for how Danish companies should establishing a wholly
owned production subsidiary in Brazil. When it has been decided which entry mode to chose, the
next step is to design the new organisation.

Organisational Design
It comes as no surprise that many different frameworks and models exist, meant to aid in the
process of achieving a proper fit between an organisation‟s strategy, structure etc., with high performance as result. And after examining literature for frameworks and models that are applicable
to analysing the case companies, several models were identified. Of the more well-known models
examined, these encompass:
 Galbraith’s “Star Model”; the model shows the causal interdependences between the five
variables: Strategy, Structure, Processes, Rewards, and People (Galbraith J. R., 1977;
Kazanjian & Galbraith, 1986).
 McKinsey’s 7s model; the model describes seven factors that are needed in order to organise an effective organisation, being: Strategy, Structure, Systems, Style, Staff, Skills,
and Shared values (Waterman & Peters, 1982).
McKinsey‟s 7s model is, despite of its multi faceted deployment, meant as a managerial model,
describing seven factors where a fit is needed to ensure an effective organisation. Also Galbraith
argues that, if one variable is changed, it requires coordination and examination of the other variables. There is a causal interdependence between the variables and therefore, organisational design requires a comprehensive effort. (Galbraith J. R., 1977) Both models consist of causal interdependent factors based on contingency theory. That is, factors where a fit between them is necessary for an organisation to function effectively, no matter whether one is examining a change
process or organisational design. As noted by Galbraith, his star model is concerned with organisational design (Galbraith J. R., 1995) and the factors encompassed in his model can be argued to
be applicable in various situations. On basis of this, it is argued that both models can be used for
the purpose in mind, namely to function as framework for analysing the case companies‟ present
state as well as describing how to design a production subsidiary. However, McKinsey‟s 7s model
is seen as being too comprehensive for the purpose in mind and contains factors that are difficult
to design or change, such as Shared values. Of that reason, Galbraith‟s “Star Model” has been
chosen as the main model, though the theory behind McKinsey‟s 7s model will be used as well.
Thus, the following sections will describe each of the variables (see Figure 6).
Strategy

Structure

Processes

Rewards

People

Figure 6: Galbraith’s ”Star Model”
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The explanation and elaboration of the variables will be done through the use of general theory on
the subjects in question. The selected theories have undergone a rough screening for their usefulness in this particular thesis, for which reason the descriptions are not to be seen as fully covering
descriptions of the given theoretical fields.
Strategy
Strategy as a concept is tightly related to vision, values and goals, but by no means the same as
any or the sum of these. Specifically, in Galbraith‟s “Star Model”, he defines strategy as a company‟s formula for winning. It specifies the goals to be achieved as well as the values to be pursued (Nielsen S. K., 2009). Waterman, Peters and Phillips add on to this definition by including
the influence of the environment. By strategy, they mean: “those actions that a company plans in
response to or anticipation of changes in external environment […]” (Waterman, Peters, &
Phillips, 1980). Thus, strategy also takes into consideration how companies aim to improve its
position vis-á-vis competition - perhaps through different market drivers. In continuation of this,
Raymond E. Miles and Charles C. Snow go even further and claim that there essentially are three
strategic types of organisations: Defenders, Analysers, and Prospectors. Each of these types has
its own unique strategy for relating to its chosen market(s), and each has a particular configuration
of technology, structure, and process that is consistent with its market strategy. Miles and Snow
also defines a fourth type of organisation called the Reactor, which is a form of strategic “failure”
in that inconsistencies exist among its strategy, technology, structure, and process. These four
types will shortly be defined below (Miles & Snow, 1986; Miles, Snow, Meyer, & Coleman Jr.,
1978):
 Defenders; offer a limited, stable product line and compete primarily on the basis of value
and/or cost. Thus, they stress stability, conservatism, and maintenance of status quo.
 Analysers; pursue a “second-in” strategy whereby they imitate and improve upon the
product offerings of their competitors. Thus, they stress maintenance of status quo with
moderate innovation and growth.
 Prospectors; are “first-to-the-market” with a new product and service and differentiate
themselves from their competitors by using their ability to develop innovative technologies and products. Thus, they stress innovation and growth, and seek new opportunities.
 Reactors; have little consideration of environment, and drift with little concern for strategy.
When looking at Danish production subsidiaries in Brazil, it is also relevant to discuss their strategic role in relation to the Danish Headquarters and the other production subsidiaries. According
to Ferdows (1997), companies can be placed in a strategic matrix according to their competences,
scope of current activities, and the primary reason for the factory‟s location. As seen in Figure 7
(Ferdows, 1997), a foreign factory can have six different strategic roles, each with different competences and strategic reasons. (Ferdows, 1997)
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Figure 7: The Roles of Foreign Factories - A Strategic Matrix

Below, the six different strategic roles are shortly described and will later be used when analysing
the case companies (Ferdows, 1997):
 An offshore factory is established to produce specific items at a low cost – items that are
then exported either for further work or for sale.
 An outpost factory‟s primary role is to collect information. Such a factory is placed in an
area where advanced suppliers, competitors, research laboratories, or customers are located.
 A server factory supplies specific national or regional markets. It typically provides a way
to overcome tariff barriers and to reduce taxes, logistics costs, or exposure to foreign exchange fluctuations.
 The primary purpose for establishing a source factory is low-cost production, but its strategic role is broader than that of an offshore factory.
 A lead factory creates new processes, products, and technologies for the entire company.
It taps into local skills and technological resources - not only to collect data for headquarters, but also to transform the knowledge that it gathers into useful products and processes.
 A contributor factory also serves a specific national or regional market, but its responsibilities extend to product and process engineering as well as to the development and
choice of suppliers.
When the strategies of the case companies have been determined, based on the definitions above,
it will be used to define which of the strategic types of organisations the case companies are, being: Defenders, Analysers, Prospectors, or Reactors. Furthermore, the case companies‟ strategic
roles will also be determined, being either: an offshore factory, an outpost factory, a server factory, a source factory, a lead factory, or a contributor factory. This will later be used when making
the recommendation.
Structure
According to Waterman, Peters and Phillips, the basic theory underlying structure is simple:
“Structure divides tasks and then provides coordination. It trades off specialization and integration. It decentralises and then recentralises.” (Waterman, Peters, & Phillips, 1980)
Leavitt refers to structure as communication systems, authority systems and systems of workflow
(Ry Nielsen & Ry, 2002). More concrete examples of this encompasses interaction- and role paths
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such as expectation for who is saying what, and who is talking with whom. It can be expectations
to how the different managers behave. Is he characterised as being dominant, a yes-man or shy
and passive?
Bakka and Fivesdal make a distinction between formal and informal structure. They define formal
structure as a set of main rules that an organisation seeks to sustain, especially regarding division
of labour and management. It is through the formal rules, the top management attempts to manage
the work processes. The formal systems are regarded as instruments for certain purposes (Weber,
1971). When the goals are known, the task is to design the most appropriate formal structure for
exactly these goals. On the other hand, informal structure is characterised by the following two
simple ideas (Bakka & Fivelsdal, 2002):
 People have a need for being social. The formal system basically neglects this, e.g. the
need for legitimacy and contact.
 Groups and social network will emerge in order to compensate for the needs which the
organisation cannot accommodate.
Child takes a slightly different approach to defining structure. According to him, organisation
structure consists of the following three key components (Child, 1984):
1. Organisation structure designates formal reporting relationships, including the number of
levels in the hierarchy and the span of control of the managers and supervisors.
2. Organisation structure identifies the grouping together of individuals into departments
and of departments into the total organisation.
3. Organisation structure includes the design of systems to ensure effective communication,
coordination, and integration of effort across departments.
The three elements are relevant to both vertical and horizontal aspects of an organisation.
Thereby, the organisation structure should accomplish two things. Namely, it must provide a
framework of responsibilities, reporting relationships and grouping, corresponding to the vertical
hierarchy. Secondly, it must also provide mechanisms for linking and coordinating organisational
units into a whole (Waterman, Peters, & Phillips, 1980). Daft actually moves on to claim that
organisational structure appears on the organisational chart (Daft R. L., 2004). In that way, Daft
and Child, respectively, omit the informal aspect of structure in their definitions. However, what
they do emphasise is the importance of understanding the information processing perspective on
structure. Basically, the managers can choose whether to orient toward a traditional organisation
designed for efficiency, which emphasises vertical linkages such as hierarchy, rules and plans,
and formal information systems, or toward a contemporary learning organisation. At the other
hand, such organisation emphasises horizontal communication and coordination. (Daft R. L.,
2004)
To sum up shortly, organisational structure serves both a vertical and horizontal purpose. Illustratively, it appears on the organisation chart, both as a vertical hierarchy, and implicitly as the
mechanisms linking and coordinating organisational units. Bakka and Fivelsdal also recognise
another aspect, namely the informal one, roughly stating that people have a need for being social.
All this will be taken into consideration when analysing the case companies‟ structures and later
used when making the recommendation.
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Processes
In Leavitt‟s model, Task can be argued to represent what Galbraith calls Processes. In Galbraith‟s
earlier work, such as “Organisation Design” from 1977, Galbraith actually used the term “task”
instead of processes (Galbraith J. R., 1995; Jensen, 2009), where he defined three factors concerning tasks; these are (Kazanjian & Galbraith, 1986; Galbraith J. R., 1977):
 Diversity
 Difficulty
 Variability
Leavitt refers to tasks as being the organisations reason for existence, and thus the production of
goods or services in other industries and companies. But Leavitt also argues that there exits many
different subtasks in complex organisations. (Leavitt H. J., 1987) Ry Nielsen and Ry give an example of a subtask, the existence of managerial tasks in an organisation, that are important to
make the organisation function and enabling it to perform its primary objective (Ry Nielsen & Ry,
2002).
Later, Galbraith defines processes as the physiology or functioning of the organisation, which is
closely linked to the organisations reason for existence, put forward by Leavitt (Galbraith J. R.,
1995).
To sum up, the factors put forth by Galbraith in his early work include the more operational factors (diversity, difficulty and variability). Later, he defines processes as the physiology or functioning of the organisation. This could be the flow of information and decision processes across
the organisation‟s structure which can be either vertical through planning and budgeting, or horizontal through lateral relationships. This will be taken into consideration when analysing the case
companies‟ processes and later used when making the recommendation.
Rewards
In Galbraith‟s “Star Model”, reward systems figure as a basic element to take into consideration
when designing organisations. He emphasises that reward systems are not merely payment
(Nielsen S. K., 2009). In general, it is common to distinguish between extrinsic- and intrinsic
rewards, where the most tangible are the extrinsic ones. These are attached to positions, rather that
deriving directly from the actual content of those jobs. Principal, extrinsic rewards are pay, fringe
benefits, security of tenure, and status symbols. In contrast, intrinsic rewards are less tangible and
more difficult to adjust. Examples of intrinsic rewards are variety in job content, responsibility,
autonomy, feedback of information, and participation in setting targets and determining methods
of work. (Child, 1984; Armstrong M. , 2002) Some mechanisms for adjusting the intrinsic rewards are job enlargement and -enrichment.
A reward system does not necessarily aim at one single thing, but can have manifold purposes,
e.g. reward people for the value they create (Armstrong & Murlis, 2004), reduce time and cost,
and improve quality (Tinnirello, 2001). It shall help to communicate the company‟s values, help
to increase job satisfaction (Armstrong M. , 2002). Furthermore, it is important: “[…] that they
motivate employees to commit high levels of physical and/or mental effort toward performing
required tasks well.” (Child, 1984) Because rewards cannot directly affect success; rather the
direct affect of rewards is on employees‟ motivation. Subsequently, motivation affects performance which in turn can lead to success (Beel, 2007).
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There exist no “one best way” to design a reward systems. McGregor, for instance, maintained
that there were two fundamental approaches to managing people, namely theory y and theory x
(McGregor, 1960). However, there are many other factors to take into consideration: advantages
and disadvantages of rewarding team vs. individuals, recognition vs. incentives, as well as the
timing of rewards and choice of intrinsic vs. extrinsic motivations. In the end, what is important is
that a reward system should be tailored to the situation.
Briefly summarised, the purpose of reward systems is to influence people to act in a certain way.
It is common to distinguish between extrinsic and intrinsic types of rewards, depending on what
one want to reinforce. In other words, it is important to ensure that the reward system actually is
aligned with the strategy. In the end, there is no one best way to design a reward system; rather, it
is depended on the situation. Therefore, this will be taken into consideration when analysing the
case companies‟ reward systems, to see if there is cohesion, which later will be used when making
the recommendation.
People
Actors, people, staff etc. are complex variables and may span e.g. job design to managerial decisions and human resource fields.
In Galbraith‟s “Star Model”, people are defined as concerned with human resources, such as recruiting, training etc. However, he also summarises people to involve their skills and mindset
(Galbraith J. R., 1995).
According to Waterman, Peters and Phillips (1980), Staff (in the sense of people, not line/staff) is
often treated in one of two ways. At the hard end of the spectrum, they talk of appraisal systems,
pay scales, formal training programs, and the like. At the soft end, they talk about morale, attitude, motivation, and behaviour. Considering people as a pool of resources to be nurtured, developed, guarded, and allocated is one of the many ways to turn the “staff” dimension of
McKinsey‟s 7s model into something not only amenable to, but worthy of practical control by
senior management. (Waterman, Peters, & Phillips, 1980) Therefore, in line with the argument
from these authors, the term People can simply refer to the person carrying out a specific job or
task, how the appropriate person is found for the job or task, and how he/she is continuously
trained. Therefore, the organisation must be designed in a matter that facilitates the continuous
training, selection and development of people (Kazanjian & Galbraith, 1986). In terms of finding
the right people to manage, the skills possessed by the management must then be in line with the
strategy of the organisation (Kazanjian & Galbraith, 1986). Furthermore, the skills needed may
change over time since the organisations strategy and goals may change, and therefore, it is important to change the centre of gravity in term of people along with the focus of the organisation.
This relates to the argument put forth by Kazanjian and Galbraith that top management of an organisation most likely has come up through the old centre of gravity in the organisation. Thus, it
is also important to look at the background of the person, when evaluation who is appropriate for
the job. (Drucker, 2007).
In short, People is primarily concerned with the nurturing of these, in particular the recruiting and
training activities. The definition of people not only concerns the actual person, but also stretches
to include how the best suited one for the job is found. This will be taken into consideration when
analysing the case companies, which later will be used when making the recommendation.
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As the factors in Galbraith‟s “Star Model” now have been elaborated, the next step is to describe
how technology then should be transferred from the Danish production subsidiary, or another
production subsidiary, to the new Brazilian production subsidiary, since this is part of handling
the internal factors when establishing a new production subsidiary. Thus, it can help ease the entrance to the Brazilian market.

Technology transfer
In this thesis, technology transfer is seen as the process of transferring skills, knowledge, technologies, methods of manufacturing, samples of manufacturing and facilities from one organisation to another, to ensure that scientific and technological developments are accessible to a wider
range of users who can then further develop and exploit the technology into new products, processes, applications, materials or services. Therefore, when starting up a new production subsidiary, many companies choose to transfer technology from one (or several) of its production subsidiaries to the new production subsidiary. However, when looking at the above, one could argue
that transferring knowledge (including skills) would be the most complicated, since this often
include a lot of tacit knowledge. Therefore, this will be the one in focus, thus described below.
Knowledge transfer
Knowledge transfer in the fields of organisational development and organisational learning is the
practical problem of transferring knowledge from one part of the organisation to another (or all
other) part(s) of the organisation (in the cases, from e.g. Denmark to Brazil), and has by Argote &
Ingram (2000) been defines as “the process through which one unit (e.g., group, department, or
division) is affected by the experience of another” (Argote & Ingram, 2000). Like knowledge
management, knowledge transfer seeks to organise, create, capture or distribute knowledge and
ensure its availability for future users. It is considered to be more than just a communication problem. If it were merely that, then a memorandum, an e-mail or a meeting would accomplish the
knowledge transfer. However, knowledge transfer is more complex because knowledge resides in
organisational members, tools, tasks, and their sub-networks, and much knowledge in organisations is tacit or hard to articulate.
Tacit knowledge, or knowledge that is difficult to articulate, is more challenging to transfer than
explicit knowledge (Nonaka, 1991), and is best transferred through rich communication media
such as observation rather than through more explicit media (Nadler, Thompson, & Boven, 2003).
Similarly, knowledge that has not been codified is more difficult to transfer than codified knowledge (Zander & Kogut, 1995). Knowledge that is not well-understood or is high in “causal ambiguity” is also harder to transfer than less ambiguous knowledge (Szulanski, 1996).
Another dimension of knowledge that recent research points to is whether knowledge is public or
private (Uzzi & Lancaster, 2003). Knowledge available in the public domain through standard
reports tends to be “hard” information. By contrast, private knowledge, which is not equally
available to all or guaranteed by third parties, is “soft” information about unpublished aspects of a
firm. Uzzi and Lancaster (2003) show that different types of relationships or ties are suited for
transferring private versus public knowledge. Arm‟s-length ties (or weak-ties, to use the term
used previously) are better suited for transferring public knowledge, whereas embedded ties (or
strong ties) are more suitable for transferring private knowledge. (Argote, McEvily, & Reagans,
2003)
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Just as successful individual performance depends on an individual‟s ability, motivation, and opportunities to perform, successful knowledge management also depends on ability, motivation,
and opportunity (Argote, McEvily, & Reagans, 2003). Properties of the knowledge management
context could impact an individual‟s ability to create, retain, or transfer knowledge. Or the context
could provide people with the motives and incentives to participate in the knowledge management
process. Or the context could provide an individual with the opportunity to create, retain, or transfer knowledge. These three will shortly be described below (Argote, McEvily, & Reagans, 2003):
 Ability; are innate but can also result from training. The similarity between the tasks
makes that transfer easier. Experience also affects ability, since individuals and organisational units have the capacity to understand knowledge in areas where they have previous
experience because individuals learn, or absorb, knowledge by associating it with what
they already know.
 Motivation; the “not invented here” syndrome in organisations is an example of how rewards can affect knowledge management outcomes. Strong ties promote the transfer of
tacit knowledge because strong ties are more likely to be governed by the norms of reciprocity. The cooperative norms associated with social cohesion also facilitate knowledge
transfer, since uncooperative behaviour damages individuals‟ reputations, so they are
willing to expend extra effort transferring knowledge to protect their social standing.
 Opportunity; effective knowledge management results from providing individuals with
the opportunity to create, retain, and transfer knowledge. Those opportunities could result
from direct or indirect experience, where learning by observation is an example of indirect learning. Informal networks serve a similar function; by making knowledge more
proximate, informal ties promote vicarious learning. Personnel movement across organisations or organisational units also increases the opportunity for one unit to learn from
another.
To sum up, knowledge transfer is the practical problem of transferring knowledge from one part
of the organisation to another (or all other) part(s) of the organisation, and seeks to organise, create, capture or distribute knowledge and ensure its availability for future users. Furthermore, Argote, McEvily and Reagans (2003) state that successful knowledge transfers depend on ability,
motivation, and opportunity. As this will influence the success of the new production subsidiary
in Brazil, this will be taken into consideration when analysing how the case companies have transferred knowledge to their Brazilian organisation, as well as used when making the recommendation, thus getting closer to answering the problem formulation.
As it now has been described what to be aware of when handling knowledge transfer, the next
internal factor to look at is the headquarters‟ orientation towards subsidiaries, since this will influence the success of the entrance to the Brazilian market.

Headquarters’ orientation towards subsidiaries
To find out if the Danish companies need to reconsider their way of managing or if the Danish
management style helps to ease the entrance to the Brazilian market, it has been chosen to look at
theory dealing with headquarters‟ orientation towards subsidiaries in an international enterprise.
When talking about headquarters‟ orientation towards subsidiaries, Howard V. Perlmutter (1965)
identified three primary attitudes; these can be inferred from the assumptions upon which key
product, functional and geographical decisions were made. These states of mind or attitudes may
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be described as ethnocentric (or home-country oriented), polycentric (or host-country oriented)
and geocentric (or world oriented) (Perlmutter, 1965). These states of mind are clearly distinguishable, but never appear in pure form – there is some degree of ethnocentricity, polycentricity
or geocentricity in all companies. Since these states of mind have an influence on how the headquarters approach a new subsidiary in a foreign country, the three types will be described below
(Perlmutter, 1969):
 The ethnocentric attitude can be found in companies of any nationality with extensive
overseas holdings. Ethnocentric attitudes are often expressed by: having a complex organisation in home country and simple in subsidiaries; applying home standards for persons and performance; having high volume of communication and information flow to
subsidiaries regarding orders, commands and advice; and recruiting and developing people of home country for key positions everywhere in the world.
 The polycentric attitude is when always assuming that host-country cultures are different
and that foreigners are difficult to understand – the local people know what is best for
them! Polycentric attitudes are often expressed by: having varied and independent organisations; determining evaluation and control standards locally; having little communication and information flow to and from headquarters, as well as little between subsidiaries;
and developing people of local nationality for key positions in their own country.
 The geocentric attitude is when attempting to build an organisation in which the subsidiaries are thus neither satellites nor independent city states, but part of a whole whose focus is on worldwide objectives as well as local objectives. Geocentric attitudes are often
expressed by: having increasingly complex and interdependent organisations; finding
standards which are universal and local; having communication and information flow
both ways and between subsidiaries, where heads of subsidiaries are part of management
teams; and developing best men everywhere in the world for key positions everywhere in
the world. And, according to Howard V. Perlmutter, this is the state of mind that international companies should strive towards.
Normally, Howard V. Perlmutter‟s theory is used to draw a company‟s profile in ethnocentric (E),
polycentric (P) and geocentric (G) dimensions, called an EPG profile, where the degree of ethnocentrism, polycentrism and geocentrism by product, function and geography can be established.
(Perlmutter, 1969) However, in this thesis, the theory will be used when analysing the case companies, to determine if the companies primarily are ethnocentrically, polycentrically or geocentrically oriented. This will be used to describe how it can influence the Danish companies‟ entrance
to the Brazilian market, as well as the long-term success of the company.
However, the headquarters‟ orientation towards subsidiaries is not the only factor which can influence the success of the entrance to the Brazilian market, so can the competitiveness of Danish
firms; thus, how to determine this competitiveness will now be described below.

Competitiveness of Danish companies
To reflect upon the competitiveness of Danish companies, Porter‟s National Diamond will be
used by explaining the origins of competitive advantage through the presence of the four elements
of the model: Factor conditions; Demand conditions; Related and supporting industries; and Firm
strategy, structure and rivalry. Thus, these four elements will be described below (Porter, 1998):
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Factor conditions; the nation‟s position in factors of production, such as skilled labour or
infrastructure, necessary to compete in a given industry. E.g. “Home-Grown” resources or
highly specialised resources.
Demand conditions; the nature of home demand for the industry‟s product or service.
Thus, the demand conditions in the domestic market provide the primary driver of
growth, innovation and quality improvement.
Related and supporting industries; the presence or absence in the nation of supplier industries and related industries that are international competitive. This can be of critical
importance to the growth of the industry, e.g. clusters.
Firm strategy, structure and rivalry; the conditions in the nation governing how companies are created, organised, and managed, and the nature of domestic rivalry, since domestic competition is more direct and impacts earlier than steps taken by foreign competitors.

Additional two factors influence the four elements, which will be kept in mind when analysing the
competitiveness of Danish companies (Porter, 1998):
 Government; its role in national competitive advantage is in influencing the four determinants.
 Chance; occurrences that have little to do with circumstances in a nation and are often
largely outside the power of firms (and often the national government) to influence.
Since the competitiveness can influence the success of the Danish companies, when establishing a
wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil, reflections will be made upon this, based on Porter‟s National Diamond.
As it now has been described how the external- and internal factors will be analysed and used to
make the recommendation, the next step is to look at how a fit between these can be gained, since
this will help ensure both the short-term and long-term success of the companies.

Gaining a fit between the external- and internal factors
To analyse how the Danish companies should adapt the internal factors to overcome the external
factors, thus gain a fit, a SWOT analysis can be used. Furthermore, Miles & Snow‟s Adaptive
Cycle will be used to describe how the Danish companies should adapt to the changing environment on the Brazilian market; thus, helping ensure the long-term success of the company.

SWOT analysis
A SWOT analysis can be used to give an overview of the organisation‟s status at a given time and
is structured as below:
 The organisation‟s internal situation (Strengths and Weaknesses).
 External parameters that influence the organisation (Opportunities and Threats).
Once data of the different criteria is scanned and listed, the data is analysed and interpreted in the
context of the organisation‟s situation and placed. The idea is to match key strengths with promising opportunities and see these in relation to the threats and weaknesses. (Barnes, Meyer,
McClelland, Wieseholfer, & Worsam, 1997) Thus, the SWOT analysis takes both the externaland internal factors into consideration. The SWOT analysis can also be used in conjunction with
other tools for audit and analysis, such as the PESTEL analysis and Porter‟s Five Forces analysis
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(both described earlier in this chapter). However, since this analysis is very company specific, a
SWOT analysis will not be conducted, but the theory will be used when making the recommendation.
To further secure the long-term success of the company, the Danish companies also need to focus
on how to adapt to the changing market, when having a wholly owned production subsidiary in
Brazil. Therefore, Miles and Snow‟s Adaptive Cycle is presented.

The Adaptive Cycle
The basic proposition, presented by Miles and Snow, is that a successful company needs to develop consistency among its strategy, the business model it adopt, including the choice of technology, and its organisational capability, including human resource practices, which resembles
other models based on contingency theory, such as Galbraith‟s “Star Model”. However, the basic
framing of the problem in the model is not a static analysis of fit but rather the dynamic problem
of adaptation.
Miles and Snow saw the adaptive process as consisting of three sets of problems that a company
has to solve in a mutually consistent way (see Figure 8). The first is what they describe as the
entrepreneurial problem, which focuses on the choice of product-markets which the company
must focus on. In an established company, this choice is constrained by the existing activities of
the firm: Should it remain within its historical domain, or should it venture out to exploit new
opportunities that may lie outside that domain? The second problem in the adjustment process is
what Miles and Snow describe as an engineering problem, where the technologies for production
and distribution are chosen to match the choices made in the entrepreneurial problem. Here,
Miles and Snow highlighted the tensions that are created because of potential conflicts between
the business model necessary for successfully implementing an innovation and the company‟s
existing business model. The administrative problem relates to the structure and processes within
the organisation: how the organisation is to be built so that existing activities can be effectively
implemented without compromising its ability to create new activities in the growing market demands. Here, Miles and Snow clearly highlighted the need for organisational design with these
two often conflicting objectives in mind: the goal of stimulating innovations and of efficiently
rationalising and administering the established businesses. (Miles, Snow, Meyer, & Coleman Jr.,
1978; Ghoshal, 2003)
The Entrepreneurial
Problem
Choice of productmarket domain

Selection of
areas for future
innovation
The Administrative
Problem
Rationalisation of
structure and
processes

The Engineering
Problem
Choice of technologies
for production and
distribution

Figure 8: The Adaptive Cycle
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How the organisations respond to the adaptive challenges depends on which strategic type the
organisations are, being either defenders, analysers, prospectors, or reactors (see Strategy section
above).
Shortly summarised, Miles and Snow state that successful companies need to develop consistency
among their strategy, the business model they adopt and their organisational capability, which
found the basis of their Adaptive Cycle. The adaptive process consists of three sets of problems
that a company has to solve in a mutually consistent way: the entrepreneurial problem, the engineering problem, and the administrative problem. All this will be taken into consideration when
making the recommendation for how Danish companies can ensure the long-term success of the
company, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil, thus answering the
last research question.

Summary
Throughout this chapter, it has been described how the external- and internal factors of the case
companies will be analysed and how a fit between these factors can be gained, as well as how the
information gained through these analyses will be used to answer the research questions, thus
making the recommendation and answering the problem formulation.
To analyse the external factors, the PESTEL model was presented to analyse the macro environment. It was also decided to look at the micro environment, by using Porter‟s Five Forces analysis. However, since only focusing on the macro- and micro environment is not enough when analysing external factors, theory about how to take advantage of one‟s networks, e.g. to overcome
the liability of foreignness on the Brazilian market, was also presented. To analyse the internal
factors, Galbraith‟s “Star Model” was presented as the main model when analysing the organisational design. However, since the model is general and rather vaguely described, the model was
supported and further developed by combining and adding elements from other models and theories within the specific theoretical area of organisational design, which complement the “Star
Model”. Furthermore, theory about types of entry, when starting up a new production subsidiary,
was presented; and in relation to this, theory about technology transfer, and especially knowledge
transfer, was identified and described. Furthermore, it was decided to use theory about management style and headquarters‟ orientation towards subsidiaries in an international enterprise, since
it is assumed that this will have a vital impact on the outcome, when starting a new production
subsidiary in Brazil. To reflect upon the competitiveness of Danish companies, Porter‟s National
Diamond was presented. To analyse how the Danish companies should adapt the internal factors
to overcome the external factors, thus gain a fit, the SWOT analysis and Miles & Snow‟s Adaptive Cycle were presented. The idea of looking at both the external- and internal factors, as well as
how to gain a fit between these, is to give a holistic solution to the problem formulation.
As the theory for this thesis now has been presented, the following will describe the Danish case
companies.
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Case Descriptions
The purpose of this chapter is to describe how the case examples, of Danish production companies in Brazil, have designed their organisations, based on Galbraith‟s “Star Model”, as well as
the barriers they experience on the Brazilian market. In the descriptions, it has been decided to
describe the knowledge transfer process under “Processes”. The four case companies are: Aalborg
Industries S.A., Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda., Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda., and Rocktec
Isolantes Termicos Ltda. These descriptions will later be used when analysing the case companies
according to the external- and internal factors, as well as making the recommendation.

Case 1: Aalborg Industries S.A.
Aalborg Industries S.A. is a member of Aalborg Industries A/S which is a world leader in supplying marine boilers. Aalborg Industries S.A., which is a market leader in supplying boilers for industrial purposes (fuelled with oil, gas or biomass), entered the Brazilian market in 1970 and established production in São Paulo in 1983. (Bach, 2009) Entering the market was difficult but it
was a necessity for Aalborg Industries, as e.g. servicing boilers worldwide is a big selling point.
The decision for producing in Brazil was based on the opportunities at the time, where producing
marine boilers in Brazil was a big market, and importing would not be possible due to taxes. In
2000, Aalborg Industries S.A. acquired a production site in Petrópolis. The takeover was a strategic decision for Aalborg Industries S.A., in order to expand their production capacity in Brazil.
Today, the head office is in Petrópolis (in the state of Rio de Janeiro, Southeast of Brazil), which
also contains a 17,000 m2 production facility, and a branch office for after sales nationwide is
established in São Paulo (Southeast of Brazil). For services to offshore platforms, especially
Petrobrás‟ FPSO6, an offshore service centre is placed in Macaé (also in the state of Rio de Janeiro). (Bach, 2009) The head office and production site in Petrópolis was founded in 1938 by the
Brazilian company ATA Combustão Técnica S.A. and was acquired by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Japan in 1973. Aalborg Industries A/S formally took over ATA Combustão Técnica S.A.
from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Japan on June 1st, 2000. (Bach, 2001) However, before the
take-over, they had to make sure that MHI would pay for all the “problems” they had created e.g.
tax- and labour cases. These precautions have saved the company for millions.

Figure 9: Aalborg Industries S.A.’s production site in Petrópolis

6

FPSO: A floating production, storage and offloading vessel.
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Strategy
Aalborg Industries A/S‟ motivation for entering the Brazilian market was that they were a global
company and Brazil was big within the marine industry; and as Knud B. Bach puts is “If you sell
in Brazil, you have to have production there as well.” (Bach, 2009)
Aalborg Industries S.A.‟s strategic role in Brazil is engineering, development, production, sales
and service to Brazil and the Southern Cone of South America, where they focus on being the
market leader in their business segment. Aalborg Industries S.A. acts independently within the
Brazilian industry, but supports Aalborg Industries A/S within the Brazilian marine business. And
as long as they create a profit, it will most likely stay like this. (Bach, 2010) The “Local presence
with global support from Aalborg Industries Group”, where Aalborg Industries S.A. both have
development and production, is, according to Knud B. Bach, also one of the reasons for Aalborg
Industries S.A.‟s success in Brazil. (Bach, 2009)

Structure
Aalborg Industries S.A.‟s business model is a centralised, hierarchic organisation, with a mix of
both Danish and Brazilian business culture. (Bach, 2010) At the same time, the company is very
formal; “you do not just go up and talk to the boss” (Christensen, 2010).
As see in Figure 10, Aalborg Industries is using and open office for its white collar employees,
where the two Directors are sitting in separate closed offices at the end of the room.

Figure 10: The office at Aalborg Industries S.A.

Regarding the number of levels in the hierarchy, there are many. In the office, there are in essence
three: directors, managers, and employees. The production site then belongs to the production
manager, which also has engineers attached. On the shop floor, there are in theory around 20 (salary levels) which then in turn reflect down to three levels: floor managers, foremen, and workers.
Aalborg Industries S.A. has many foremen and floor managers on the same shift – one per division (functional divided). Furthermore, there is a high degree of control at all levels, a high degree
of direct supervision etc.

Processes
Aalborg Industries S.A. bought the factory in Petrópolis from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, which
was their main competitor. They kept the basic equipment but added a number of automatic machines in the production, mainly welding. (Bach, 2010) They also added a few product lines of
their own and hired a few new managers; however, the latter was mainly because the Japanese
moved.
When Aalborg Industries took over the factory in Petrópolis, a project development group from
Denmark, Brazil and Indonesia was put together to develop a new boiler (M3P) based on an exist[38]
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ing Aalborg Industries Itú boiler, a MHI Brazilian boiler and new thinking. (Bach, 2010) Furthermore, they: improved core business, put more focus on the finances, made cost reduction (e.g.
53 actions to reduce cost of boiler), improved IT (Internet, advanced ERP system), expanded
marketing (campaigns, exhibitions, homepage, etc.), improved quality and made it a strong department (ISO & ASME, ISO 9000), expanded after sales, entered into the offshore and marine
industry in Macaé, empowered people, and implemented a strict monthly reporting (result follow
up). All this has resulted in, that Aalborg Industries S.A. today has: good consistent results (above
budgets), good key figures (EBIT7 margin of 16–20 per cent), a good atmosphere in the company,
a high degree of delegation, a strong position at Petrobrás (both onshore and offshore), is an efficient company, and is a market leader in industry boilers (oil and gas). (Bach, 2009)
Furthermore, a doctor has an office at the factory and a sign outside the factory proclaims how
many days have passed since the factory last had an accident which gave absence. Thus, a lot of
focus is put on safety.

Rewards
Regarding extrinsic rewards, Aalborg Industries S.A. have a profit sharing once a year (at New
Year). How much the employees get depends on how the year has gone. In addition, the blue collar workers have a kind of ladder system, which is divided into approximately 20 classes, where
they can rise slowly and get more in pay. However, the functionaries have no rank ladder or the
like.
Furthermore, there are social activities for the employees in their spare time – Aalborg Industries
S.A. has, among other things, their own football field and football team. They also have a continuing education program where all employees have the opportunity to learn English which, according to Knud B. Bach, is a great success and something the employees are very interested in.
(Bach, 2009)

People
Aalborg Industries S.A. has 300 employees in Brazil. However, only two Danes are hired at Aalborg Industries S.A.: Knud B. Bach, Managing Director of Aalborg Industries S.A., and Peter
Hjorth, Finance Director of Aalborg Industries S.A. (Bach, 2009). The reason why the CEO is
Danish is that Aalborg Industries A/S knew that hiring a Brazilian could be a problem with regards to ethical standards etc. The CFO is Danish because the CEO (Knud B. Bach) believes that
this is the best way to ensure that the books are kept “clean”.

Experienced barriers
The primary market barriers, that Aalborg Industries S.A. experienced when entering the Brazilian market, are listed below. However, according to Knud B. Bach, it is the same market barriers
that the company experiences today.
The tax system
Knud B. Bach thinks that the tax system is complex, where it is difficult to get detailed insight –
Not transparent (on federal, state, municipality level).

7

Earnings Before Interest and Taxes
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Cartels
Knud B. Bach experiences that there are cartels in the Brazilian steel production, where prices are
above the world market.
Competition
Aalborg Industries S.A. experiences a lot of competition from many low quality boiler companies.
The legal framework
Knud B. Bach thinks that the legal framework is unclear, antiquated and very slow.
Bureaucracy
According to Knud B. Bach, there is a lot of bureaucracy in Brazil, as well as a lot of red tape 8
and corruption.
Labour law needs revision (labour cases dating two years back)
According to Knud B. Bach, the annual salary increases by index. Furthermore, it is difficult to
close businesses in Brazil, due to some laws from the 30s. Aalborg Industries S.A. has e.g. now
spent over nine years on trying to close the first factory they had in São Paulo. Due to various
actions of former employees, it may take a very long time and be very costly to close a business in
Brazil.
Secretiveness
Aalborg Industries S.A. experiences that local market players keep info for themselves.
The Portuguese language
The language can be a barrier for new (and old) Danish companies in Brazil since only a few Brazilians speak English and not many Danes speak Brazilian Portuguese.
The custom system
According to Knud B. Bach, the Brazilian custom system is very complex and often on strike.
Antiquated juridical system
Knud B. Bach finds the juridical system very antiquated.
It takes long time to establish a company
According to Knud B. Bach, establishing a new company in Brazil can be very complicated and
often takes very long time.
Local content rules
Since Aalborg Industries came to Brazil, the local content rules have changed so that today, 65
per cent has to be local content within the shipbuilding and offshore industries.

8

Red tape is a derisive term for excessive regulation or rigid conformity to formal rules that is considered
redundant or bureaucratic and hinders or prevents action or decision-making. Red tape generally includes
the filling out of seemingly unnecessary paperwork, obtaining of unnecessary licenses, having multiple
people or committees approve a decision and various low-level rules that make conducting one‟s affairs
slower, more difficult, or both.
[40]
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Case 2: Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda.
In Latin America, Brazil is the largest market for Grundfos products. Grundfos Brazil was
founded in 1998 with a small sales office in São Paulo. Then quickly after, the company moved to
Curitiba with a sales office, space for stock and some local assembly of main products. The company‟s motivation for entering the Brazilian market was first of all to get part of by far the biggest
market in South America. Furthermore, the company was doing well in the three other BRIC
countries and therefore, it was time for focusing on the last. From the beginning, Grundfos Brazil
wanted to establish a local production base in form of buying into a local manufacture, but this
seemed to be difficult to achieve due to few candidates and too high prices. However, in 2003,
Grundfos finally acquired a company, Mark Peerles which was a local pump manufacture in São
Bernardo do Campo outside São Paulo, moved all operations to there and turned into Mark
Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. Today, the company is known as Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. The
reason for establishing production in Brazil was to have local assembly of Grundfos products.
Today, the company imports the parts and assembles locally, to have more flexibility to the market, and only produces the local brand which they bought in 2003. (Efland, 2008; Buchreitz,
2010; Borrits, 2010)

Figure 11: Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda.’s production site in São Bernardo do Campo

Strategy
Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda.‟s strategic purpose in Brazil is, besides to get part of by far the
biggest market in South America, to be the main distribution centre for South America. Furthermore, they try to be represented with strong and loyal partners all over Brazil. Regarding how
much is dictated from the Headquarters in Denmark, all decisions are taken in consensus between
Local Management and Group Management. (Buchreitz, 2010; Borrits, 2010)

Structure
At Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda., the number of levels in the hierarchy is five: top management, managers, supervisor, white collars, and blue collars. The main control is at top management and managers, and the company is very much top down, since the Brazilians do not take
much initiative. (Buchreitz, 2010; Borrits, 2010) Furthermore, the company has been defined as
being decentralised – or at least working hard towards becoming it (Buchreitz, 2010; Borrits,
2010) and, according to Jesper Buchreitz who is the only Dane in the company, they have a good
mix between Danish and Brazilian corporate culture. (Efland, 2008)

Processes
When handling the process of transferring knowledge from Denmark to Brazil, Grundfos A/S
chose to station a Danish expatriate in the new Brazilian site, who could transfer Grundfos A/S‟
[41]
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core values. Furthermore, the company had lots of local and international training. (Buchreitz,
2010; Borrits, 2010)

Rewards
Regarding extrinsic rewards, Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. is offering good health insurance,
titles and has a performance bonus structure. Regarding intrinsic rewards, the company uses responsibility, autonomy, feedback of all information, freedom, and participation in setting targets
and determining methods of work. (Buchreitz, 2010; Borrits, 2010)

People
At Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda., only one Dane is hired: Jesper Buchreitz, who is Technical
Manager and Business Development Manager. The reason for using a Danish employee instead of
a Brazilian was, in the beginning, certainly to transfer as much business culture as possible. Today, the reason is that it is a key position where close connection to Headquarters is needed. Furthermore, it is to assure that the Grundfos “quality” is kept. (Buchreitz, 2010; Borrits, 2010)

Experienced barriers
The primary market barriers, that Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. experienced when entering
the Brazilian market, are listed below. However, according to the interviewed Grundfos employees, it is the same market barriers that the company experiences today. (Buchreitz, 2010; Borrits,
2010)
The Brazilian Business culture
High import taxes and related costs
Long transport time from Europe
Exchange rates
Bureaucracy
Infrastructural problems
The way these barriers influenced Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda.‟s market entrance was that it
became too expensive and gave too long delivery times, since costs changed all the time due to
exchange rates. To overcome these market barriers, the company tried to buy as much as possible
locally, improved the stock management by monthly SOP meetings, investigated in local production, be persistent and establish a strong partnerships with new dealers. (Buchreitz, 2010; Borrits,
2010)

Case 3: Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda.
Present in Brazil with sales and marketing operations since the beginning of the 1990‟s, Novo
Nordisk A/S‟ history is part of the diabetes and insulin therapy history in Brazil. The reason why
Novo Nordisk A/S entered the Brazilian market was that they saw Brazil as one of the most promising emerging economies. (Grayeb, 2010)
In December 2001, Novo Nordisk A/S signed an agreement with Biobrás, a Brazilian insulinmaker; and in February 2002, Novo Nordisk A/S became the controlling shareholder of Biobrás
[42]
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and then the sole stockholder. The purpose, communicated externally by that time, was to establish an export platform on the South American continent, strengthen the company against currency flotation, globalisation of production, and the existence of a local company with expertise in
insulin and aseptic processes, as well as a well-established brand in the local market. (Cunha Jr.,
2010; Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda., 2010)
Today, the company is the biggest insulin producer in Brazil with a market share of 46 per cent.
The biggest challenge for Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. is to increase awareness about the importance of taking care of diabetes patients. It is a fact that, in Brazil, around 50 per cent of all patients with type two diabetes (approx. seven million people) are not diagnosed. However, at the
same time, this is also one of the major opportunities for Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. (Olesen,
2009; Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda., 2010)
In 2003, Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. established a new production plant in Montes Claros, State
of Minas Gerais, near the old Biobrás plant. (Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda., 2010) The new production plant is the second largest manufacturing site of Novo Nordisk A/S9. (Olesen, 2009)

Figure 12: Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda.’s production site in Montes Claros (MG)

Strategy
Novo Nordisk A/S has a brand concept that shall guide all actions of the company around the
world: ”Changing Diabetes”. From this concept, all of the company‟s actions, from research and
development of new products to programs of education, prevention and treatment, shall have as
basic principle the purpose of changing not only the life of people with diabetes but also the way
diabetes is seen and managed worldwide. (Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda., 2010)
Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda.‟s strategic purpose in Brazil is to become the leader on the diabetes
market, winning the battle in the modern insulin segment. (Grayeb, 2010)
Regarding how much is dictated from the Headquarter in Denmark, the core values and management principles are common (they have the same vision, mission and management principles/fundamentals and policies that are called Novo Nordisk way of Management). Implementation is local provided, where they assure compliance to their corporate principles. (Grayeb, 2010)
Novo Nordisk‟s production site in Montes Claros is part of Novo Nordisk‟s Product Supply organisation. However, as much as possible, e.g. policies, systems, methods, are implemented in a
way that makes most sense to the local unit, but alignment with fundamental principles is ensured.
(Cunha Jr., 2010)

9

Novo Nordisk A/S: The legal entity that is the parent company in the Novo Nordisk Group (i.e. all units of
Novo Nordisk A/S in DK and all branch offices).
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Structure
The number of levels in the hierarchy at the production site in Montes Claros is five (vice presidents, directors, managers, supervisors, and teams), and the span of control at each level in the
hierarchy is:
 Vice presidents: 6
 Directors: 3 (average)
 Managers: 4 (average)
 Supervisors: 12 (average)
The organisation has by Aluisio Carlos da Cunha Jr., Organisational Development & Communication Manager at the production site in Montes Claros, been defined as being decentralised, but
with focus on standardisation, to ensure that best practices are replied. Furthermore, he also defines the organisation as being formal. (Cunha Jr., 2010)

Processes
When Novo Nordisk A/S started the production subsidiary in Brazil, this was done by acquisition,
followed by expansions and culture integration. After the acquisition, the so-called “integration
project” started, aimed at ensuring that corporate standards would be implemented, varying from
IT systems, accounting methods, and quality system, to working climate survey and HR systems.
In general, where the existing standards could live up to corporate standards, these were kept; in
other cases, new standards were implemented. A formal project organisation was created to handle this process, and work packages within the different areas (IT, quality, HR, accounting etc.)
were established, always with a project manager assigned by the Danish Headquarters and a mirror project manager from the Brazilian organisation. (Cunha Jr., 2010)

Rewards
Regarding extrinsic rewards, all employees are in general granted with fringe benefits such as
health insurance, life insurance and pension plan – in order to be competitive on the Brazilian
market. As part of the global approach, bonus is paid after the yearly performance cycle, and
shares are generally offered to employees on a 3-year base. Company car and web access is provided for directors and vice presidents. Cell phones are provided for all supervisors, managers and
directors, and also to several employees that provide support to different areas of the organisation.
(Cunha Jr., 2010)
Regarding intrinsic rewards, Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. focuses on ensuring a good working
climate, on having the managers ensuring that employees can influence their performance goals
and also on appreciative feedback and coaching. This is also in line with corporate guidelines.
(Cunha Jr., 2010)

People
In Brazil, Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. has 700 employees at the production site in Montes Claros. Of these, 14 of them are Danes: two are directors and the other 12 are expatriates or even
graduates (from the corporate graduate program) allocated in projects or in support functions.
(Cunha Jr., 2010)
Since Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. more and more becomes a global production organisation, the
reason for using Danish employees instead of Brazilian is a matter of ensuring diversity as well as
[44]
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knowledge sharing, and of creating opportunities for employees from international sites, in the
same way that Brazilian employees are having the opportunity to work abroad. The reason is that
Novo Nordisk A/S believes that people and ideas in flow also is a key to their success, just as
products flow. (Cunha Jr., 2010)

Experienced barriers
Below, the primary market barriers, that Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. experienced when they
entered the Brazilian market, are listed. And according to Federico Renzo Grayeb, the Head of the
Business Area Latin America from Novo Nordisk‟s Sales Affiliate in São Paulo, it is the same
market barriers they experience today, and he further states, that it will remain so in the coming
years. (Grayeb, 2010)
Bureaucracy
The rather complex tax laws
Logistics challenges (the so-called Brazil-cost)
Income disparity
Access to healthcare: low treatment patterns in diabetes
The way Novo Nordisk overcame these market barriers was by adapting their products to the
different market segments (private market and tender-based public market); educational activities
for health care professionals; social responsibility projects funded internally or by the World Diabetes Foundation (external foundation supported by Novo Nordisk). (Grayeb, 2010)

Case 4: Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.
Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. is a manufacturing company in São Paulo (Southeast of Brazil)
within the isolation industry. The company was started in 2000 by Niels Husted and has held the
exclusive representation for Rockwool in Brazil for more than ten years, so they have an excellent
relationship. Some people believe that Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. is a subsidiary of Rockwool, but this is not the case. Today, Rockwool only represents 50 per cent of Rocktec Isolantes
Termicos Ltda.‟s turnover. Another 25 percent comes from air conditioning products and the rest
is divided by different products, almost exclusively industrial. The overall competitive advantage
of this company is price. Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. has a market share of five to ten per
cent but its product line is far ahead of the Brazilian competitors on quality and product development. This applies especially for the marine & offshore segment where the product performance
must be documented through various international certificates. (Hansen, 2010; Husted, 2010;
Efland, 2007)

Strategy
Starting out, the goal of the company was simply to support the distributors in Brazil, and to sell
custom made Rockwool products. And since then, Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. has been
focusing solely on import, manufacturing and distribution of isolation products. (Efland, 2007)
Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. is sitting in the middle of the biggest market in Latin America,
Brazil, which also is their main market. However, they have sporadically exported to Venezuela
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and Uruguay, and they do receive inquiries from time to time. But it is not a priority. However,
penetrating some of the other South American markets could, according to Niels Husted, be the
next step in a couple of years. If they have success with an eventual branch in the Northeast, they
could create one in Rio Grande do Sul (South of Brazil) and then they would be close to countries
such as Uruguay, Paraguay and Argentina. These countries do not have their own manufactures
and are used to importing these kinds of products that Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. manufactures. (Hansen, 2010)
For Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda., it has been an advantage to operate in an industry (the insulation industry) which in Brazil is dominated by small, typically family-owned, companies with
limited capital, few visions and without the ability and ambition to think internationally.
Since Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. is based on imports in general, whether it be raw materials, semi finished goods and/or machines, they have some unique advantages compared to other
insulation companies in the market. They are able to keep a coverage rate two to three times
higher than many Brazilian companies, which conversely are fighting a daily battle to sell the
same products for the same customers and same prices, so it is clear that earnings will be competed down to the pain limit. And it does not help that in Brazil, there are almost always somebody on the market who think more in cash flow than earnings (basically because they, according
to Niels Husted, are poor and unprofessional business men), which puts even more pressure on
the prices. (Husted, 2010)
Niels Husted has always gone a long way not to get involved in areas where the company is
merely “one more in the line”. Moreover, capital is a good weapon in Brazil, since interest rates
are incredibly high, and yet many businesses borrow everything they can. For his part, he has
always reinvested profits in the company, so that today, they are well padded (viewed relative to
the typical Brazilian insulation company) and can afford, for their own resources, to buy new
machines and raw materials when they spot a new product market they want to enter. They can
also give extra credit to customers if that is what it takes to close the order. So, Niels Husted believes strongly that they have benefited from having an international mindset in an otherwise very
nationally oriented industry. Plus he has been patient and taken the long haul without being
tempted to climb the growth, or change direction. And patience in Brazil is a rare commodity.
(Husted, 2010)

Figure 13: Niels Husted at Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.’s production site in São Paulo

Structure
Since the company only has 600 m2 of combined office, production and stocking areas, and they
only are six in the office, there are quite a few levels of hierarchy. Personally, Niels Husted pre[46]
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fers a flat structure, but in Brazil people are most used to working in hierarchical structures. There
is also a tendency to respect titles much in Brazil - so you have to act as the “top director” in some
cases, to obtain the proper respect/attention from customers/suppliers etc.
Today, Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. sells to most states outside São Paulo, but not as much
as they should. For that very reason, they are taking two steps right now. Firstly, they are in the
middle of defining a better sales structure in each state, with a network of distributors and/or representatives. And secondly, they are considering making a subsidiary branch in the Northeast of
Brazil with a warehouse and production. And according to Niels Husted, especially the last option
looks very promising. If and when they take the final decision, they would not need to wait; it
would be a step they could implement next year. Investment wise, it is not a big investment, perhaps around BRL 50,000 (approx. DKK 140,000), since they are not going to buy a warehouse
but rent one. They want to make a small and very simple copy of the set-up they have in São
Paulo, and then they will be able to ship directly to the new warehouse and to the region. The
reason for using shipping is that transportation in Brazil is very expensive, since rock wool and
Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.‟s other products are very cheap compared to their volume. To
send a truckload from São Paulo (Southeast of Brazil) to Salvador (Northeast of Brazil) costs
almost BRL 5,000 (approx. DKK 14,000) whereas shipping the same volume from Denmark to
Salvador roughly costs BRL 3,000 (approx. DKK 8,400) – which is completely absurd. (Hansen,
2010)

Processes
Niels Husted had no significant capital back in 2000, so he had to fight the way in the small there was just to buy a few machines and a few months‟ rent. The disadvantage thereby was that it
took several years of slowly generating cash flow so it could grow. Moreover, everything had to
be built from scratch, which was tough. But he also learned a part thereof. (Husted, 2010)

Rewards
Niels Husted has through time managed to influence the employees to take more decisions themselves, so he does not become involved in all deliberations. Some employees have to be “nursed”
a bit and congratulated for having made decisions themselves; then their confidence slowly grows
and they begin to consider things them self. (Husted, 2010)

People
Niels Husted, the founder and owner of Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda., is the only Dane working at Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. According to him, there is one crucial difference, namely
that you cannot trust people in Brazil, just as you naturally would do in Denmark. Although it
seems wrong for a Dane, and employees immediately appear credible, experience has taught him
that one should maintain a distance and scepticism, and never trust more than 90 per cent on anyone. Organisations must adapt this and there should be double checking on most items - but it is
probably also general in Danish companies. (Husted, 2010)

Experienced barriers
The tax system
As most other companies in Brazil, Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. also encounter problems
with the tax system and after ten years in Brazil, Niels Husted still finds it complicated and sees it
as one of the main barriers. It is very difficult to import to Brazil as it is a very old fashioned sys[47]
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tem and also very expensive – probably one of the most expensive port systems in the world. This
is of course not very good for Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. and their line of business, but on
the other hand, they have become used to it – a barrier that they have overcome. Now they know
how to deal with it in a productive manner, and it still makes very good sense economically to
bring the materials from e.g. China. There is talk about the “custo Brasil10” and sometimes you
can really see what the talk is all about when you go abroad and request the same product. In
China, for instance, sometimes the cost is 1/4 of the price in Brazil, which really shows the competitiveness of China. It also shows how expensive Brazil can be, with all the bureaucracy and a
lot of taxes, in terms of invoicing and also in regard to employees. An example is the IPI 11, meaning that if a product is imported with this tagging, but is not manipulated or taken out of the packaging, there is only an IPI at the port and not on the invoice that is written out in Brazil. If, however, the product is manipulated or taken out of the packaging before reselling the product, it has
been industrialised and therefore, IPI has to be put on the invoice. So, Niels Husted thinks that if
Brazil wants to stay competitive, they have to increase a gear and cut down on the bureaucracy
and protectionist rules. (Hansen, 2010; Husted, 2010)
Expensive raw material
When starting comparing with the international level of prices, it is possible to see how much
everything costs. A good example is galvanised steel which in China costs 1/3 of the price in Brazil for the exact same product. (Husted, 2010)
It takes long time to establish a company
Establishing a new company in Brazil can be very complicated and often takes very long time.
However, Niels Husted does not think that it is more complicated than the Danish company, for
relatively few money, can hire an accountant to do it, for whom it is a routine. The only requirement is that the company has an address. However, since it often takes three to four months before the company has the papers, many often choose to have their address at a lawyer‟s office
until then. Furthermore, in relation to buying a business, a problem is that there may be some
latent problems hidden; former employees who suddenly plaintiff the company, tax liabilities etc.
This requires a thorough “due diligence” to carry light on the Brazilian company, and even
though, one can never be sure. So usually, a company acquisition is made so that e.g. 80 per cent
is paid now and the rest after e.g. two years, if no skeletons have come out of the closet. If anything comes up, it is offset in the residual payment. (Husted, 2010)
Two types of accounting forms
The medium sized companies can either choose to be in a “Precumido” or “Real” which defines
which type of tax the company needs to pay, when to pay the different taxes etc., and the two
types are very different. According to Niels Husted, it can be very difficult for the companies to
find out which one is most adequate for the company, since it gives some complications when e.g.
importing, and even today, after more than ten years in Brazil, Niels Husted still finds the accounting very complicated. (Husted, 2010)
10

The term “custo Brasil” refers to the very real extra costs of doing business in Brazil: corruption, governmental inefficiency, legal and bureaucratic complications, excessive taxation, poor infrastructure, inflation etc. Although this “custo Brasil” is difficult to define, it is real and causes great frustration for international business people. (WorldBusinessCulture)
11
Tax on Industrialised Products (Portuguese: Imposto sobre Produtos Industrializados) where the tax,
among other things, depend on the product code.
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The labour market
The way the labour unions in Brazil are built on is similar to the Danish labour unions 70 years
ago, where they fought against the companies instead of cooperating. It might not look like a big
barrier, but it can quickly become one, especially when dismissing employees (even though the
employee has requested it themselves). Because, no matter how good the company try to be or
correct they try to run the cases, the employees (or most often their labour union) will often try to
find something they are unhappy with, or maybe even lie, to get compensation from the company.
And, according to Niels Husted, the court mostly found for the dismissed employee. Of that reason, companies need to put aside money for trials. Niels Husted‟s assumption is that it is due to
the former slavery, that exploitation of workers lies so deep in the Brazilians, and therefore, the
labour unions assume that the companies will exploit the employees, which they therefore try to
prevent. (Husted, 2010)
Legal cases
Legal cases take a lot of time in Brazil. Therefore, Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. has some
lawyers attached to the company which takes care of labour cases, collection of money from customers etc. (Husted, 2010)
Bureaucracy
According to Niels Husted, the bureaucracy is the same as it was ten years ago when Rocktec
Isolantes Termicos Ltda. was founded. (Husted, 2010)
Corruption
Niels Husted thinks that the corruption in Brazil has become better the last ten years, but they still
experience it; e.g. some “tax collectors“ are sometimes visiting the company and claiming that
there is a mistake in the accounting which will cost a lot of money in fine. Then, Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. has to have their accountant to go through it all and make sure that everything
is as it should be. (Husted, 2010)
The port system
The port system has, regarding infrastructure, not been upgrade as the import has increased and at
the same time, poor planning is often experienced. It normally takes three to four days before the
container is visible in the system and afterwards almost a week to get the products out of the port
system, depending on if it has been declared red, yellow or green duty channel, which also defines
the type of custom duty. Afterwards, the trucks are often stopped in a queue in two days just for
picking up the containers. Niels Husted thinks that it is due to a lot of hidden interests among the
warehouse owners etc. (Husted, 2010)
Cartels
Niels Husted often experiences that the prices on materials are artificially high compared to other
places in the world. So often, it is cheaper to import the material – also when taking the high import taxes into consideration. He thinks that the artificially high prices are due to cartels e.g.
within the steel industry. (Husted, 2010)
Difficult to import products
One of the problems when importing is, that it is very difficult to prepay for a product outside of
Brazil due to the currency contracts that the company needs to make with the bank and the fact
that the banks are liable for the foreign transactions. Especially, when the currency contract not is
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consistent with the invoice, it gives a lot of problems. Niels Husted has e.g. experienced that he
had to make a triangle operation, where he used his Danish account, to prepay the suppliers in
China, and afterwards transfer money from his Brazilian account to his Danish, when he had received the products. However, he thinks that this primarily is a barrier for the smaller companies
than the multinational. (Husted, 2010)

Summary
As the four case companies now have been described according to Galbraith‟s “Star Model”
(Strategy, Structure, Processes, Rewards, and People), as well as the experienced barriers have
been presented, the following chapter will analyse the external- and internal factors, by using the
case companies as examples.
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Analysis of the External Factors
To help answering the research question regarding which external factors will influence the Danish companies, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil, the following
will analyse the macro environment, including which barriers the companies will experience. As
described in Theory, the micro environment will not be taken into consideration when making
these analyses, since this depends on which segment the Danish companies will enter. Furthermore, the chapter will analyse how the Danish companies can make use of networks, e.g. to overcome the liability of foreignness on the Brazilian market, which also will be analysed. In the end
of each section, some key findings will be listed which summarise what can be concluded from
the analyses. These key findings will later be used when making the recommendation.

The macro environment
As described above, this section will analyse the macro environment, including which barriers the
companies will experience and the Brazilian market‟s structure type.

PESTEL analysis of the Brazilian market
Since it is important to look at the macro environment, an analysis of the Brazilian market will be
conducted by the use of PESTEL. The findings in the PESTEL analysis will be used when analysing the case companies.
Political factors
Mercosur
Mercosur (in Portuguese: Mercosul) was formed by four South American countries, namely Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay in 1991 and has since functioned as a regional free trade
agreement. Venezuela left the Andean Community in 2006 and is currently being accepted as a
member of Mercosur. Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru are associate members. Mercosur has been extended both with respect to the scope of its work and its resources. Hence, Mercosur now concerns itself with trade policy, regional policy issues and labour market policy. The EU
has provided and continues to provide substantial financial support to integration in Mercosur.
(The Danish Government, 2007)

Figure 14: Mercosur

Plan of Accelerated Growth (PAC)
Brazil has, as part of the overall national Plan of Accelerated Growth (PAC) which in the period
2007 to 2010 has been allocated BLR 41.2 billion (approx. USD 22.7 billion) to science and technology, set a number of goals and action points. Its objectives include (Ministério da Ciencia e
Tecnologia, 2007):
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Increase investment in research and innovation from 1.02 per cent of GDP (in 2006) to
1.5 per cent.
Increase the private business sector share of investment in research and innovation from
0.51 per cent (in 2006) to 0.65 per cent.
Increase number of scholarships from the government from 100,000 (in 2007) to 150,000,
with a focus on engineering lines and lines related to the PDP (Product Development Policy).

Among the actions for these goals are (Ministério da Ciência e Tecnologia, 2007):
 Focus on commercialisation of the universities‟ research results. The individual universities and private research and innovation centres must establish centres for technological
innovation and “Technology Transfer” (NIT centres) for registration of patents, sales of
rights, spin-offs, etc.
 Focus on research and innovation in the private sector through public financing of “Researcher in the company.” This initiative can best be compared with a Danish industrial
PhD.
 Focus on research and innovation in national strategic areas (biotechnology and
nanotechnology, ICT, health, bio fuels, electric-, water- and other renewable energies, oil
and gas, agriculture etc.).
Import regulations and restrictions
Brazil has a longstanding history of government intervention in regards to import regulations and
restrictions. For many years, the country focused on inward industrial development that was deliberately built through restrictive trade policies. Only in the late 1980s and early 1990s did Brazil
begin a noteworthy liberalisation of its trade policies; even then, the changes made were modest
compared to other Latin American nations. This has also been noted by Bombas Grundfos do
Brasil Ltda. which pointed out the high import taxes and related costs as one of the primary market barriers. The way it influenced Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda.‟s market entrance was that it
became too expensive and gave too long delivery times, since costs changed all the time due to
exchange rates.
Although Brazil has undergone a fundamental liberalisation in recent years, many countries
around the world have found it difficult to export into the Brazilian market. Import licensing
rules, above-average tariffs on certain goods and various import restrictions all contribute to the
challenge associated with penetrating this nation‟s economy (Hudson, 1997; International
Business Wiki, 2008) – just as it has been noted by the case companies.
Regarding the Brazilian import licensing requirements, these can be complicated – the import of
most products into the country needs a preliminary license from the Secretariat of Foreign Trade
(SECEX), which is the only organisation that is allowed to issue such a document. The list of the
products subject to this preliminary license is not public; however, it is available only to registered and authorised users. Therefore, because of documentary complexities such as these, the
imported goods are often blocked or delayed. (FITA, 2006; International Business Wiki, 2008)
This has also been implied by Knud B. Bach, from Aalborg Industries S.A., who says that there is
a lot of bureaucracy in Brazil as well as a lot of red tape.
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Brazil, besides from having rather comprehensive regulations that control the importation of
goods into the country, also flat-out prohibits a number of imports. Various used items such as
foreign blood products and automobiles are restricted, as well as items such as beef derived from
cattle-administered growth stimulants and colour prints for the theatrical and television market.
In an effort to control hazardous, toxic substances, Brazil also uses its authority under the Constitution to regulate specific products that contains materials of concern (e.g. batteries, cleaning substances and pesticides). Among these defined import restrictions are mercury cadmium and lead
components in batteries, which have proven to be of particular interest to the electronic industry
as they often incorporate batteries into certain devices. (International Business Wiki, 2008; FITA,
2006)
Local content rules
“Everything which can be done in Brazil should be done in Brazil”. So go the slogan under President Lula de Silva. While the country has possibly the best established track record for local content development outside of the first world, Lula‟s election in 2003 only served to strengthen and
consolidate its role, even to the extent that long term goals for energy self-sufficiency have been
stepped back in order to ensure that production platforms could be built on home turf. The primary objective of the Brazilian local content policy is, according to PROMINP 12, to maximise
goods‟ and services‟ national industry content, within a competitive and sustainable basis, in the
implementation of oil and gas projects in Brazil and abroad. (Menas, 2008) Some examples of the
local content rules are within the oil and gas industry and the wind turbine industry. Within the oil
and gas industry, the general rule is, that the minimum local content requirements for onshore are
70 per cent, 51 per cent for off shore in shallow water of up to 100 meters and 37 per cent for
deep water between 100 and 400 meters. The minimum local content requirements during development are 77 per cent for onshore, 63 per cent for off shore in shallow water of up to 100 meters
and 55 per cent for deep water between 100 and 400 meters. (Menas, 2008) Within the wind turbine industry, the requirement is that 60 per cent of the content in the wind farms originates locally (Sciaudone, 2010). Also Knud B. Bach from Aalborg Industries S.A. has pointed out these
“local content rules” as one of the main barriers that the company experiences on the Brazilian
market. Since Aalborg Industries A/S came to Brazil, the local content rules have changed so that
today, 65 per cent has to be local content within the industry Aalborg Industries A/S operates.
Law incentives regarding R&D
Brazil considers competences within ICT as critically important and motivates with law incentives companies to put R&D activities in the country. Thus, Brazil has had law incentives since
1984 to motivate the industry to put its R&D in Brazil. Through the IT Law and the Innovation
Law, companies can achieve substantial tax relief on their product tax by reinvesting the saving in
research and innovation. The IT Law is reserved for companies with manufacturing of certain
types of IT products, while the Innovation Law is an incentive law for firms in all industries
which have production in Brazil. The IT Law and the Innovation Law has certainly increased the
mass of researchers and developers of ICT, and it has created a closer relationship between business and research institutes/universities. The tax advantage that the companies can obtain (in
some cases up to 60 per cent) is reinvested in R&D in Brazil. As a result, a large number of mul12

Programa de Mobilizacão da Indústria National de Petróleo e Gás Natural (Mobilisation Program for the
National Oil and Gas Industry).
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tinational companies have put their R&D activities in Brazil in what is called the ICT cluster Brazil - Campinas and Manaus. Among these companies include: Ericsson Telecommunications,
Sony Ericsson, Motorola, IBM, HP, Nokia, Siemens Network, GE, and Samsung. This has contributed to the emergence of clusters into Brazil, where the main on (Campinas) is regarded by the
UN as being among the 20 most important hi-tech poles in the world. (Leidecker, 2010)
World Cup 2014
In connection with the Brazilian hosting of the World Cup in 2014, the Brazilian government is
planning to invest USD 41.5 billion in the train sector, with special reference to establish a fast
train link between Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and Campinas. Several international companies,
including Alstom, CAF and Bombardier, have already established themselves in Brazil to get a
better overview of the possibilities. (Valor, 2009)
The Olympic Games 2016
An investment of USD 14 billion in connection with the Olympic Games in 2016 will affect the
economy of Rio de Janeiro, the host city, and in different regions of Brazil. This is one of the
findings of a survey conducted by the Department of Administration (FIA), attached to the University of São Paulo (USP) in order to gauge the long-term impact of hosting on the Brazilian
economy. The survey shows that the investments in particular will create 120,000 jobs a year until
2016, and a total effect on Brazil‟s GDP of USD 11 billion from 2009 to 2016. 42 per cent of the
total impact will be felt in other parts of the country than Rio de Janeiro. In the period 2017 to
2027, investments in the Olympic Games continue to have an impact on the Brazilian economy at
about USD 13.5 billion. (Lusa, 2009)
Economic factors
The economic crisis
Brazilian president Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva has declared the economic crisis in his country over
and that it is time for businessmen to start investing again. (Xinhua, 2009) According to the president, if Brazilian businessmen invest now, they would be in a better position to trade with their
U.S. and EU partners in three or four years, once those countries had recovered from the economic turmoil. According to the Central Bank‟s President, Henrique Meirelles, Brazil had some
advantages which allowed the country to recover faster from the crisis, such as a huge domestic
market, which was growing at a 9.3 per cent rate and made the country less dependent on foreign
demand. Brazil also had a lower inflation rate and an annual rate of investment returns at almost
20 per cent at the beginning of the crisis. Additionally, Meirelles said that the government had
taken the right anti-crisis measures at the right time, which contributed to a better economic situation now. (Xinuah, 2009)
A rising BNP
The positive mood in the Brazilian economy can now be seen in leading banks‟ and consultants‟
expectations for the coming year. An increase in GDP of around five per cent in 2010 is generally
supported and some even dares to expect an entire six per cent increase. The expectations are
based on a combination of a strong consumption pattern and expansive public policy – which in
turn is supported by falling interest rates, less international uncertainty, a general wage increase,
decrease in unemployment, and increasing public consumption. Especially the publication of the
figures for changes in unemployment, which revealed an increase at 242,100 jobs, has had sig-
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nificant effects on the estimates for future growth. Thus, Morgan Stanley13 changed its expectations for 2009 from a decline in GDP of 4.5 per cent to an increase of 0.5 per cent while the investment firm Quest for the same year changed their expectations of a decline of 0.3 per cent to
an increase of 0.2 per cent. (Valor, 2009)
Optimism in the bank sector
In the wake of rising optimism and prosperity in the Brazilian economy, more of Brazil‟s largest
banks are making ready to expand the lending capacity significantly. Thus, Banco Santander14
expects to make the largest IPO15 worldwide this year, and thereby release about USD 8.7 billion
– an expansion in lending capacity of just under USD 45 billion. It must be added that the bank
already has excess capital, corresponding to a potential lending capacity of USD 39 billion, which
overall means that the bank could offer for about USD 84 billion for lending. The trend to increase lending is also seen with other market players, including Banco do Brasil which plans to
release about USD 5 billion for new loans. The increased liquidity comes at a perfect time after
Brazil‟s strong development both during and after the recently called off financial crisis, and thus,
it is expected to further accelerate the already positive trend. (Valor, 2009)
Foreign Direct Investment
Brazil is the largest recipient of foreign direct investment (FDI) in Latin America, and the United
States is traditionally the number one foreign investor in Brazil. (U.S. State Department, 2010)
There are generally no restrictions in Brazil, with a few exceptions (Tornovsky, 2009):
 Oil; the Brazilian federal government has monopoly on some activities such as research
of oil and natural gas, oil refining, import and export of derivatives, as well as its transport.
 Healthcare; direct or indirect involvement of foreign companies or foreign capital to activities in the health sector is forbidden in Brazil, except where prohibited by law.
 Financial institutions; an increase in foreign participation in the financial system in Brazil
is prohibited unless it is in the national interest through a special permission from the
president.
 Media; the right for journalism and broadcasting are allowed only for Brazilians. Foreign
investment is allowed up to 30 per cent of their total capital. In other areas, the restriction
is varied.
 Nuclear energy; the Brazilian federal government has monopoly on nuclear facilities and
services of all kinds, as well as research, enrichment and trade of atomic minerals.
 Mail; postal services (ground and air) are provided directly by the Brazilian federal government or through companies controlled by the Brazilian federal government.
 Insurance companies; although there are rules for foreign participation in insurance companies, there is currently no restriction. The Brazilian federal government had until 2007
monopoly on the reinsurance market where the market was opened to foreign companies.

13

Morgan Stanley is a global financial services firm and a market leader in securities, asset management
and credit services.
14
Brazil‟s 3rd largest bank.
15
An initial public stock offering (IPO) is when a company issues common stocks or shares to the public
for the first time.
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Air; air traffic is reserved for Brazilian companies. Foreign investment is allowed up to
20 per cent of the voting capital.

Social factors
Larger middle class and less poor
According to research from one of Brazil‟s finest universities, the proportion of poor Brazilians
has decreased markedly, while the lower- and upper middle class in the same period has increased. Thus, the study showed that the proportion of Brazil‟s lowest social class, class E
(household income below USD 424), during President Lula‟s regime from 2003-08 has fallen by
43 per cent. In the same period, the proportion of class C (household income between USD 6162654) increased by 31.1 per cent and the proportion of families with an income over USD 2,654
(class A and B) increased by 37.1 per cent. In 2008, class C constituted 49.2 per cent of the Brazilian population, class D (income between USD 424-616) constituted 24.4 per cent, class E 16
per cent and class A and B 10.4 per cent. (Valor, 2009)
Unemployment
The unemployment rate was 7.4 per cent in 2009 and had thereby decreased compared to the year
before (2008: 7.9 per cent). Analysts predict that Brazil in the second quarter of 2010 will be back
in a pre-crisis level in relation to employment. (Valor, 2009)
Technological factors
The Campinas cluster
Brazil‟s ICT cluster is located in Campinas approximately 80 km from São Paulo. The state of
São Paulo contributes with more than nine per cent of the Brazilian GDP and the Campinas region
alone contributes with three per cent based on ICT. The reason is that a wide range of national
and multinational companies have put their R&D units precisely in this region due to access to
competences of high quality (University of Campinas and University of São Paulo lies close to
Campinas), good infrastructure (Latin America‟s largest cargo airport is located in Campinas) and
closeness to São Paulo – the largest city in Brazil. The Campinas region also has the largest concentration of R&D and innovation centres. (Leidecker, 2010)
Environmental factors
Environmental law for reducing CO2 emission
After COP15, President Lula de Silva signed a law on December 29th, 2009, requiring that Brazil‟s CO2 emission is being reduced by 39 per cent in 2020. At the COP15 meeting, the president
promised that Brazil “voluntarily” would reduce CO2 filth by between 36.1 and 38.9 per cent over
ten years. However, the new legislation is subject to criticism, since a number of additions, which
must decide how much of the decline in emissions agriculture, industry, energy and environment
sectors are responsible for, are not fixed. (Tv2 Nyhederne, 2009)
Green energy matrix
Brazil has the most renewable energy matrix of the industrialised world, with 45.9 per cent of its
production from sources such as water resources, biomass and ethanol, as well as wind and sun
energies. The hydroelectric power plants correspond to the generation of over 75 per cent of the
country‟s electricity. It should be noted that the world energy matrix is composed of 13 per cent
of renewable sources in the case of industrialised countries and six per cent in developing countries. (The Brazilian Government, 2009)
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The Brazilian energy model presents a strong potential for expansion, which results in a series of
long-term investment opportunities. The Ministry of Mines and Energy estimates for 2008-2017
public and private investments of around BLR 354 billion (approx. USD 195 billion) in the national energy expansion. Some of the Brazilian initiatives in the energy sector are (The Brazilian
Government, 2009):
 Program of Incentive to Alternative Sources of Electric Energy (PROINFA)
 National Program of Electric Energy Conservation
 National Program of Rationalised Use of Oil BY-Products and Natural Gas
 National Program of Biodiesel Production and Use
 Program “Light for Everyone”
The energy demand in Brazil is expected to increase at a rate of about 2.6 per cent per year
through 2030 (AS/COA, 2009).
Legal factors
Employment law
The employment relationship in Brazil remains under the governance of the Law Decree no. 5452
of May 1st, 1943, known as Consolidacão das Leis do Trabalho (CLT). At least two thirds of the
employees of any employer, whether of a resident corporation or other business form, must be
Brazilian nationals. Furthermore, it is required that an employee in Brazil must be employed by
an employer registered to do business in Brazil. A foreign company wishing to hire Brazilian
employees for service in Brazil must complete formation of a Limitada16 or other company form
prior to entering into an employment relationship. (World Wide Consulting Group, 2004) However, as mentioned by both Knud B. Bach from Aalborg Industries S.A. and Niels Husted from
Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda., establishing a new company in Brazil can be very complicated
and often takes very long time; thus, it is seen as one of the entry barriers to the Brazilian market.
The minimum wage per month is currently of BLR 200 (approx. USD 110) and the maximum
work day is eight hours, giving a maximum work week of 44 hours. Under Brazilian social security law, every employee must necessarily be covered by social security insurance. Social security
in Brazil is made up of monthly contributions by employees, employers and the Government.
These payments entitle the employee to receive social security benefits. Furthermore, the employer is obliged to take out work accident insurance for its employees from the Brazilian Social
Security Institute (INSS). The cost of this insurance is fixed by the Ministry of Labour and Social
Security. Directors and partners of firms who are nor employees, self-employed workers, and
domestic servants are not covered by work accident insurance legislation. Furthermore, the employees have the right to an additional salary bonus every year, the 13th salary (or Christmas bonus), which will be paid by the employer in December of each year, corresponding to the highest
compensation paid to the employee during the year. Another basic right of the employees are
maternity and paternity leave and license, right to strike, family and educational allowance, transportation and food pass, health hazard allowance and risk premium, and 30 calendar days‟ vacation. (LexUniversal, 2002) Many of these benefits, e.g. the different insurances and the yearly
bonus, have also been described by the case companies when asking about the rewards used
within the organisations.
16

Limitada (Ltda.) is the most popular type of company used in Brazil and more or less Brazil‟s equivalent
of a limited liability company.
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Regarding the terminations of contracts, employers in Brazil may terminate contracts with or
without a cause, provided that all termination and severance amounts are paid. The only exception
is that the employer cannot terminate an employment contract when the employee is under provisional job tenure, e.g. female employees during and after pregnancy, and employees who are union leaders. (Costa, 2010) However, this has by both Aalborg Industries S.A. and Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. been mentioned as one of the main barriers on the Brazilian market, since it is
stated that the employees often will try to get compensation from the company, when being dismissed – with help from their labour union. Due to various actions of former employees, it may
also take a very long time and be very costly to close a business in Brazil, which Aalborg Industries S.A. has experienced.
The next step is to determine the primary market barriers, on the Brazilian market, as well as
which of the four industry structure types the Brazilian market is.

Barriers
In the case descriptions, some experienced barriers were identified and listed in Appendix D,
which identified the following five primary market barriers: the tax system, bureaucracy, the restrictive labour regulations, the inadequate supply of infrastructure, and corruption. Based on
these, as well as the analysis above, it will now be determined which of the four industry structure
types the Brazilian market is. This analysis will later be used to describe how the external factors
will influence the Danish companies, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary
in Brazil.
As the list in Appendix D indicates, there are many barriers to entry, as well as general market
barriers. This has also been supported by Niels Husted from Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.
(Husted, 2010):
“[..] once you have overcome the obstacles and entered the other side, it turns out
that there are not as many who copy your product because it is so complicated to get
in. It therefore gives more room to romp. So once you have found out how things are
done, it is a country where one can earn a lot of money.”
As Niels Husted‟s statement indicates, the entry barriers are high; therefore, it can be ruled out
that the Brazilian market‟s general structure type is either pure competition or monopolistic competition. What distinguishes the last two, pure monopoly and oligopoly, is whether only one or a
small number of large firms provide a certain product or service to the whole market. When looking at the Brazilian market, it is often dominated by a few main players within each sector, except
from Petrobrás17 who covers several sectors within energy. Therefore, it can be argued that the
Brazilian market‟s structure type generally is oligopoly. This will be taken into consideration
when making the recommendation for how the Danish companies should enter the Brazilian market.

17

Petrobrás is the biggest company in Brazil. The company is a publicly traded corporation, the majority
stockholder of which is the Government of Brazil, and they perform as an energy company in the following
sectors: exploration and production, refining, oil and natural gas trade and transportation, petrochemicals,
and derivatives, electric energy, biofuel and other renewable energy source distribution. (Petrobrás, 2009)
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As the macro environment now has been analysed, these findings will be taken into consideration
when analysing the case companies. The next step is to discuss how networks can be used to ease
the entrance to the Brazilian market.

Networks
The purpose of this section is to discuss how the Danish companies can ease the entrance to the
Brazilian market by using their networks. This will be done by describing how the companies can
make use of their strong and weak ties to e.g. gain information about the Brazilian market and
potentially new customers and/or suppliers.

Strong ties
Current customers and suppliers, or other collaborators, which the companies have a strong cooperation with, and which already are present on the Brazilian market, are examples of strong ties
which the Danish companies can make use of, when entering the market. By using these strong
ties, the Danish companies can gain information about the specific segment that it is entering and
possibly gain a network of potentially new customers and/or suppliers. By using these strong ties
to gain information about the Brazilian market, and the specific segments that the Danish companies are entering, the companies will e.g. overcome the experienced barrier of secretiveness on the
Brazilian market. However, as described in the Theory, elements such as power, trust and domain
affect the success of the network. This means that the same rules are current in Brazil as in Denmark. Thus, the Danish companies must have this in mind and e.g. not step into an area of responsibility that belongs to a partner.

Weak ties
When it comes to weak ties, these are likely to provide new information from disparate parts of
the system. Thus, weak ties provide people with access to information and resources beyond those
available in their own social circles.
Since a lot of other Danish companies already have entered the Brazilian market, as described in
the Introduction, these companies are some of the weak ties that the Danish companies can make
use of when entering the Brazilian market. One network that the Danish companies could make
use of is the Company Managers group18 for Danish managers in Brazil (founder: Martin
Holmes). Here, they discuss general management issues added a Brazilian twist; a twist which,
among other things, consists of huge bureaucracy, complex tax rules and a challenging import
system. (Heering, 2010) Another local networking group, that the Danish companies can make
use of, is DABGO19 São Paulo and its “Stambord” (regular table) meetings. The “Stambord”
meetings are an opportunity to meet like-minded working Danes in an informal atmosphere which
gives the opportunity to meet new people and make local contacts. (DABGO, 2010) These networks will give access to information about the Brazilian market in general and possibly to new
information and local contacts; thus, provide the Danish companies with access to information
and resources beyond those available in its own social circles or within its strong ties. Thirdly, the
Danish companies can make use of e.g. the Danish Embassy in Brasília, the Consulate General of
Denmark in São Paulo or the Danish Chamber of Commerce in São Paulo, which all have knowledge about the Brazilian market and a lot of local contacts. E.g. in September 2009, the Consulate
18
19

Danish: VL-gruppen
Danes Abroad Business Group Online
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General of Denmark in São Paulo held a CleanTech seminar for Danish companies who were
already established on the Brazilian market, or had a wish of entering it, where also a lot of Brazilian companies participated in the presentations and networking meetings. Thus, it was possible
for the Danish companies to establish contacts to potentially new customers and/or suppliers in
Brazil and thereby expand their network.
As both descriptions show, there are several ways the Danish companies can make use of their
networks, when entering the Brazilian market, to gain information and contacts to potentially new
customers and/or suppliers. Therefore, it is important that the Danish companies makes use of
these networks, since gaining more information will give the company a better picture of what to
expect (the external factors), thus how to respond (adapting the internal factors), which will ease
the entrance to the Brazilian market.
As described in the Theory, using their networks of e.g. other Danish companies in Brazil is of
special importance in relation to liability of foreignness; especially in a country as Brazil. Therefore, the liability of foreignness in Brazil will now be described, since this can have great influence on the success of the entrance.

Liability of foreignness
As described in the Theory, the liability of foreignness can, in general, arise from at least four, not
necessarily independent, sources. However, the relative importance of these costs and the choices
firms can make to deal with them will vary by industry, company, host country, and home country. Thus, these sources will be evaluated on a more general level regarding how they might influence the Danish companies, when entering the Brazilian market, and how it can be minimised.
1. Costs directly associated with spatial distance, such as the costs of travel, transportation, and
coordination over distance and across time zones.
As described in the case descriptions and in the analysis of the macro environment, one of the
primary barriers on the Brazilian market is the inadequate supply of infrastructure, which included
logistics challenges (the so-called Brazil-cost) and long transport time from Europe. Denmark and
Brazil are at each their continent, so it takes time to transport materials and products from one
country to another, which the Danish companies must have in mind. This was e.g. emphasised by
the interviewed Grundfos employees who further explained that to overcome this market barrier,
the company tried to buy as much as possible locally. These costs can also be limited by producing as much as possible locally and limit the amount of imported material. Furthermore, the long
transport time from Europe is not the only barrier related to this, also importing the materials or
products can cause problems, as noted by Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda., which was described
in relation to the macro environmental factor “import regulations and restrictions”.
2. Firm-specific costs based on a particular company’s unfamiliarity with and lack of roots in a
local environment.
As described several times, it is important that the Danish companies know of the Brazilian market before entering it. One way of overcoming these costs is by making use of their networks in
Brazil, and the possibilities within, as described above. Another way of overcoming these firmspecific costs is by acquiring a local company, since this gives access to a labour force with
knowledge and experience, as well as market share and a customer/supplier network. Something
that the company otherwise had to gain itself, which can take years. As described in the case de[60]
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scriptions, the three large Danish companies all chose to acquire a Brazilian competitor, with a
well-established brand in the local market, when establishing production in Brazil, which for
Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. was a strategic decision already made when entering the market. Thus, these case companies got access to a labour force with knowledge and experience about
the product and the market, as well as market share and a customer/supplier network, which reduced the firm-specific costs.
3. Costs resulting from the host country environment, such as the lack of legitimacy of foreign
firms and economic nationalism.
This is definitely something the Danish companies have to deal with due to the protectionism in
Brazil. This is e.g. shown through local content rules (“Everything which can be done in Brazil
should be done in Brazil”) and the import regulations and restrictions, which both have been described in the analysis of the macro environmental factors and mentioned several times throughout this analysis of the external factors. Thus, it is important that the Danish companies investigate these costs of the Brazilian market, before entering it.
4. Costs from the home country environment, such as the restrictions on high-technology sales to
certain countries imposed on U.S.-owned MNEs.
It has not been possible to identify such costs for Danish companies. Though, it should be investigated before entering the Brazilian market.
As this analysis of the liability of foreignness indicates, there are a lot of factors that the Danish
companies need to take into consideration when entering the Brazilian market. Thus, this will be
used when making the recommendation.

Summary
The analysis indicated that a lot of factors need to be taken into consideration (see Table 2).
Mercosur
Plan of Accelerated Growth (PAC)
Import regulations and restrictions
Political factors Local content rules
Law incentives regarding R&D
World Cup 2014
The Olympic Games 2016
The economic crisis
A rising BNP
Economic factors
Optimism in the bank sector
Foreign Direct Investment
Larger middle class and less poor
Social factors
Unemployment
Technological
The Campinas cluster
factors
Environmental law for reducing CO2 emission
Environmental
factors
Green energy matrix
Legal factors
Employment law
Table 2: Macro environmental factors
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Furthermore, the following five primary market barriers were identified, being: the tax system,
bureaucracy, the restrictive labour regulations, the inadequate supply of infrastructure, and corruption. It was also stated that the Brazilian market‟s structure type is oligopoly, among other
things, due to the many high barriers.
The analysis of the importance of networks revealed that there are several ways the Danish companies can make use of their networks, when entering the Brazilian market, to gain information
and contacts to potentially new customers and/or suppliers. Therefore, it is important that the
Danish companies make use of these networks, since gaining more information will give the
company a better picture of what to expect (the external factors), thus how to respond (adapting
the internal factors), which will ease the entrance to the Brazilian market. Furthermore, the liability of foreignness in Brazil was analysed which revealed that a lot of costs are related to entering
the Brazilian market.
These findings will be taken into consideration when analysing the case companies, and will later
be used when making the recommendation for how the Danish companies should design their
organisation, to best overcome the market barriers.
As the external factors now have been analysed and some conclusions have been drawn, the next
step is to analyse the internal factors that the Danish companies need to deal with, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil.
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Analysis of the Internal Factors
By using the case companies, the purpose of this chapter is to find out if there are any similarities
between how the case companies have handled their internal factors to overcome the market barriers, and if anything can be learned from the case companies. Thus, it will help answering the
research question regarding how Danish companies should handle their internal factors when
establishing production in Brazil. Therefore, the four case companies will be analysed in the following, based on the presented theory, by using the case descriptions from a previous chapter. In
the end of each section, some key findings will be listed which summarise what can be concluded
from the analyses. These key findings will later be used when making the recommendation.

Which type of entry?
As described in the Theory, the choice of appropriate entry mode into new markets is a key strategic decision for international businesses. Therefore, this section will look at how the case companies chose to start-up production in Brazil, being either by: Conventional acquisition, Brownfield entry or Greenfield entry.
When Aalborg Industries S.A. bought the factory in Petrópolis from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,
they kept the layout and the basic equipment but added a number of automatic machines in the
production. Furthermore, they added a few product lines of their own and hired a few new managers. It can therefore be argued that Aalborg Industries S.A. used Conventional acquisition, due
to the few changes.
In 2003, Grundfos A/S acquired Mark Peerles, a local pump manufacture, moved all operations to
there and turned into Mark Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. The company kept the production of the
local brand and further used the manufacturing plant for local assembly of Grundfos products.
Therefore, it can be argued that Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. also used Conventional acquisition, due to the few changes.
When Novo Nordisk started up the production subsidiary in Brazil, this was done by acquisition,
followed by expansions and culture integration. After the acquisition, Novo Nordisk do Brasil
Ltda. started the so-called “integration project”, aimed at ensuring that corporate standards would
be implemented (e.g. IT systems, accounting methods, quality system, and HR systems). A formal
project organisation was created to handle this process, and work packages within the different
areas were established. Due to the many changes, it can therefore be argued that Novo Nordisk do
Brasil Ltda. used a Brownfield entry.
Niels Husted from Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. had no significant capital back in 2000, so
he had to fight the way in the small since there was just to buy a few machines and a few months‟
rent. However, since he did not build the manufacturing site from scratch, using a Greenfield entry, it can be argued that Niels Husted used a Brownfield entry.
What can be concluded is that the three large case companies chose to acquire a production site
when establishing production in Brazil, whereas Niels Husted chose to rent a production site,
which they all changed to some degree.
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When comparing acquisition contra Greenfield entry, one of the main pros, by acquiring a production site, is access to a labour force with knowledge and experiences about the production and,
more importantly, the market as well as market share and a customer/supplier network. Something that otherwise can take years. However, one of the main cons, by acquiring a production
site, is that the Danish companies most likely will experience “problems” caused by the previous
owner, e.g. tax- and labour cases. This can be very time consuming and costly, if precautions
about this not have been made in the contract. Thus, Niels Husted states that (Husted, 2010):
“[...] it requires a thorough due diligence to carry light on the Brazilian company,
and even though, one can never be sure. So usually, a company acquisition is made
so that you pay e.g. 80 per cent now and the rest after e.g. two years if no skeletons
have come out of the closet. If anything comes up, it is offset in the residual payment.”
When looking at which barriers the Danish companies will overcome by establishing production
in Brazil, one of them is the local content rules, since these, within some industries, require that a
certain per cent of a product is produced in Brazil. Other barriers that partly will be overcome by
having production in Brazil is the problems experienced with the port system, the import regulations and restrictions, and the long transport time from Europe etc. Barriers which all haven been
mentioned by the case companies. To what degree these barriers will be overcome depends on
how much the Danish companies choose to import. However, these barriers have to be hold up
against the often expensive raw material and e.g. the cartel-like states within the steel industry,
which both have been mentioned as experienced barriers by Aalborg Industries S.A. and Rocktec
Isolantes Termicos Ltda., to determine what is most beneficial for the Danish companies.
As it now has been determined which type of entry the case companies chose, as well as which
pros and cons this might have, the next step is to find out how the case companies are designed.

How the case companies are designed
By using the theory presented in an earlier chapter, the case companies will now be analysed, as
well as it will be described how they have chosen to deal with the external factors.

Strategy
Aalborg Industries S.A. in Brazil is the South American market leader in design, supply and servicing of three-pass boilers supplying process steam or hot-water for industrial applications. The
company acts in a stable market where only small modifications are made on the products. The
reason is, that it is difficult to do the boilers much more efficient (efficiency is the key since life
costs are: five per cent buying, 15 per cent maintenance, 80 per cent operation). The boilers have
a lifetime of approx. 25 years and most customers only have one boiler. Therefore, it can be argued that the product has a long lifecycle, which also has influence on how innovative the company needs to be. After Aalborg Industries S.A. introduced the new M3P boiler, very limited
modifications have been made (mainly in the IT field or adding new components). (Christensen,
2010) Therefore, the company can be defined as being a Defender.
When looking at Aalborg Industries S.A.‟s strategic role in Brazil, it is engineering, development,
production, sales and service to Brazil and the Southern Cone of South America. The company
acts independently within the Brazilian industry, but supports Aalborg Industries A/S within the
Brazilian marine business, which Knud B. Bach defined “Local presence with global support
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from Aalborg Industries Group”. Therefore, Aalborg Industries S.A.‟s site competence can be
defined as being high, where the strategic reason for the site is proximity to market, as Knud B.
Bach puts it: “If you sell in Brazil, you have to have production there as well.” (Bach, 2009)
Thus, Aalborg Industries S.A. can be defined as being a contributor factory.
When looking at how much emphasis is put on innovating new products at Bombas Grundfos do
Brasil Ltda., the company only imports the parts and assembles locally and only produce the local
brand which they bought in 2003. However, Grundfos A/S stresses innovation and growth
throughout all their organisations, as well as seeks new opportunities, by keep developing innovative pumps. This is e.g. shown in their slogan “Be-Think-Innovate” which permeates the entire
organisation. Therefore, Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. is still “first-to-the-market” with new
products and of that reason, the company can be defined as a Prospector.
Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda.‟s strategic role in Brazil is, besides to get part of by far the
biggest market in South America, to be Grundfos A/S‟ main distribution centre in South America.
Regarding how much is dictated from the Headquarters in Denmark, all decisions are taken in
consensus between the local management in Brazil and the group management in Denmark. As
mentioned above, the company only imports the parts and assembles locally, and only produce the
local brand which they bought in 2003. Therefore, the site competence can be defined as low. The
strategic purpose for the site is the proximity to market, since they saw Brazil as by far the biggest
market in South America. Thus, Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. can be defined as being a
server factory.
As part of Novo Nordisk‟s Product Supply organisation, as much as possible, e.g. policies, systems, methods, is implemented at Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. in a way that makes most sense to
the local unit, but at the same time is in alignment with the fundamental principles. Even though
Novo Nordisk A/S stresses innovation and growth, as well as seeks new opportunities, by keep
developing innovative products for people with diabetes, Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. only has
sales, marketing and production in Brazil with moderate innovation and growth at the production
site. However, Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. is still “first-to-the-market” with new products; thus,
the company can be defined as being a Prospector.
Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda.‟s strategic role in Brazil is to become the leader on the diabetes
market, winning the battle in the modern insulin segment. As mentioned above, Novo Nordisk do
Brasil Ltda. only has sales, marketing and production in Brazil. However, the company is actively
investing in clinical research, presently working in cooperation with more than 40 clinical research centres all over Brazil (Olesen, 2009). Therefore, their site competence can be defined as
high. The strategic purpose for the site is the proximity to market, since they saw Brazil as one of
the most promising emerging economies. Thus, Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. can be defined as
being a contributor factory.
Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.‟s main market is Brazil. And even though they have sporadically exported to Venezuela and Uruguay, these countries are at present time not a priority. Niels
Husted, the owner of Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda., has always gone a long way not to get
involved in areas where the company is merely “one more in the line”. Furthermore, he has always reinvested profits in the company, so that today, they can afford, for their own resources, to
buy new machines and raw materials when they spot a new product market they want to enter.
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Therefore, it can be argued that the company stresses innovation and growth, and seeks new opportunities. Thus, Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. can be defined as being a Prospector.
When looking at Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.‟s strategic role in Brazil, it is not possible to
place it in the strategic matrix, since it is the only company in the organisation, owned by Niels
Husted. However, when starting out, the goal of the company was simply to support the distributors in Brazil, and to sell custom made Rockwool products. Therefore, it can be argued that the
company was started due to the proximity to market.
When looking at which strategic types the case companies are, three of the companies are Prospectors; thus, these case companies are “first-to-the-market” with a new product and differentiate
themselves from their competitors by using their ability to develop innovative technologies and
products. Thus, they stress innovation and growth, and seek new opportunities. Regarding the
case companies‟ strategic role in Brazil, half of the case companies are a contributor factory.
However, all the case companies are in Brazil due to the proximity to market and not due to access to low-cost production or due to access to skills and knowledge. The market potential, overcoming some of the import regulations and restrictions, and overcoming the local content rules
(all described in the section about “External factors”), are some of the arguments, used by the case
companies, for having production in Brazil. Or, as put forward by Knud B. Bach: “If you sell in
Brazil, you have to have production there as well.” (Bach, 2009) This also supports the statement
that production is placed in Brazil due to the proximity to market. That Brazil is not attractive for
low-cost production is supported by Niels Husted, who states that there are a lot of hidden extra
costs and e.g. when hiring a new employee you have to add between 60-80 per cent of the salary
to get the real cost due to extra taxes. Thus, it is necessary to have a high profit margin due to the
uncertainty (Husted, 2010). A reason why the case companies not started production due to access
to skills and knowledge might be that it then would be more beneficial to place production in a
highly industrialised country that offers skilled technicians, sophisticated suppliers, research centres, and universities in a higher degree than Brazil does. However, it cannot be ruled out that
within some segments, it can be beneficial to place production in Brazil due to access to skills and
knowledge. An example is within ICT and the Campinas cluster (described under “External factors”). Some multinational companies that have chosen to put its R&D activities in Campinas, due
to access to highly skilled people, good infrastructure, the law incentives and closeness to São
Paulo, are Ericsson Telecommunications, Sony Ericsson, Motorola, IBM, HP, and Nokia
(Leidecker, 2009).
Also other Danish companies have chosen to have production in Brazil due to the proximity to
market. One of them is Novozymes Latin America Ltda., which has been represented in Brazil
since 1975. Novozymes Latin America Ltda.‟s main activity in Brazil is the production of enzymes at the factory in Araucária (in the State of Paraná), which also contains a laboratory, but
the organisation also includes sales and marketing functions. (Novozymes, 2007) Another company is Chr. Hansen Ind. e Com. Ltda. which has been present on the Brazilian market for several
decades – in the beginning through distributors. However, due to the success of the company in
the country, a branch was established in 1977 in the State of São Paulo, and in the 1990s, the
company had huge expansions by acquisitions and investments. Today, the company has complete manufacturing facilities, including production, R&D, marketing and technical assistance.
(DanChamb, 2009) Thus, also Novozymes Latin America Ltda. and Chr. Hansen Ind. e Com.
Ltda. can be defined as contributor factories.
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Structure
Aalborg Industries S.A. is a centralised, hierarchic organisation, with a mix of both Danish and
Brazilian business culture. At the same time, the company is very formal. Regarding the number
of levels in the hierarchy, there are in essence five: directors, managers (e.g. production managers), floor managers, foremen, and workers/employees.
Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. has a mix of both Danish and Brazilian business culture, and
has been defined as being decentralised. At the same time, the company is very formal. The number of levels in the hierarchy is five: top management, managers, supervisor, white collars, and
blue collars.
Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. is decentralised, but with focus on standardisation to ensure that
best practices are replied. At the same time, the organisation is also formal. The number of levels
in the hierarchy at the production site in Montes Claros is five: vice presidents, directors, managers, supervisors, teams.
At Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda., they are only six in the office. Therefore, there are quite a
few levels of hierarchy. Personally, Niels Husted prefers a flat structure, but in Brazil people are
most used to work in hierarchical structures. Since Niels Husted, among other things, tries to encourage his employees to make decisions on their own, it has been interpreted that Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. has a mix of both Danish and Brazilian business culture.
What can be concluded is that the case companies often have hierarchical structures and are formal. Since the majority of the case companies acquired a Brazilian company, only made few
changes and kept most of the Brazilian employees, it would make sense that the Brazilian business culture still dominated the company. Furthermore, both Gert Borries, former manager at
Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda., and Niels Husted from Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. state
that the Brazilians do not take much initiative which would promote the need for top-down decision making. This is also supported by theory about Brazilian business culture (see Appendix E),
which states that, as with most South American countries, Brazilian companies will tend to be
organised along strictly hierarchical lines with information flowing in a very structured way up
and down the various chains of command, where managers at the top make most of the decisions.
(WorldBusinessCulture; Communicaid Group Ltd., 2007) At the same time, many of the case
companies tried to incorporate the Danish company‟s core values etc. in the acquired Brazilian
company after the takeover, which could explain the mix of both Danish and Brazilian business
culture in the case companies. Regarding whether to be centralised or decentralised, there is no
consensus among the case companies.

Processes
All of the case companies are production subsidiaries, and thus the production of goods is the
physiology or functioning of the organisations (to use Galbraith‟s terms). However, to shortly
summarise: Aalborg Industries S.A. has engineering, development, production, sales and service
in Brazil. Thus, this is the company‟s processes. Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. has sales, imports parts and assembles locally, and only produce the local brand which they bought in 2003.
Thus, the company‟s processes are sales, assembly and production. Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda.
only has sales, marketing and production in Brazil. Thus, this is the company‟s processes. Since
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Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. is the Headquarters (so to say), the company both has development, production, sales, marketing and service in Brazil.

Rewards
Regarding extrinsic rewards, Aalborg Industries S.A. have a profit sharing once a year. In addition, the blue collar workers have a ladder system, where they can rise slowly and get more in
pay. Furthermore, there are social activities for the employees in their spare time – Aalborg Industries S.A. has, among other things, its own football field and -team. They also have a continuing
education program where all employees have the opportunity to learn English.
Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda. is offering good health insurance, titles and a performance
bonus structure as examples of extrinsic rewards. Regarding intrinsic rewards, the company uses
responsibility, autonomy, feedback of all information, gives freedom and participation in setting
targets and determining methods of work.
At Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda., all employees are in general granted with fringe benefits such as
health insurance, life insurance and pension plan. As part of the global approach, bonus is paid
after the yearly performance cycle, and shares are generally offered to employees on a three-year
base. Company car and web access is provided for directors and vice presidents. Cell phones are
provided for all supervisors, managers and directors, and also to several employees that provide
support to different areas of the organisation. Regarding intrinsic rewards, Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. focuses on ensuring a good working climate, on having the managers ensuring that employees can influence their performance goals and also on appreciative feedback and coaching.
At Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda., the employees are given freedom and responsibility.
To sum up, the types of extrinsic rewards, which often are used by the case companies, are: profit
sharing once a year, use of ladder system, health insurance, titles, a performance bonus structure,
life insurance, pension plan, shares, company car, web access, and cell phones. Some of these
rewards are also mentioned in the Employment law (described in the analysis of the external factors), which e.g. requires that all employees are offered certain insurances by the company and are
paid a bonus once a year (the 13th salary). Regarding intrinsic rewards, the case companies often
use: own football field and -team, continuing education program, responsibility, autonomy, feedback of all information, participation in setting targets and determining methods of work, employees can influence their performance goals, coaching, and freedom.

People
Of Aalborg Industries S.A.‟s 300 employees in Brazil, only two of them are Danes – the CEO and
CFO. The reason for using Danish CEO and CFO is to ensure that ethical standards are kept.
At Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda., only one Dane is hired, who is Technical Manager and
Business Development Manager. The reason for using a Danish employee instead of a Brazilian is
that it is a key position where close connection to the Danish Headquarters is needed. Furthermore, it is to assure that the Grundfos “quality” is kept.
At Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda., there are 700 employees. Of these, 14 of them are Danes: two
are directors and the other 12 are expatriates or even graduates. The reason for using Danish employees instead of Brazilian is a matter of ensuring diversity as well as knowledge sharing, and of
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creating opportunities for employees from international sites, in the same way that Brazilian employees are having the opportunity to work abroad.
Niels Husted, the founder and owner of Rocktec, is the only Dane working at Rocktec Isolantes
Termicos Ltda.
In general, only few Danes are hired at the Danish production subsidiaries in Brazil, and those
who are, are used for key positions.
As the factors related to organisational design now has been analysed, the next step is to analyse
how the case companies have handled the process of transferring knowledge.

Knowledge transfer
When Aalborg Industries S.A. had to transfer knowledge to the new site in Brazil, a project development group from Denmark, Brazil and Indonesia was put together to develop a new boiler
based on an existing Aalborg Industries Itú boiler, a MHI Brazilian boiler and new thinking. By
choosing this type of knowledge transfer, where several of Aalborg Industries A/S‟ production
sites were implicated instead of just sending the standards electronically, gave the Brazilian employees both the ability and the opportunity to transfer knowledge. Furthermore, this type of
knowledge transfer promoted strong ties between the project development group members which,
according to theory, promote the transfer of tacit knowledge. Involving some of the “old” Brazilian employees, as well as using the MHI Brazilian boiler as inspiration when developing the new
boiler, also reinforced the “invented here” syndrome in the organisation, and thus motivated the
Brazilian employees.
When handling the process of transferring knowledge from Denmark to Brazil, Grundfos A/S
chose to station a Danish expatriate in the new Brazilian site, who could transfer Grundfos A/S‟
core values. Furthermore, the company had lots of local and international training. This is a different type of knowledge transfer, since the Danish expatriate was sent to Brazil as an expert on
how Grundfos A/S does things. Furthermore, local and international training was given, which
created the ability and the opportunity to transfer knowledge. This type of knowledge transfer
resembles the one chosen at Aalborg Industries S.A.; however, here the project development
group only consisted of Brazilians and one Danish manager. When looking at the purpose of
Grundfos A/S‟ new production site in Brazil, it was only to import the parts and assemble these
locally, which the employees needed training in. The only thing that needed to be produced was
the local brand which the Brazilian employees already knew of.
After Novo Nordisk A/S acquired the new production site, the so-called “integration project”
started, aimed at ensuring that corporate standards would be implemented, varying from IT systems, accounting methods, and quality system, to working climate survey and HR systems. A
formal project organisation was created to handle this process, and work packages within the different areas (IT, quality, HR, accounting, etc.) were established, always with a project manager
assigned by the Danish Headquarters and a mirror project manager from the Brazilian organisation. Novo Nordisk A/S‟ way of handling the knowledge transfer from Denmark to Brazil resembles the previous two. Also here, a project development group, consisting of both a Danish- and a
Brazilian project manager, was created to handle this process. As mentioned previously, involving
the Brazilians in this process creates motivation and ownership of “the new way of doing busi[69]
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ness”. Furthermore, it creates both the ability and the opportunity to transfer knowledge from
Denmark to Brazil, but also the other way around.
Since Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. was founded in Brazil, Niels Husted did not use knowledge transfer when starting up the production site; thus, the company will not be used in this
analysis.
When comparing how Aalborg Industries A/S, Grundfos A/S and Novo Nordisk A/S chose to
transfer knowledge to their new Brazilian production sites, the processes resemble each other. All
three case companies chose to send some Danish employees to the new sites and formed project
development groups, thus created the ability and the opportunity to transfer knowledge. By doing
so, they ensured that corporate standards and values would be followed and implemented in the
new organisation, but also adapted to the Brazilian conditions. Furthermore, involving the Brazilians in this process also created the motives for transferring the knowledge and ownership of “the
new way of doing business”. This knowledge will be used, firstly when determining the Danish
Headquarters‟ orientation toward the Brazilian subsidiaries, and later, when making recommendations for how the Danish companies should handle the internal factors.

The Danish Headquarters’ orientation
As the Danish Headquarters‟ orientation towards the Brazilian subsidiaries, as well as the Danish
management style, can have an influence on the Danish companies‟ short- and long-term success
on the Brazilian market, these will now be analysed. This will be done by first describing Danish
management style in general, where the case companies will be used as examples. This description will be used to determine whether the Danish Headquarters generally are ethnocentrically,
polycentrically or geocentrically oriented towards the foreign subsidiaries – thus, also the Brazilian subsidiaries. At the end, the Danish business culture will be compared to the Brazilian, based
on previous analyses, to see if this potentially could cause problems.
The Scandinavian countries tend to be “on the same wave length” in the sense of being identified
as close and similar in multi-country studies. In what is probably the first international study on
managerial thinking and management practice (Haire, Ghiselli, & Porter, 1966) the Scandinavian
countries consistently came out as one country cluster. (Lawrence, 2000) Therefore, the following
will use both general interpretations of the Scandinavian countries, to describe the Danish management style, as well as describing how the Danish managers distinguish from the other Scandinavian managers.
If one had to identify a single value as characteristic of the Scandinavian countries it would be
egalitarianism20. One thing that is certainly entailed by the Scandinavian countries‟ espousal of
equality is a rejection of organisational hierarchy. As Jette and Peter Lawrence Schramm-Nielsen
note: “A hierarchy is considered a necessary evil for the functioning of an organization, but not a
goal in itself.” (Schramm-Nielsen, 1998) It is in fact a Danish-Norwegian author Aksel Sandemose (1899– 1965) who has “philosophised” this value, and given it an anti-competitive twist.
Sandemose promulgated what he called the Jante Law, where the key values of the law are conformity, uniformity and envy. (Lawrence, 2000) The effect of this philosophy is to de-emphasise
20

Egalitarianism is a political doctrine that holds that all people should be treated as equals from birth.
Generally, it applies to being held equal under the law and society at large.
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hierarchy, status, and to some extent the striving that might be linked to their achievement. At the
same time, its people/employees/managers cannot be differentiated so obviously as in other societies on the basis of class and status, so skills, experience, relevant knowledge and competencies
become more obvious as the things that differentiate people, make one person more suited for
some tasks than others. Linking this to the theory about Headquarters‟ orientation toward subsidiaries, this egalitarianism can be used to compel the geocentric attitude, where best men are developed everywhere in the world, for key positions everywhere in the world. An example of this is at
Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. where the Vice President of International Operation (the Head of
the Business Area Latin America), Federico Renzo Grayeb, is a former General Manager from
Argentina but is now located at the Sales Affiliation in São Paulo, Brazil. The egalitarianism and
censure of paraded superiority also create a greater homogeneity. This does not make the Danes
like the Japanese, where rejection of individualism is near total, but it does make them a bit more
like the Japanese than e.g. the French or the Germans (Lawrence, 2000). In relation to this, it is
interesting that a survey, done by Eddie R. Sjøborg (1985), indicates that the Danish managers
rather more than the Swedes and Norwegians recognise the distinctiveness of Japanese culture
and also the possibility of learning from it (Sjøborg, 1985). The egalitarianism has a generally
interesting affect. Combined with weak hierarchicalism, it leads to a climate of delegation with
employees having a responsible autonomy, as opposed to the more programmed and systems
driven behaviour of e.g. American employees. (Lawrence, 2000) This is also indicated in the Danish case companies, where the Brazilian employees are influenced to take more decisions themselves – something they are not familiar with from the Brazilian business culture.
However, according to a survey about Scandinavian management, done by Eddie R. Sjøborg
(1985), the Danish managers do not show the Norwegian concern with leadership and distinguishing human qualities. The Danish emphasis is rather on social integration. The Danish managers
also find motivation more important in releasing concealed resources among employees, as seen
in the case companies‟ emphasis on motivating the Brazilian employees to take decisions on their
own, as well as they find teamwork more important, than the other Scandinavian managers. When
it comes to enthusiasm for new organisational forms, the Danish managers exhibited least enthusiasm; this may be interpreted as a vote for humanist pragmatism where new organisational forms
is seen as a bit vague and not really about people, who matter (Lawrence, 2000; Sjøborg, 1985). If
comparing the Danish managers with the Swedish, the Danish managers showed least interest in
new work methods. They also attached less importance than the Swedish managers to access to
capital, and to new uses of existing capital resources. And again, the Danish managers were least
concerned about wage costs and least beset by striving to raise productivity; though, interestingly,
they were most interested in identifying productivity as a competitive advantage. (Lawrence,
2000)
Based on the survey, done by Eddie R. Sjøborg (1985), Peter Lawrence (2000) states that management in Denmark is a little more inclined to converge on what is becoming an Anglo-Saxon21
norm. The Danish managers in the sample were most sympathetic to the idea that family demands
would to some extent be sacrificed to those of one‟s career. The Danish managers were also the
21

The term “Anglo-Saxon” and its direct translations are used to refer to the Anglophone peoples and societies of Britain, the United States, and other countries such as Australia, Canada and New Zealand. The
term can be used in a variety of contexts, often to identify the English-speaking world‟s distinctive language, culture, technology, wealth, markets, economy, and legal systems.
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most positive in their attitude to mobility, which is managers moving from one company to another. Or, in this case, being expatriated to the new Brazilian subsidiary, which the case companies indicate is an often used procedure. Thus, this might be an advantage for the Danish companies if starting up production in Brazil. The Danish managers also had the most expectation that
senior executives would be recruited externally, rather than being promoted internally; this is a
distinctly American viewpoint. Finally, the Danish managers had the most desirability of a Scandinavian management style. Peter Lawrence‟s (2000) interpretation is that the Danish managers
are more secure in their national identity; therefore, more able to applaud a regional style.
(Lawrence, 2000) However, this can also be interpreted as having an ethnocentric attitude, where
the management style is imposed to the foreign subsidiary. Indications of this have been reviled in
the case companies, where Danish managers are used for key positions to ensure that corporate
standards and values are implemented and followed in the new Brazilian organisation. However,
when looking at the degree of how much the Brazilian employees are involved in the change
process, after the acquisition of the Brazilian company, this more resembles a geocentric attitude
since the Brazilian managers are involved in the process of developing e.g. a new product or new
procedures. Thus, the corporate standards and values are implemented and followed, but also
adapted, in the new Brazilian organisation. The “People in flow” attitude at Novo Nordisk A/S,
where employees from international sites are having the opportunity to work abroad, to ensure
diversity as well as knowledge sharing, is also an example of a geocentric attitude. The fact that
all decisions at Grundfos A/S are taken in consensus between Local Management and Group
Management indicates a flow of information between the foreign subsidiaries and the Danish
Headquarters, thus a geocentric attitude. Therefore, it is concluded that the Danish Headquarters‟
orientation towards the Brazilian subsidiaries generally is geocentric.
If linking this to the theory about liability of foreignness, Caves (1982) states that the liability of
foreignness is likely to be particularly acute in a simple, market-seeking, horizontal MNE, which
is a multinational whose subunits are essentially replicas of each other that manufacture or distribute goods and services in different markets around the world. Such operations essentially
compete on a local-for-local basis, which resembles the ethnocentric attitude. Ghoshal and Nohria
(1989) further state that a vertical multinational enterprise, which uses its geographically dispersed subunits as stages in a globally integrated value-adding system in which it can exploit
economies of global scale or scope, or a networked MNE, whose subunits have differentiated
roles and levels of integration, which resembles the geocentric attitude, may feel the liability of
foreignness less. (Zaheer, 1995) Thus, if the Danish companies strive towards the geocentric attitude, where e.g. standards are universal and adapt to local conditions, as it was seen in several of
the Danish case companies, it will also help minimising the extent to which the Danish companies
will experience the liability of foreignness on the Brazilian market.
When comparing the Danish business culture with the Brazilian, these two do definitely not resemble each other. The Danish business culture reject organisational hierarchy, as described
above, and often tend to be decentralised, whereas the Brazilian companies will tend to be organised along strictly hierarchical lines with information flowing in a very structured way up and
down the various chains of command, where managers at the top make most of the decisions. This
difference in business culture has also been expressed by Niels Husted from Rocktec Isolantes
Termicos Ltda., who personally prefers a flat structure, but due to the Brazilian business culture,
he had to organise his company very hierarchical. Furthermore, differences in class are still very
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prevalent in the Brazilian society and business culture. Class is mostly determined by economic
status and is reflected in the salaries people receive resulting in large disparities of pay and status.
In comparison, the Danish people/employees/managers are not differentiated so obviously as in
other societies on the basis of class and status, due to the egalitarianism described above, so skills,
experience, relevant knowledge and competencies become more obvious as the things that differentiate people. A third characteristic, that differentiates the Danish and the Brazilian business
cultures, is the responsible autonomy of the Danish employees, as opposed to the more programmed and systems driven behaviour of the Brazilian employees. This has e.g. been indicated
at Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda., where a lot of effort has been put into influencing the Brazilian employees to take more decisions themselves, as described above, so that Niels Husted does
not become involved in all deliberations. Gert Borries, former manager at Bombas Grundfos do
Brasil Ltda., supports this statement by saying that the Brazilians do not take much initiative
themselves. The same does Martin Holm, former director for GN ReSound in São Paulo, who
describes the general Brazilian employee as less autonomous than a European, but more independent than an Asian. (Heering, 2010)
When comparing these statements with the analysis of how the case companies are designed, it is
worth noticing that, even though the Danish management style strives towards egalitarianism, the
case companies often have hierarchical structures. As Jette and Peter Lawrence Schramm-Nielsen
note: “A hierarchy is considered a necessary evil for the functioning of an organization, but not a
goal in itself.” – the hierarchical structure is a necessity in Brazil to get the company running
smooth. However, the Danish case companies have managed to get a mix of both Danish and
Brazilian business culture incorporated in the acquired companies, e.g. by influencing the Brazilian employees to take more decisions themselves and making a more decentralised structure.
As the Danish Headquarters‟ orientation toward the Brazilian subsidiaries, as well as the Danish
management style, now has been described and analysed, the following will discuss the competitiveness of Danish companies.

Competitiveness of Danish companies
As described in the Theory, Porter‟s National Diamond will now be used as a framework to reflect upon the competitiveness of Danish companies; thus, this will not be a thorough analysis.
The reflection will be used to describe how this can influence the success of the Danish companies, when entering the Brazilian market.
Due to the limited size of the Danish market, a global outlook is an important prerequisite for
Denmark. Some 712,000 Danes, or more than 40 per cent of the total private workforce, are employed directly or indirectly because of exports (Christensen, 2006). From that perspective, it is
not surprising that four-fifths of Danish companies consider globalisation as something positive
which increases opportunities. Danish companies proves competitive despite the fact that a number of new emerging markets, principally in Eastern Europe and South East Asia, enjoy considerably lower levels of costs than Denmark. Thus, Danish companies have partly compensated for
their high cost levels by being highly productive; ensuring that goods produced in Denmark do
not grow too expensive. However, the phenomenon also proves that competitiveness is not just a
question of production price but certainly has a quality aspect. By making products of a higher
level of refinement and finish, Danish companies can fill lucrative niches in the export markets by
integrating more knowledge into the products through high quality, commitment to design, brand[73]
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ing, service, customisation and constant innovation and renewal of export products. Doing so
makes Danish products capable of achieving high prices in the world market compared with those
of competitors. Products that can be sold at higher prices than competing products are referred to
as upmarket products. They are aimed at customers who are willing to pay a higher price for a
quality product rather than purchasing a lower quality rival product at a lower price. This is a
strategy chosen by the major part of Danish export companies as about 40 per cent of Danish
export goods consist of upmarket products – here defined as export products which are at least 15
per cent more expensive than similar products in the EU. In this regard, the Danish pharmaceutical industry is a forerunner with more than 90 per cent of its products being upmarket. By comparison, only 35-40 per cent of Germany‟s and France‟s pharmaceutical exports are upmarket.
And the trend has been rising since the end of the 1980s. This places Denmark at a handsome
fourth place in the quality hierarchy of the EU15 countries. Commitment to upmarket products is
of course not the sole opportunity available to Danish companies. However, in the age of globalisation, the aspect of balancing quality with price becomes increasingly important. (Christensen,
2006) So, even though it is a competitiveness of Danish companies, they need to take into consideration, when entering the Brazilian market, that it is a developing market where approximately
90 per cent (in 2008) had a household income below USD 2654 (as described in the analysis of
the external factors).
According to World Economic Forum‟s Global Competitiveness Report 2009-2010, Denmark is
an innovation driven economy. (Schwab, 2009) This can be an advantage, when entering the Brazilian market which, according to the Global Competitiveness Report 2009-2010, is a more efficiency driven economy. The fact that Danish companies are not efficiency driven was indicated in
the analysis of the Danish management style, where it was stated that, if comparing the Danish
managers with the Swedish, the Danish managers showed least interest in new work methods.
And again, the Danish managers were least concerned about wage costs and least beset by striving
to raise productivity. Thus, the Danish companies should take advantage of the Brazilian focus on
efficiency if establishing production in Brazil.
That Denmark is an innovation driven economy is especially evident in the design sector. Within
design, and furniture design in particular, Denmark commands a strong position relative to other
countries. The fashion scene hosts another bundle of names that have made an international
breakthrough and so does the architectural arena. While these world famous architects and designers, the classic design firms such as Georg Jensen and the newer companies such as Bodum,
have all contributed to Denmark‟s reputation as one of the world‟s leading design nations, there is
also a corps of more commercially-orientated companies that have created very successful businesses on the basis of Danish design abilities. These companies, which form the second main
stream in Danish design, are mainly found in the fashion business. Three companies in this category have met with particular export success – Bestseller, IC Companys and BTX. It can hardly
be questioned that this special blend, where design and a deep understanding of consumer needs is
combined to create products that distinguish themselves from rivals in shape, style and image, is
one of the areas which can give Danish companies a unique competitive advantage in the years to
come. The third stream in the Danish design sector consists of the service companies, i.e. business
to business companies that provide design advice to other companies. Such companies play a
significant role in the Danish design sector and the largest of these firms are now global providers
of advice on design and branding. At the more technical end of the market is Cowi, a very suc[74]
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cessful company that is one of the world‟s leading in bridge construction among other things. At
the more aesthetic and market-oriented end is Kontrapunkt, Denmark‟s largest design consultancy. (Christensen, 2006)
That Denmark is an innovation driven economy is also evident when looking at the Danish case
companies. As described in the analysis of the case companies‟ organisational design, three of
them were defined as Prospectors; thus, these case companies are “first-to-the-market” with a new
product and differentiate themselves from their competitors by using their ability to develop innovative technologies and products. In Grundfos A/S, this is e.g. shown in their slogan “Be-ThinkInnovate” which permeates the entire organisation. As a result of Novo Nordisk A/S‟ focus on
innovation and growth, as well as the seeking of new opportunities, by keep developing innovative products for people with diabetes, the company has become a world leader in diabetes care
and has the industry‟s broadest range of diabetes products - including the most advanced systems
for dosage of insulin.
That the international mindset and the focus on innovation is a competitive advantage for Danish
companies on the Brazilian market has been illustrated in the case company Rocktec Isolantes
Termicos Ltda. The company always reinvested profits in the company, so that today, they are
well padded (viewed relative to the typical Brazilian insulation company) and can afford, for their
own resources, to buy new machines and raw materials when they spot a new product market they
want to enter. Furthermore, the company has a market share of five to ten per cent but its product
line is far ahead of the Brazilian competitors on quality and product development. This applies
especially for the marine & offshore segment where the product performance must be documented through various international certificates. So, Niels Husted believes strongly that they
have benefited from having an international mindset in an otherwise very nationally oriented industry.
This also complies with the fact that Denmark is seen as a knowledge based society. Since there
are so few natural resources in Denmark, a correspondingly greater reliance has to be placed upon
its people. The social responsibility of the Government ensures that nobody will starve or be
without medical assistance. This allows everyone to take a chance. And taking chances is what
entrepreneurism is all about – something which is promoted in Denmark. The education system in
Denmark has a very high standing in the world. Three of its universities – Aarhus, Copenhagen
and DTU – were recently listed in the top 150 in the world, which is quite remarkable, considering the size of the population. The Danish Government attempts to improve its position in these
rankings by encouraging, with financial support, all students to take courses outside the European
Union. In return, many overseas students will come to Denmark, bringing with them not only a
rich source of income, but also providing exposure to different cultures and ideas. (Christensen,
2006)
Regarding related and supporting industries, Michael Porter (1998) uses Denmark as an example
of clustering of competitive industries which includes a number of the industries in which Denmark is international competitive, as seen in Figure 15 (Porter, 1998).
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Figure 15: Partial clustering of competitive industries in the Danish economy

Within Denmark, there are also clusters of competitive industries related to the home (household
products and furnishing) and to health (pharmaceuticals, vitamins, medical equipment, and the
like). The health cluster is linked to the agricultural cluster by technology and raw material requirements. (Porter, 1998) Some examples of Danish clusters are the ICT cluster in the Northern
Jutland, the medico cluster in Copenhagen area and the textile- and furniture industry cluster in
Herning and Ikast area. However, these clusters have all become weaker within the last couple of
years since a lot of the companies have closed down or moved abroad.
What can be drawn from this analysis is that by making products of a higher level of refinement
and finish, Danish companies can fill lucrative niches in the export markets (adapting to the external factors) by integrating more knowledge into the products through high quality, commitment
to design, branding, service, customisation and constant innovation and renewal of export products (using the internal factors). This also supports the statement that Denmark is an innovation
driven economy and a knowledge based society. Thus, this is the competitiveness of Danish
firms.

Summary
The first part of the analysis revealed that all the three large case companies chose to acquire a
production site when establishing production in Brazil, which they all changed to some degree.
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When analysing the organisational design of the case companies, it was concluded that three of
the case companies stress innovation and growth, thus were defined as prospectors, and all the
case companies are in Brazil due to the proximity to market and not due to access to low-cost
production or due to access to skills and knowledge. Regarding structure, most of the case companies have hierarchical structures and are formal, but at the same time have a mix of both Danish- and Brazilian business culture. However, there is no consensus among the case companies
whether to be centralised or decentralised. Regarding processes, all of the case companies are
production subsidiaries, thus the production of goods is the physiology or functioning of the organisations. When looking at the types of rewards used at the case companies, the types of extrinsic rewards are: profit sharing once a year, use of ladder system, health insurance, titles, a performance bonus structure, life insurance, pension plan, shares, company car, web access, and cell
phones. Regarding intrinsic rewards, the case companies often use: own football field and -team,
continuing education program, responsibility, autonomy, feedback of all information, participation in setting targets and determining methods of work, employees can influence their performance goals, coaching, and freedom. The last thing which was analysed regarding the design of the
case companies was people, which revealed that, in general, only few Danes are hired at the Danish production subsidiaries in Brazil, and those who are, are used for key positions.
The third step was to analyse the process of transferring knowledge. Here it was concluded that
the processes resembled each other. All three case companies chose to send some Danish employees to the new sites and formed project development groups. By doing so, they ensured that corporate standards and values would be followed and implemented in the new organisation, but also
adapted to the Brazilian conditions.
The fourth step was to analyse the Danish Headquarters‟ orientation towards the Brazilian subsidiaries, the Danish management style and whether or not the Danish- and Brazilian business
cultures resemble each other. These analyses revealed that the Danish Headquarters‟ orientation
toward the Brazilian subsidiaries generally is geocentric; thus, the Danish companies, according
to theory, may feel the liability of foreignness less. Furthermore, it was revealed that the two
business cultures do definitely not resemble each other, where three main characteristics were
identified to support this statement.
The last step was to analyse the competitiveness of Danish firms which revealed that Denmark is
seen as an innovation driven economy and a knowledge based society. So, by making products of
a higher level of refinement and finish, Danish companies can fill lucrative niches in the export
markets (adapting to the external factors) by integrating more knowledge into the products
through high quality, commitment to design, branding, service, customisation and constant innovation and renewal of export products (using the internal factors).
As the internal factors now have been analysed and some conclusions have been drawn, the next
step is to make the recommendation on how to fit the external- and internal factors, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil; thus, ensuring a successful entrance to the
Brazilian market.
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Ensuring a Successful Entrance
To structure the recommendation, it has been chosen to use Miles and Snow‟s Adaptive Cycle
(see Figure 16) which was presented in the theory chapter, when describing how a fit between the
external- and internal factors can be gained.
The Entrepreneurial
Problem
Choice of productmarket domain

Selection of
areas for future
innovation
The Administrative
Problem
Rationalisation of
structure and
processes

The Engineering
Problem
Choice of technologies
for production and
distribution

Figure 16: The Adaptive Cycle

Miles and Snow saw the adaptive process as consisting of three sets of problems that an organisation has to solve in a mutually consistent way. The basic framing of the problem in the model is
not a static analysis of fit but rather the dynamic problem of adaptation. How the organisation
respond to the adaptive challenges depends on which strategic type the organisation is, being a
defender, an analyser, a prospector, or a reactor (defined in the theory section). When looking at
which strategic types the case companies are, three of the case companies were defined as being
Prospectors – thus, seeking innovation and growth. This complies with the analysis of the competitiveness of Danish companies, which stated that Denmark is seen as an innovation driven
economy. Thus, the recommendation will take Miles and Snow‟s arguments, for how prospector
organisations can create the coherence in their strategy, structure, and processes that is needed for
effective adaptation, into consideration. At the same time, the Adaptive Cycle will be used to
structure all the conclusions which have been gathered through the analyses.

The entrepreneurial problem
As described in the Theory, the entrepreneurial problem focuses on the choice of product-markets
which the Danish companies must focus on. In an established company, this choice is constrained
by the existing activities of the firm: Should it remain within its historical domain, or should it
venture out to exploit new opportunities that may lie outside that domain? Since the Danish companies already have chosen to exploit new opportunities, by seeking opportunities in Brazil, the
companies need to investigate this market to determine which segment to enter.
Within the entrepreneurial problem, Miles and Snow recommend that prospector organisations:
seek a broad market with continuous development, do a broad environment scanning, seek growth
through product and market development, and use acquisition to obtain new technologies.
(Ghoshal, 2003)
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Already by planning to enter the Brazilian market, the Danish companies, in compliance with
Miles and Snow‟s recommendation, seek growth through product and market development. However, before the Danish companies decide to establish production in Brazil, they need to have in
mind that the Brazilian market‟s structure type is oligopoly, among other things, due to the many
high entry barriers. This means that there will be a lot of challenges related to this, e.g. that it
takes long time to establish a company in Brazil. Furthermore, if establishing production in Brazil, the Danish companies need to take the following five primary market barriers into consideration: the complicated tax system (including high tax rates), a lot of bureaucracy, the restrictive
labour regulations, the inadequate supply of infrastructure, and corruption. However, when establishing production in Brazil, the Danish companies will also overcome some market barriers.
One of them is the local content rules. Other barriers that partly will be overcome by having production in Brazil is the problems experienced with the port system, the import regulations and
restrictions, and the long transport time from Europe etc. To what degree these barriers will be
overcome depends on how much the Danish companies choose to import. However, these barriers
have to be hold up against the often expensive raw material and e.g. the cartel-like states within
the steel industry, to determine what is most beneficial for the companies.
Since the above only focuses on the macro environmental factors, the Danish companies also
need to look at the micro environmental factors before entering the Brazilian market, since this
will give a better picture of what to expect, thus indicating how to respond, which will ease the
entrance to the Brazilian market. Furthermore, when looking at the micro environment, it is possible to seek a broad market with continuous development. As described in Theory, this could be
done by conducting a Porter‟s Five Forces analysis or SWOT analysis. The idea of Porter‟s Five
Forces is that the competitive rivalry within an industry is affected by bargaining power of suppliers, bargaining power of customers, threat of new entrants, and threat of substitute products.
Thus, these factors need to be analysed. In comparison, SWOT analysis is used to match key
strengths with promising opportunities and see these in relation to the threats and weaknesses.
Thus, the SWOT analysis also takes the internal factors into consideration.
Furthermore, by both looking at the macro- and micro environmental factors, the Danish companies do a broad environment scanning, which is recommended by Miles and Snow.
The Danish companies also need to take the liability of foreignness in Brazil into consideration,
since a lot of costs are related to entering the Brazilian market. Thus, it is important that the Danish companies do not have an ethnocentric attitude, but strives toward a geocentric attitude. E.g.
this means using standards which are universal and adapt them to local conditions, as it was seen
in several of the Danish case companies. Thus, the Danish companies, according to theory, may
feel the liability of foreignness less. Another way, the Danish companies partly can overcome the
liability of foreignness in Brazil, is by making use of their networks in Brazil. As the analysis
revealed, there are several ways the Danish companies can make use of their networks, when entering the Brazilian market, to gain information and contacts to potentially new customers and/or
suppliers, e.g.:
 Current customers and suppliers which the company has a strong cooperation with, and
which already are present on the Brazilian market.
 The Company Managers group for Danish managers in Brazil (founded by Martin
Holmes).
 DABGO “Stambord” meetings.
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The Danish Embassy in Brasília, the Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo etc.

Therefore, it is important that the Danish companies make use of these networks, since gaining
more information will give the companies a better picture of what to expect, thus how to respond,
which will ease the entrance to the Brazilian market.
What also will influence the success of the entrance is the competitiveness of Danish companies,
since Denmark is seen as an innovation driven economy and a knowledge based society. So, by
making products of a higher level of refinement and finish, Danish companies can fill lucrative
niches in the export markets by integrating more knowledge into the products through high quality, commitment to design, branding, service, customisation and constant innovation and renewal
of export products. This can be an advantage, when entering the Brazilian market which is an
efficiency driven economy; thus, the Danish companies should take advantage of this when establishing production in Brazil. Though, the Danish companies need to take this into consideration
that the Brazilian market is a developing market where approximately 90 per cent (in 2008) had a
household income below USD 2654 (as described in the analysis of the external factors).
If the Danish companies have taken the above into consideration and chosen to enter the Brazilian
market, by establishing a production subsidiary in the country, the next step is to decide the type
of entry, where the Danish companies have to take the below mentioned questions into consideration, as seen in
Figure 17 (Meyer & Estrin, 2001):
Preference for an
external expansion
strategy (acquisition)

Does the (to be)
acquired firm
possess sufficient
resources?

Yes

Conventional
acquisition

No

Entry mode
choice

Brownfield

Preference for an
internal expansion
strategy (Greenfield)

Does the project
depend on critical
resources nor freely
available?

Yes
Greenfield
No

Figure 17: Model of entry mode choice

Three of the case companies chose to acquire a production site when establishing production in
Brazil, which they all changed to some degree. This complies with Miles and Snow‟s recommendation of using acquisition to obtain new technologies. One of the main pros, by acquiring a production site, is access to a labour force with knowledge and experience about the production, and
more importantly the market, as well as market share and a customer/supplier network. Something that the companies otherwise had to gained themselves, which can take years. One of the
main cons, by acquiring a production site, is that the Danish companies most likely will experience “problems” caused by the previous owner, e.g. tax- and labour cases. This can be very time
consuming and costly, if there have not been made precautions about this in the contract. However, if the Danish companies choose to acquire a Brazilian company, it needs to take the location
of the production site contra the placement of the customers into consideration, due to the inadequate supply of infrastructure in Brazil which can give some logistics challenges (the so-called
Brazil-cost). Furthermore, placing the production site in certain areas can give some benefits, e.g.
lower taxes, due to law incentives. This should also be taken into consideration. When handling
the take-over process of the acquired Brazilian company, some of the actions and evens that can
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be taken to ease this process are, according to Knud B. Bach from Aalborg Industries S.A. (Bach,
2001):
 Take-over agreement; investigate all aspects of the company, also the gray areas – most
companies will have a few hidden skeletons.
 Take-over ceremony; the take-over ceremony is an important event – all employees in the
acquired company must witness how the ownership passes from the old owner to the new.
 Business must go on; ally with the remaining persons of the existing management – it is
the time to observe, to learn and to create confidence from employees and customers.
 Language courses; hire bilingual professionals and start up language classes, since few
Danes speak Portuguese, and very few Brazilians speak English.
 Identity – name change; changing identity, official registrations, letter and invoice head,
uniforms, signboard, etc. is a difficult but also important process.
 Merger with existing units; if more units exit in Brazil, make plans in advance for e.g.
which products of the companies will be selected for continuation and where these products should be manufactured.
 New product; a good way of merging two companies is to successfully execute a new
project together, since this will create motivation and reinforced the “invented here” syndrome in the organisation.
By doing so, the Danish companies will overcome of the barriers experienced by the case companies, e.g. the language barrier. However, this must not be seen as actual theory of handling a
take-over process, but more as a set of guidelines, which can be used as inspiration if acquiring a
Brazilian company. How these actions and evens were handled at Aalborg Industries S.A. can be
seen in Appendix F.
Regarding the case companies‟ strategic role in Brazil, half of the case companies are a contributor factory. However, all the case companies are in Brazil due to the proximity to market. The
market potential, overcoming some of the import regulations and restrictions, overcoming the
local content rules, and the fact that Brazil is member of Mercosur, which gives trade access to
several other South American countries, are some of the arguments, used by the case companies,
for having production in Brazil. Also Novozymes Latin America Ltda. and Chr. Hansen Ind. e
Com. Ltda. are in Brazil due to the proximity to market and was defined as being contributor
factories.

The engineering problem
The second problem in the adjustment process is the engineering problem, where the technologies
for production and distribution are chosen to match the choices made in the entrepreneurial problem. Here, Miles and Snow highlighted the tensions that are created because of potential conflicts
between e.g. the business model necessary for successfully implementing the technology from
another subsidiary (e.g. a Danish production subsidiary) and the Brazilian company‟s existing
business model.
Within the engineering problem, Miles and Snow recommend that prospector organisations: use
multiple technologies, have a low degree of routinisation, and use technology embedded in people. (Ghoshal, 2003)
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Therefore, the Danish companies need to consider the process of technology transfer – or knowledge transfer, which it has been chosen to focus on in this thesis. Thus, they will also use technology embedded in people, as recommended by Miles and Snow. The reason is that the amount of
technology, thus knowledge, which is embedded in the acquired company, defines the need for
technology transfer to the new production subsidiary in Brazil. By using both the technology from
the acquired company, as well as the transferred technology, it also gives the possibility of using
multiple technologies, as recommended by Miles and Snow. Also here, the Danish companies
should make use of both their strong and weak ties; however, in this connection, it more relates to
the employees within the organisation. The way Aalborg Industries A/S, Grundfos A/S and Novo
Nordisk A/S chose to transfer knowledge to their new Brazilian production sites resemble each
other. All three case companies chose to send some Danish employees to the new sites and
formed project development groups, thus created the ability and the opportunity to transfer
knowledge. By doing so, they ensured that corporate standards would be followed and implemented in the new organisation, but also adapted to the Brazilian conditions. Involving the Brazilians in this process also created the motives for transferring the knowledge and ownership of “the
new way of doing business”. At Aalborg Industries S.A., a project development group from Denmark, Brazil and Indonesia was also put together to develop a new boiler based on an existing
Aalborg Industries Itú boiler, a MHI Brazilian boiler and new thinking. By doing so, they created
the “invented her” syndrome. Furthermore, only few Danes are generally hired at the Danish production subsidiaries in Brazil, and those who are, are used for key positions.

The administrative problem
The administrative problem relates to the structure and processes within the organisation: how the
organisation is to be built so that existing activities can be effectively implemented without compromising its ability to create new activities in the growing market demands. Here, Miles and
Snow clearly highlighted the need for organisation design with these two often conflicting objectives in mind: the goal of stimulating innovations and of efficiently rationalising and administering the established businesses.
Within the administrative problem, Miles and Snow recommend that prospector organisations: are
structured as a product division organisation, where marketing and R&D carry most influence,
have a large, diverse, and transitory top management, have proliferation of task forces and project
teams, use decentralised control, and use extensive rather than intensive planning. (Ghoshal,
2003)
Regarding structure, the case companies often have hierarchical structures and are formal, with a
mix of both Danish and Brazilian business culture. The reason for this was explained in the analysis of the Danish Headquarters‟ orientation towards the Brazilian subsidiaries, which revealed that
the case companies are generally geocentric and e.g. use universal standards which are adapted to
the local conditions. Furthermore, it was revealed that the Danish- and Brazilian business cultures
do definitely not resemble each other. Three main characteristics were identified to support this
statement:
1. The Danish business culture reject organisational hierarchy and often tend to be decentralised, whereas the Brazilian companies will tend to be organised along strictly hierarchical lines, where managers at the top make most of the decisions.
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2. Differences in class are still very prevalent in the Brazilian society and business culture,
where class mostly is determined by economic status and is reflected in the salaries people receive. In comparison, the Danish employees are not differentiated so obviously on
the basis of class and status, due to the egalitarianism, so skills, experience, relevant
knowledge and competencies become more obvious as the things that differentiate people.
3. The responsible autonomy of the Danish employees, as opposed to the more programmed
and systems driven behaviour of the Brazilian employees.
However, the analysis did not reveal whether to be centralised or decentralised, since there is no
consensus among the case companies. If following Miles and Snow‟s recommendation, the Danish companies should use decentralised control. However, when looking at the Brazilian business
culture, which promote centralisation, and the Danish business culture, which promote decentralisation, it is difficult to say which approach to chose. Though, if following Miles and Snow‟s recommendation to be decentralised, it is important to encourage the employees to make decisions
on their own, since this not lies in their nature.
The analysis of rewards revealed that the types of extrinsic rewards, which often are used by the
case companies, are: profit sharing once a year, use of ladder system, good health insurance,
titles, a performance bonus structure, life insurance, pension plan, shares, company car, web
access, and cell phones. Some of these rewards were also mentioned when describing the external
factors, since the employment law e.g. requires that all employees are offered certain insurances
by the company and are paid a bonus once a year. Regarding intrinsic rewards, the case companies often use: own football field and -team, continuing education program, responsibility, autonomy, feedback of all information, participation in setting targets and determining methods of
work, employees can influence their performance goals, coaching, and freedom. Overall, these
rewards resemble the ones you would find in a Danish company. This would make sense since the
Danish case companies often use the same types of rewards in all their sub-divisions around the
world, as e.g. mentioned in the case description of Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda. However, some
of the extrinsic rewards are more relevant for the Brazilians, e.g. health insurance and life insurance, since Brazil does not have the same welfare system as Denmark.
If following these recommendations, it is assessed that it will ensure the short-term success of the
Danish companies, when establishing a production subsidiary in Brazil. However, it is important
that the Danish companies see this as an ongoing process where the problems have to be solved in
a mutually consistent way, also after establishing production in Brazil, to ensure the long-term
success of the new production subsidiary. However, if being prospector organisation, the Danish
companies should be aware of the benefit and risk, which is that they most often are effective in
dynamic environments, but vulnerable to low profitability and loss of focus. Thus, it is important
that the Danish companies are aware of the uncertainty on the Brazilian market and e.g. have a
high profit margin, as suggested by Niels Husted from Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.
As the recommendation, for how Danish companies can ensure a successful entrance to the Brazilian market when establishing production in the country, now has been presented, the next chapter will discuss the approach for this thesis, as well as the recommendation.
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Discussion
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the approach for this thesis, including the collected data,
the theory, and the method for conducting the thesis, as well as the recommendation.

Discussion of approach
Discussion of data
When conducting a thesis, where the majority of the data collected, and subsequently used
throughout the report, has consisted of qualitative data, it is important to be critical and discuss
the data and findings. The data collected for this thesis is mainly in form of interviews and observations from the four case companies, as well as articles about the case companies and other Danish companies on the Brazilian market.
A problem with making use of interviews is that it can be exposed for subjective interpretation
and estimation by the student. In order to cope with this, all isolated statements explored showing
deviation from the body have been sought not to be included. However, before discarding such
alternative explanations they have been subject to careful reflection and discussion, thus contributing to a better validity. One example of this is a statement made in one of the interviews with a
case company, which did not comply with the data from the articles or the company‟s homepage.
Validity was created by using different means to gather data. Although one can argue that only
interviews, observations and articles have been used, the interviews have been structured similarly
but targeted different people and companies. The risk that the interviewer has influenced the interviewed also exists. However, it has been sought to gather several sources verifying the different
statements before using these in the thesis, referred to in the Research Design as triangulation.
These triangulations are also seen as elements that increase the reliability of the findings in the
thesis.
Even though four case companies do not give a representative cross section of Danish companies
in Brazil in general, it is argued that they give a good representation of the Danish production
companies in the country, and therefore, are usable in this context. However, since three of the
four case companies are MNEs, it can be discussed whether or not the data would have been different, thus changing the recommendation, if more or only SMEs were used. When comparing the
data gained from Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda., which is a SME, with the data gained from
the three other case companies, these data resembles each other, both in relation to experienced
external factors and in relation to how they have chosen to handle the internal factors. Therefore,
it is stated that the gathered data, and the recommendation made upon these, would be the same if
more or only SMEs had been used as case companies; thus, the sample of case companies is assessed as creating reliability.
In relation to the interviewed employees within the case companies, these were assessed based on
their position and their expected knowledge about the factors in question. Furthermore, it was
attempted to interview more than one employee within each case company and support the statements with other data from e.g. articles. By doing so, it was possible to create triangulation and
increase the reliability of the findings, which was of great importance, since these interviews constituted the majority of the data used for the analyses.
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Discussion of theory
When collecting theories for how to analyse the external- and internal factors, and how to gain a
fit between these, it was chosen to use several theories to support the main analyses. These theories were picked through a preliminary explorative screening, where course material related to this
study and literature was examined, and the reading gave a good overview of the theoretical field
before choosing which theories to use. Therefore, it is argued that, due to the vast amount of theories referred to, the analyses of the external- and internal factors, as well as how a fit between
these can be gained, are being covered satisfactorily. When looking at the amount of theory related to the external- and internal factors, and how a fit between these factors can be gained, respectively, most theory is related to the internal factors. However, since it is at these factors the
Danish companies have the greatest opportunity to influence the success of the entrance to the
Brazilian market, it makes sense that most emphasize is put on these factors. It can further be
argued whether or not only using theories within the fields of organisational design is adequate.
However, since the thesis primarily deals with production companies‟ design in international context, only looking within this theoretical field seems adequate. Moreover, it can be hard to put the
theories into a pigeonhole, e.g. stating that the theories are from the field of organisational design.
Many theories can be attached to more than one scientific field as well as some theories stem
from other fields than the one in which it is immediately found.
Also in relation to theory, it is worth discussing if the recommendation is applicable for SMEs,
since most of the theory used is based on studies done on MNEs. However, by referring to the
arguments above, the theory was adapted to the context of Danish companies on the Brazilian
market, by using the case companies as examples. Therefore, it is argued that the theory, thus the
recommendation, was made applicable for both Danish SMEs and MNEs.

Discussion of method
The thesis started out with a pre-analysis of the Brazilian market, as part of the internship at the
Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo, where an initial idea of the challenges, experienced
by Danish companies in Brazil, was created. The reason for using this approach, instead of adopting more theoretical measures, was to be holistic. Furthermore, it was stated that establishing a
wholly owned production subsidiary is the most challenging entry mode. On the basis of this, it
was chosen to focus on how Danish companies can ensure a successful entrance to the Brazilian
market, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in the country. Thus, it was
decided to use a Multiple Case (Holistic) Design approach, where four case companies were selected: Aalborg Industries S.A., Bombas Grundfos do Brasil Ltda., Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda.,
and Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda. The reason why the case study approach is appropriate for
this thesis is that, even though it is not possible to reveal consequences of a certain influence in
the same degree as if experiments were used, this approach can be used for analytical generalisation as oppose to static generalisation based on counting. Therefore, by using the case study approach, it was possible to draw some general conclusions on which external factors the case companies had experienced and how they had adapted the internal factors to these. Thus, answering
the problem formulation.
The reason for looking at both the external- and internal factors, as well as how a fit between
these can be gained, was that “no organisation is an island” and organisations can only be understood in interaction with the environment. Thus, it was assessed that by using a more holistic ap[85]
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proach, than just focusing on the design of the organisation, it would give a more applicable recommendation for the Danish companies.

Discussion of the recommendation
This recommendation is in accordance with the theme for this thesis being “foreign market entry
and production companies‟ design in international context”, where the immediate focus in this
thesis has been on how Danish companies can ensure a successful entrance to the Brazilian market, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in the country.
It can be discussed whether or not establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary is the most
appropriate solution for Danish companies who are not already present on the Brazilian market?
Even though the thesis focuses on how Danish companies can ensure a successful entrance, when
establishing production in Brazil, this would in most cases not be the most appropriate entry
mode. As seen in the descriptions of the case companies, all of them entered the market slowly
e.g. by establishing small sales offices, and first established production in the country after some
years. This approach is also most recommendable. Thus, the recommendation is most relevant for
Danish companies, who are already present on the Brazilian market. However, the approach of
both identifying the external factors and afterwards adapt the internal factors is still applicable and
necessary, to ensure the success of the Danish companies when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil. The only difference is that the Danish companies most likely will
have some knowledge about the external factors, which then will minimise the liability of foreignness. In continuation of this, the recommendation will be relevant and is also something
which is in demand. This has been stated after being an intern at the Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo, where questions such as “What are the primary barriers on the Brazilian market?” and “How shall we handle these, when entering the Brazilian market?” often were asked by
Danish companies. Since the recommendation is generic, and not focuses on specific sectors, it is
assessed that it is usable for all Danish companies with a wish of establishing a wholly owned
production subsidiary in Brazil, both SMEs and MNEs, as discussed above.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter is to recapitulate the report in its entirety by answering the problem
formulation and the appurtenant research questions.
With starting point in the statement that Danish companies do not get enough out of Brazil, this
thesis took a holistic approach on how to establish a wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil, since it was assumed that this entry mode is the most challenging. Thus, the following problem formulation was put forward:
How can Danish companies ensure a successful entrance to the Brazilian market, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in the country?
To help answering this problem formulation, some research questions were been put forward,
which now will be answered chronologically, based on the analyses of the case companies:
1. Which external factors will influence the Danish companies, when establishing a wholly owned
production subsidiary in Brazil?
The analysis of the macro environment revealed that a lot of factors need to be taken into consideration, e.g. the import regulations and restrictions, the local content rules, and the employment
law, as well as the following five primary market barriers were identified, being: the tax system,
bureaucracy, the restrictive labour regulations, the inadequate supply of infrastructure, and corruption. It was further stated that the Brazilian market‟s structure type is oligopoly, among other
things, due to the many high barriers.
When it comes to the importance of networks, the analysis revealed that there are several ways
the Danish companies can make use of their networks, when entering the Brazilian market, to
gain information and contacts to potentially new customers and/or suppliers. Therefore, it is important that the Danish companies make use of these networks, since gaining more information
will give the company a better picture of what to expect, thus how to respond, which will ease the
entrance to the Brazilian market. Furthermore, the liability of foreignness in Brazil was analysed
which revealed that a lot of costs are related to entering the Brazilian market. However, this can
be minimised if the Danish companies have a geocentric attitude. E.g. this means using standards
which are universal and adapt them to local conditions, as it was seen in several of the Danish
case companies.
2. How should the Danish companies handle their internal factors, when establishing a wholly
owned production subsidiary in Brazil, to best overcome the market barriers?
Three of the case companies were defined as being Prospectors – thus, seeking innovation and
growth. This complies with the analysis of the competitiveness of Danish firms, which stated that
Denmark is seen as an innovation driven economy. Thus, the recommendation was primarily addressed towards these types of organisations.
Based on the analysis of the case companies, it was recommended to acquire a production site
when establishing production in Brazil. By doing so, the Danish companies will get access to a
labour force with knowledge and experience about the production, and more importantly the mar[87]
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ket, as well as market share and a customer/supplier network. Something that the Danish companies otherwise will have to gain themselves, which can take years. This also complies with Miles
and Snow‟s recommendation for prospector organisations.
Regarding the organisational design, being a prospector on the Brazilian market can be a competitive advantage. Furthermore, it is recommended that the Danish companies‟ motivation for entering the Brazilian market is due to the proximity to market. Regarding structure, most of the case
companies have hierarchical structures and are formal, which comply with the Brazilian business
culture. However, there is no consensus among the case companies whether to be centralised or
decentralised. Though, Miles and Snow recommend using decentralised control. When it comes
to processes, all of the case companies are production subsidiaries, thus the production of goods
should be the physiology or functioning of the organisations. When looking at the types of rewards used at the case companies, the types of extrinsic rewards are: profit sharing once a year,
use of ladder system, health insurance, titles, a performance bonus structure, life insurance, pension plan, shares, company car, web access, and cell phones. Regarding intrinsic rewards, the case
companies often use: own football field and -team, continuing education program, responsibility,
autonomy, feedback of all information, participation in setting targets and determining methods of
work, employees can influence their performance goals, coaching, and freedom. The last thing
which was analysed regarding the design of the case companies was people, which revealed that,
in general, only few Danes are hired at the Danish production subsidiaries in Brazil, and those
who are, are used for key positions.
When handling the process of transferring knowledge, all three case companies chose to send
some Danish employees to the new sites and formed project development groups, and some offered local- and international training. By doing so, they ensured that corporate standards and
values would be followed and implemented in the new organisation, but also adapted to the Brazilian conditions; thus, they created the ability, motivation and opportunity, which is vital for a
successful knowledge transfer. This also complies with the analysis of the Danish Headquarters‟
orientation towards the Brazilian subsidiaries, which concluded that it generally is geocentric,
which according to Howard V. Perlmutter also is the state of mind that international companies
should strive towards. Furthermore, it was revealed that the Danish- and Brazilian business cultures do definitely not resemble each other, where three main characteristics were identified to
support this statement. Even though, the case companies have managed to have a mix of both
Danish- and Brazilian business culture, which is found adequate.
3. How can the Danish companies gain a fit between the internal and external factors?
To gain this fit, it was recommended that the Danish companies make a SWOT analysis, where
the idea is to match key strengths with promising opportunities and see these in relation to the
threats and weaknesses; thus, matching the findings and recommendations from the first two research questions. However, some suggestions were made on how to adapt the internal factors to
the identified external factors, described above. An example is in relation to the competitiveness
of Danish firms which revealed that Denmark is seen as an innovation driven economy and a
knowledge based society. So, by making products of a higher level of refinement and finish, Danish companies can fill lucrative niches in the export markets (adapting to the external factors) by
integrating more knowledge into the products through high quality, commitment to design, brand-
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ing, service, customisation and constant innovation and renewal of export products (using the
internal factors).
4. How can the Danish companies ensure the long-term success of the organisation, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in Brazil?
To answer this research question, Miles and Snow‟s Adaptive Cycle was presented, since the
basic framing of the problem in the model is not a static analysis of fit but rather the dynamic
problem of adaptation. This Adaptive Cycle was used to structure the recommendation, as well as
Miles and Snow‟s arguments, for how prospector organisations can create the coherence in their
strategy, structure, and processes that is needed for effective adaptation, was taken into consideration. If following the recommendations given in this thesis, it is assessed that it will ensure the
short-term success of the Danish companies, when establishing a production subsidiary in Brazil.
However, it is important that the Danish companies see this as an ongoing process where the
problems have to be solved in a mutually consistent way, also after establishing production in
Brazil, to ensure the long-term success of the new production subsidiary.
So, if the Danish companies follow the recommendation given above, in the answers to the four
research questions, it is assessed that this will ensure, or at least raise the odds for, a successful
entrance to the Brazilian market, when establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in the
country, thus answering the problem formulation.
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Reflection
The purpose of this chapter is to reflect upon whether or not the recommendation can be used if
Danish companies instead have a wish of using another type of entry mode to the Brazilian market, e.g. exporting. Furthermore, it will be reflected upon if the recommendation can be used if
Danish companies have a wish of establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in a country
with somewhat similar external factors and business culture, e.g. other South American countries.
In general, it can be said that if Danish companies have a wish of entering the Brazilian market,
the external factors should always be taken into consideration. As stated in the analysis of the
external factors, there as several factors which will influence the companies, no matter which
entry mode is chosen. Some of them are the tax system and the bureaucracy, which were not only
mentioned by the case companies, but also by other Danish companies in Brazil. Furthermore, the
Danish companies also need to take the liability of foreignness into consideration. Thus, this part
of the recommendation is still applicable, even though another entry mode is chosen.
When looking at how to handle the internal factors, this depends more on which type of entry
mode the Danish companies chose. In general, it can be said that if the Danish companies chose to
enter the Brazilian market physically, e.g. by establishing small sales offices, the same internal
factors need to be taken into consideration as the ones presented in this thesis. The reason is that if
e.g. establishing a sales office, the Danish companies still need to determine if it should be conventional acquisition (or renting), Brownfield entry or Greenfield entry, how the organisational
design at the new office should be (including strategy, structure, processes, rewards and people),
if technology (or knowledge) should be transferred to the new sales office (and if so: how?), if the
Danish management style (and business culture) at the Danish companies will match the one in
Brazil, and what their competitive advantage, on the Brazilian market, is. Thus, most of the recommendation made in this thesis will still be applicable for these Danish companies. If the Danish
companies not choose to enter the Brazilian market physically but only by e.g. exporting, most
focus should be put on e.g. matching the Danish- and the Brazilian business culture in relation to
the way they do business in Brazil (as described in Appendix E). Thus, it is assessed that the recommendation, in some degree, also can be used if Danish companies instead have a wish of using
another type of entry mode to the Brazilian market, than establishing a wholly owned production
subsidiary.
The next step was to reflect upon if the recommendation can be used if Danish companies have a
wish of establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in a country with somewhat similar
external factors and business culture, e.g. other South American countries. In general, the answer
is yes, since the recommendation is so generic. If looking at the external factors, the Danish companies still need to make the same analysis as recommended in this thesis, e.g. Porter‟s Five
Forces for analysing the micro environment, since other significant factors might be present. Regarding the recommendation for how to handle the internal factors, this will be more or less the
same, if the country had somewhat similar external factors and business culture.
However, no matter what, the recommendation should not just be duplicated, which apply for
both those Danish companies who have a wish of entering the Brazilian market and those Danish
companies who have a wish of establishing a wholly owned production subsidiary in another
country. It is important that they identify the external factors that influence their company the
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most, before evaluating and adapting the internal factors to these. Thus, it can be argued that the
approach used in this thesis, for how to analyse the external factors on the Brazilian market and
afterwards evaluate and adapt the internal factors to these, to gain a fit, can be used to analyse any
given market that the Danish companies have a wish of entering.
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Personal Reflection
The purpose of this chapter is to give a personal reflection upon my internship at the Consulate
General of Denmark in São Paulo, how it was to live in Brazil, as well as the process of working
alone on a project for the first time during my study.

The internship
From July 2009 to January 2010, I was an intern at the Consulate General of Denmark in São
Paulo, Brazil, where some of my tasks were to assist the commercial advisors by e.g. making
market research and partner search within the areas oil & energy, agriculture & food, and the Brazilian industry in general. Furthermore, I helped preparing some Danish companies‟ visit to Brazil
and a CleanTech conference, held by the Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo, where the
formerly Minister of Environment, Troels Lund Poulsen, participated as well as some Danish
companies such as A.P. Møller-Mærsk, Aalborg Industries, Novozymes, and Danfoss.

Working at the Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo
The Consulate General is structured as most Danish companies with a flat structure, an open office and is very informal, where the company culture was “Freedom with responsibility”. The
official language at the office was a mix of Danish, English and Portuguese, which I had to get
used to since I did not speak Portuguese when I arrived. Of that reason, I had to take some Portuguese classes.
Working full-time at the Consulate General was definitely different from studying at the university. The main difference was that the written assignments that I had to make actually would be
used and presented for the Danish companies who had to pay for e.g. the market survey, which
gave a different kind of pressure. However, it was to some extend similar to the pressure I have
experienced when making the semester group projects and presenting them to the companies.
Working with people of different nationalities
A mix of different nationalities (Danish, Brazilian, Norwegian and German) is working at the
Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo. These cultural differences sometimes gave some
conflicts, e.g. the “Freedom with responsibility” work ethic was interpreted differently among the
Brazilian student assistants and the Danish interns, which sometimes caused frustration.

My primary task
During my internship, my primary task was to support a locally hired Danish consultant (Niels
Leidecker) in writing a report, on the behest of The Danish Agency for Science, Technology &
Innovation22 and The Danish Trade Council23, which identified and analysed potential areas for
enhanced research and innovation cooperation between Denmark and Brazil. The report was conducted by using existing analyses, statistics from ministries regarding Brazilian research, interviews, meetings and visits to both Danish and Brazilian universities, as well as Brazilian funds
and departmental/governmental agencies, and all this definitely gave me a lot of knowledge about
Brazil and the Brazilian market, which has been very useful when writing this thesis.
22
23

Danish: Forsknings- og Innovationsstyrelsen
Danish: Danmarks Eksportråd
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Cooperating with the external consultant
During the process of writing the report, I was often part of the discussions and was allowed to
give inputs regarding how the report should be constructed, what should be included etc. Often, I
was also left with tasks where it was up to me to find out what the chapter had to contain. This
gave me a lot of responsibility which was challenging and really motivated me to work hard on
the project.
Research results
What we found out was that Brazil, over the past two decades, has organised and financed its
scientific research through increased scholarships, opened new universities and technical schools,
and invested in new technological resources and research centres. It has also managed to retain its
best professors through favourable wages, so the quality of teaching and research has increased to
a, in some cases, internationally level. This has affected the Brazilian academic production, which
has increased with 844 per cent since 1981. Similarly, Brazil‟s publications in international journals have increased. Five Brazilian universities are among the top 200 in the world. All universities are from the southeast.
There are a total of 211,000 researchers and 6,000 PhDs are being hatched every year. Thus, today there are 69,000 PhDs in Brazil. With "Plan of Accelerated Growth (PAC)”, Brazil has put
focus on: strengthening the interaction between universities and companies, commercialisation in
universities, as well as research establishments in the companies. Furthermore, it has put focus on
R&D within telecommunications, health, energy, agriculture and food, nanotechnology and biotechnology. Brazil annually invests BRL 13.9 billion (approx. DDK 38.9 billion) in addition to
the BRL 41.3 billion (approx. DDK 115.6 billion) invested through PAC. The vast majority of
research groups and researchers belong to the universities in the regions of southeast, south and
northeast. Thus, almost 50 per cent of the academic articles are being published in the southeast
while it is over 75 per cent if one includes the south.
Within energy, a lot of money is being invested in research, among other things within oil, gas,
ethanol etc., and Petrobrás finances, with a large and growing market, a large part of this research
(174.4 billion USD from 2009 to 2013) in collaboration with universities. Thus, there are both
market and financial presence in Brazil. Ethanol has long been an important product and more
than half of the cars in Brazil run on both alcohol and gasoline. Therefore, there is being invested
considerably in new research facilities for bio fuels and third-generation ethanol. Also Danish
researchers are interested since they consider Brazil to have the skills and resources that are critical for their own performance. In addition, the Danish researchers estimate that they can offer
competences within methanol and biodiesel, which Brazilian researchers are interested in. Since
there are both financial interest and critical skills and resources on both sides, we determined that
there was a potential, particularly within bio fuels.
Health is an area which the Danish researchers show great interest because of Brazil‟s international recognition in some areas such as dentistry, surgery, biomedicine, pharmacology, etc., as
well as a significant share of world research within fields such as tropical medicine and parasitology. There exists considerable knowledge among the Danish researchers regarding the research
that takes place in Brazil, but limited collaboration with Brazil exists, with the exception of clinical medicine. Brazil gives priority to areas like cancer, malaria, AIDS, etc. which are some of the
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same focus areas Denmark has expressed towards FP724. During the period 2000-2006, health was
the area where there was the biggest increase in the number of PhDs. We estimated that overall
there is great potential in further cooperation on research and innovation, which other countries
such as England and France, already have discovered and started working on.
Agriculture and food account for 30 per cent of GDP and Brazil is considered to be the world
leader within the next ten years. The area was, as a priority of PAC, allocated BRL 1.3 billion
(approx. DDK 3.6 billion) in the period 2007-2010. There is great interest from Danish researchers who believe they can offer critical competences within pig and poultry production, automation
and agricultural machinery. In contrast, there is great interest in Brazilian competences within
research in beef, in which Brazil has the world‟s largest population. Moreover, Brazilian articles
within the multidisciplinary agriculture constitute 8.6 per cent of total world publications, which
is judged to be significant. However, we estimated that the area is more attractive commercially
because of market size than for its research. Germany, England and Italy have all given priority to
agriculture and food in their research collaboration with Brazil.
Brazil considers competence within ICT as critically important and motivates, with law incentives, companies to put R&D activities in the country, making that a large number of multinational companies have put their R&D activities in Brazil. This has contributed to the emergence of
clusters in Brazil where the main on, the Campinas cluster, is regarded by UN as being among the
20 most important hi-tech poles in the world. Gartner predicts the Brazilian ICT market to be
among top five in the world in 2012. Critical Brazilian competencies are assessed more to be
within telecommunications than IT. As part of PAC, telecommunications was allocated BRL 882
million (approx. DDK 2.5 billion) for research and innovation. ICT is interesting for the Danish
competence clusters in Jutland and on Funen, and CTIF from Aalborg University has shown interest and is, together with a Brazilian university, co-organiser of a conference in October 2010.
Nano- and biotechnology have both great strategic importance to Brazil and there is being invested in research and resources, as well as international nanotechnology networks. The Danish
researchers have some knowledge of the national institute LNLS25 and the university UFRGS26,
where they in particular have invested in infrastructure for research within the field. Germany,
England and France have given priority to nanotechnology in their cooperation with Brazil, and
there is great interest from Danish researchers in terms of biotechnology because of Brazil‟s biodiversity and access to critical resources for research within, among other things, food, health and
medicine. In a new plan from MCT27, BRL 205 million (approx. DDK 574 million) has been allocated to promote research within biology and, furthermore, Brazil accounts for a substantial part
of the world‟s publications in biology. Germany, England and Italy have chosen biotechnology as
a strategic area of cooperation with Brazil.
So, overall, we estimated that there is great potential for enhanced research and innovation cooperation between Denmark and Brazil.

24

EU‟s 7th framework programme for research, technological development and demonstration.
Synchotron Light Laboratory (Portuguese: Laboratorie National de Luz Sincotron).
26
The Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (Portuguese: Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul).
27
The Brazilian Ministry of Science and Technology (Portuguese: Ministério da Ciência e Tecnologia).
25
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Presenting the project at the Danish Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation
After the report was handed in primo February, I participated in the presentation of the project at
the Danish Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation in Copenhagen on February 26 th,
2010, where we received very positive feedback from the participants. Being part of the presentation was a good way of ending the whole process of writing the report.

Living in Brazil
Living in Brazil was definitely a different experience, compared to living in Denmark. My first
big challenge was the language, since only few people in Brazil speak English – and I did not
speak Portuguese. So I had some funny experiences at the reception in my building, the supermarket etc. the first couple of months. Luckily for me, the Brazilians are often very open and welcoming, and therefore often tried to help me even though we could not communicate by language.
Due to the open and welcoming Brazilians, I was e.g. also invited to the beach, to birthdays etc.
by people I had only met once, and I therefore quickly got a new network in São Paulo which I
benefited from, during my six months stay in Brazil.
Another big challenge for me was the Brazilian time concept, since Brazilians often are late. This
is normally accepted, especially in São Paulo where the many traffic queues often cause delays,
which also is described in the appendix about the Brazilian business culture (Appendix E).
Also the fact that appointments not always are appointments was a custom that I had to get used
to, e.g. “Meet you for brunch tomorrow” did not mean that we should actually meet, but was more
a way of saying “See you soon”. This definitely caused me some frustration in the beginning,
since I in Denmark have been raised to always comply with an agreement, and therefore, I felt
that I was burnt off. But I got used to it and understood that it had nothing to do with me.

Working alone on the thesis
Working alone on my Master‟s thesis was definitely a challenge, since it was the first time I had
to work on a project by myself. What caused the most frustration was that I did not have the same
“sparring” as when working in groups; thus, the discussions where the good ideas often arise. As
a result, it often took me several days to work on an idea, which normally only takes a few hours
when working in groups. Of that reason, I chose to use several of my fellow students for “sparring” of ideas, which gave some good inputs and some constructive critique.
Another problem of working alone was that I did not feel as obligated as when working in groups.
Normally, deadlines are made jointly, which for me is a motivation factor for having done my part
when we reach the deadline. However, when working alone, it was only I who sat the expectations, which was less motivating. That I the first seven month of the process was in Brazil, working at the Consulate General of Denmark in São Paulo and gaining new experiences, did neither
ease the process of finding motivation for writing the thesis. As a result, I had difficulties of getting started with the writing process, which caused a lot of stress when the date for handing in the
thesis got nearer. Therefore, I chose to make a time plan, to get an overview of which tasks
needed to be completed. After the time plan was made, it was easier to get things done, and I only
had to change the plan a few times.
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Appendix A: Entry Modes
In the following, different types of entry modes will be defined, as well as the advantages and
disadvantages of each will be described.

Investment entry modes
Wholly owned subsidiary
A wholly owned subsidiary (both sales subsidiary and production subsidiary) is an entity that e.g.
has its own brand names, market strategies and operating structure, but is entirely owned and
controlled by a single parent company. It is a separate entity for legal purposes; thus, the laws of
the state or country in which the wholly owned subsidiary is incorporated apply to the subsidiary,
but not the parent company. Some of the advantages are the day-to-day control and that it is possible to coordinate subsidiaries. However, some disadvantages are that it is expensive and it can
involve a high risk. (Wild, Wild, & Han, 2008)

Joint venture
A joint venture is a separate company created and jointly owned by two or more independent
entities to achieve a common business objective. The different types of joint ventures include a
forward integration joint venture, a backward integration joint venture, a buyback joint venture,
and a multistage joint venture. Some of the advantages of creating a joint venture are that it can
reduce risk level, it can help penetrating markets, it can give access channels, and it can help protect interests. However, some disadvantages are the possibility of a partner conflict or if the company loses control. (Wild, Wild, & Han, 2008)

Strategic alliance
A strategic alliance is when entities cooperate to achieve strategic goals of each. Unlike in a joint
venture, the entities in a strategic alliance do not form a new entity to further their aims but collaborate while remaining apart and distinct. Some of the advantages of this entry mode are that
the entities can share project costs, that they can tap competitors‟ strengths, that they can gain
channel access, and that they at the same time can protect interests. However, some of the disadvantages are that they can create a competitor and the possibility of a partner conflict. (Wild,
Wild, & Han, 2008)

Contractual entry modes
Turnkey projects
Turnkey (build-operate-transfer) projects are a practice by which one company designs, constructs, and tests a production facility for a client firm. This permits companies to specialise in
their core competencies and to exploit opportunities that they could not undertake alone. However, some of the disadvantages are that a company may be awarded a project for political reasons
rather than for technological know-how. Furthermore, it can create future competitors. (Wild,
Wild, & Han, 2008)

Management contracts
Management contracts are the practice by which one company supplies another with managerial
expertise for a specific period of time. This type of entry mode has the advantage that a company
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can award a management contract to another company and thereby exploit an international business opportunity without having to place a great deal of its own physical assets at risk. However,
although management contracts reduce the exposure of physical assets in another country, the
same is not true for the supplier‟s personnel. (Wild, Wild, & Han, 2008)

Franchising
Franchising is the practice by which one company (the franchiser) supplies another (the franchisee) with intangible property and other assistance over an extended period. Some of the advantages of franchising are that franchisers can use franchising as a low-cost, low-risk entry mode
into new markets and that it is an entry mode that allows for rapid geographic expansion. However, the franchiser might find it cumbersome to manage a large number of franchisees in a variety of national markets, and the franchisees can experience a loss of organisational flexibility in
franchising agreements. (Wild, Wild, & Han, 2008)

Licensing
Licensing is a practice by which one company owning intangible property (the licensor) grants
another firm (the licensee) the right to use that property for a specific period of time. Some of the
advantages by licensing are that licensors can use licensing to finance their international expansion and it can help reduce the likelihood that a licensor‟s product will appear on the black market. However, the disadvantages can be that it can restrict a licensor‟s future activities and it
might reduce the global consistency of the quality and marketing of the licensor‟s product in different national markets. (Wild, Wild, & Han, 2008)

Exporting
Exporting is the process of selling goods and services to other countries. This can either be direct
exporting (through sales representatives or distributors) or indirect exporting (through agents,
export management companies or export trading companies). Some of the advantages are, that it
is a relatively low-cost activity to get involved in international business and expand profit and that
a firm can further create economies of scale which should lead to lower cost and hence expansion
of profit. However, some disadvantages are that the company is depended on the fluctuation of
transportation costs and related to this is the fact that exposure to a foreign market will likely involve government regulations; one of these can be the availability of trade barriers such as tariffs
and quotas or other hidden barriers. (Wild, Wild, & Han, 2008)

Sales agent
Independent sales agents sell a company‟s products on behalf of the company and in the company‟s name, usually in exchange for a commission or fee computed as a percentage of sales generated. Agents offer a practical, cost-effective alternative to a direct sales force for many growing
companies. Using agents can provide the company with many of the benefits of having a satellite
office in the location, including knowledge of local markets and rapid access to large accounts,
without incurring large fixed costs. However, the downside is that agents typically handle many
different products. Some may be complementary to the company‟s; others may compete.
(Entrepreneur)
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Appendix B: Questions
Date:
Name of interviewee:
Position:

Entry mode
1. What was your company‟s motivation for entering the Brazilian market?
2. How did your company enter the Brazilian market (entry mode) and when?
a) When and why did your company establish production in Brazil?

Experienced barriers
3. What were the primary market barriers when your company entered the Brazilian market?
a) Explain how they influenced your company and its market entrance.
b) How did your company overcome these barriers?
4. What are the primary market barriers today?
5. What do you think Danish companies should be aware of, before establishing a production facility in Brazil?

Organisation design
Strategy
6. What is your company‟s strategic purpose in Brazil?
7. How much is dictated from the Headquarter in Denmark?

Structure
8. What is the number of levels in the hierarchy?
9. What is the span of control at each level in the hierarchy?
10. Will you define your company as being centralised or decentralised?
11. Will you define your company as being formal or informal?

Processes
12. How did your company start the production subsidiary: by conventional acquisition,
Brownfield entry, or Greenfield entry?
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13. How did your company handle the process of transferring knowledge from Denmark (or
other parts of the organisation) to Brazil?

Rewards
14. Which types of extrinsic rewards are your company using (e.g. pay, fringe benefits, security of tenure, and status symbols) and why?
15. Which types of intrinsic rewards are your company using (e.g. variety in job content, responsibility, autonomy, feedback of information, and participation in setting targets and
determining methods of work) and why?

People
16. How many Danes are hired in the company? What is their position?
17. Why are your company using Danish employees instead of Brazilian?
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Appendix C: PESTEL Theory
Political factors
These refer to government policy such as the degree of intervention in the economy. What goods
and services does a government want to provide? To what extent does it believe in subsidising
firms? What are its priorities in terms of business support? Political decisions can impact on many
vital areas for business such as the education of the workforce, the health of the nation and the
quality of the infrastructure of the economy such as the road and rail system.
(OxfordUniversityPress, 2007) This could include e.g. EU enlargement, the euro, international
trade, and taxation policy.

Economic factors
These include interest rates, taxation changes, economic growth, inflation and exchange rates.
Economic change can have a major impact on a firm‟s behaviour, for example
(OxfordUniversityPress, 2007):
 Higher interest rates may deter investment because it costs more to borrow.
 A strong currency may make exporting more difficult because it may raise the price in
terms of foreign currency.
 Inflation may provoke higher wage demands from employees and raise costs.
 Higher national income growth may boost demand for a firm‟s products.
This could include e.g. interest rates, exchange rates, national income, inflation, unemployment,
and Stock Market.

Social factors
Changes in social trends can impact on the demand for a firm‟s products and the availability and
willingness of individuals to work. In the UK, for example, the population has been ageing. This
has increased the costs for firms who are committed to pension payments for their employees
because their staff is living longer. It also means some firms have started to recruit older employees to tap into this growing labour pool. The ageing population also has impact on demand: for
example, demand for sheltered accommodation and medicines has increased whereas demand for
toys is falling. (OxfordUniversityPress, 2007) This could include e.g. ageing population, attitudes
to work, and income distribution.

Technological factors
New technologies create new products and new processes. MP3 players, computer games, online
gambling and high definition TVs are all new markets created by technological advances. Online
shopping, bar coding and computer aided design are all improvements to the way we do business
as a result of better technology. Technology can reduce costs, improve quality and lead to innovation. These developments can benefit consumers as well as the organisations providing the products. (OxfordUniversityPress, 2007) This could include e.g. innovation, new product development, and rate of technological obsolescence.

Environmental factors
Environmental factors include the weather and climate change. Changes in temperature can impact on many industries including farming, tourism and insurance. With major climate changes
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occurring due to global warming and with greater environmental awareness this external factor is
becoming a significant issue for firms to consider. The growing desire to protect the environment
is having an impact on many industries such as the travel and transportation industries (for example, more taxes being placed on air travel and the success of hybrid cars) and the general move
towards more environmentally friendly products and processes is affecting demand patterns and
creating business opportunities. (OxfordUniversityPress, 2007) This could include e.g. global
warming and environmental issues.

Legal factors
These are related to the legal environment in which firms operate. In recent years in the UK there
have been many significant legal changes that have affected firms‟ behaviour. The introduction of
age discrimination and disability discrimination legislation, an increase in the minimum wage and
greater requirements for firms to recycle are examples of relatively recent laws that affect an organisation‟s actions. Legal changes can affect a firm‟s costs (e.g. if new systems and procedures
have to be developed) and demand (e.g. if the law affects the likelihood of customers buying the
good or using the service). Different categories of law include (OxfordUniversityPress, 2007):
 Consumer laws; these are designed to protect customers against unfair practices such as
misleading descriptions of the product.
 Competition laws; these are aimed at protecting small firms against bullying by larger
firms and ensuring customers are not exploited by firms with monopoly power.
 Employment laws; these cover areas such as redundancy, dismissal, working hours and
minimum wages. They aim to protect employees against the abuse of power by managers.
 Health and safety legislation; these laws are aimed at ensuring the workplace is as safe as
is reasonably practical. They cover issues such as training, reporting accidents and the
appropriate provision of safety equipment.
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Appendix D: Experienced Market Barriers
Below, the Brazilian market barriers, experienced both by the case companies as well as others,
are listed. The list illustrates the experienced barrier and by whom it is experienced or identified28.
The experienced barrier
Experienced or identified by
Access to financing
World Economic Forum
Access to healthcare: low treatment Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda.
patterns in diabetes
Antiquated juridical system
Aalborg Industries S.A.
Aalborg Industries S.A., Mark Grundfos do Brasil Ltda.,
Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda., Rocktec Isolantes TermiBureaucracy
cos Ltda, Martin Holm (GN ReSound in Brazil), Tom
Knutzen (Danisco) and World Economic Forum
Aalborg Industries S.A. and Rocktec Isolantes Termicos
Cartels
Ltda.
Competition
Aalborg Industries S.A.
Aalborg Industries S.A., Mark Grundfos do Brasil Ltda.,
Corruption
and Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.
Difficult to import products
Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.
Exchange rates
Mark Grundfos do Brasil Ltda.
Expensive raw material
Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.
Inadequate supply of infrastructure: Mark Grundfos do Brasil Ltda., Novo Nordisk do Brasil
logistics challenges (the so-called Ltda., Martin Holm (GN ReSound in Brazil) and World
Brazil-cost) and long transport time Economic Forum
from Europe
Income disparity
Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda.
It takes long time to establish a com- Aalborg Industries S.A. and Rocktec Isolantes Termicos
pany
Ltda.
Labour law needs revision
Aalborg Industries S.A., Rocktec Isolantes Termicos
(restrictive labour regulations)
Ltda. and World Economic Forum
Legal cases
Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.
Local content rules
Aalborg Industries S.A.
Secretiveness
Aalborg Industries S.A.
The Brazilian business culture
Mark Grundfos do Brasil Ltda.
The custom system
Aalborg Industries S.A.
The legal framework
Aalborg Industries S.A.
The port system
Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.
The Portuguese language
Aalborg Industries S.A.
The tax rates
World Economic Forum
Aalborg Industries S.A., Mark Grundfos do Brasil Ltda.,
The tax system
Novo Nordisk do Brasil Ltda., Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda., Martin Holm (GN ReSound in Brazil), Tom
28

World Economic Forum‟s Global Competitiveness Report 2009-2010.
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Two types of accounting forms

Knutzen (Danisco) and World Economic Forum
Rocktec Isolantes Termicos Ltda.

Table 3: Experienced barriers

The table clearly illustrates that what is experienced as the primary barriers are the tax system and
bureaucracy. The restrictive labour regulations, the inadequate supply of infrastructure as well as
corruption is also barriers that often are experienced.
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Appendix E: The Brazilian Business Culture
Brazil is a country greatly shaped by its diverse culture and geography. The culture is a thriving
fusion of Portuguese, African and indigenous Indian influences, all of which have left their mark
on Brazilian society resulting in a rich, distinct culture. Brazilian culture is known for its hospitality, openness and colourful and rhythmic events such as Carnival. As Catholicism is the predominant religion in Brazil, many of these events have a strong Catholic influence. The diversity of
Brazilian society is further emphasised by the prevalent class differences which permeate almost
every aspect of society. Understanding the diversity of Brazilian society and the unique values
and attitudes of its citizens will help the Danish companies to develop better relationships and do
business more successfully with their Brazilian colleagues. (Communicaid Group Ltd., 2007)

Key concepts
Family; Brazil is a collectivist society which places family at the centre of its social structure.
Families in Brazil tend to be large and close-knit, providing members security and connections.
The importance of family is also evident in Brazilian business culture where family members
often will be found working for the same company, either family owned or otherwise.
Relationships; Similar to the importance placed on family, Brazilians depend heavily on relationships with others. Therefore, it is essential to spend the time getting to know the Brazilian counterparts, both personally and professionally. Knowing the right people will also help minimising
any frustrations the companies might experience when doing business in Brazil.
Time; Time in Brazil is approached in a very relaxed and flexible manner. Punctuality and precise
plans are not common. Brazilians tend to live life at a slower pace, and this carries over into business which can result in negotiations taking much longer than the Danish companies might are
used to. Meetings are also often delayed or cancelled without any prior warning. (Communicaid
Group Ltd., 2007)

Doing Business in Brazil
Brazil‟s unique cultural heritage has been influenced by a variety of diverse populations and cultures. First inhabited by indigenous tribes over 8,000 years ago, Brazil became a Portuguese colony in the 16th century after it was discovered by Europeans. In 1822 Brazil gained its independence and has since seen an exponential increase in its population as people from around the world
settled there. Therefore, understanding Brazilian business culture and etiquette is essential for
successfully doing business in Brazil. (Communicaid Group Ltd., 2007)

Working in Brazil
Working practices in Brazil (Communicaid Group Ltd., 2007):
 In most Brazilian cities, working hours are 8:30 am to 5.00 pm with an hour or two in the
middle for lunch. Businesses are usually open from 9:00am to 7:00pm Monday-Friday
and 9:00-1:00 pm on Saturday. Larger businesses and most business in São Paulo may be
open longer hours.
 It is important to schedule business appointments at least two to three weeks in advance
and confirm them once you have arrived in Brazil. Also try to leave a few hours in between them should they go on longer than anticipated.
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Brazilians love socialising and spending time with each other. This is often done over
lunches or mid morning coffee breaks which can go on for several hours. Often coffee is
served before or during a meeting.
Although Brazilian culture tends to be relatively informal, Brazilians are quite fashion
conscious. Therefore, it is important to dress smartly and conservatively.

Structure and hierarchy in Brazilian companies (WorldBusinessCulture; Communicaid Group
Ltd., 2007):
 As with most South American countries, Brazilian companies will tend to be organised
along strictly hierarchical lines with information flowing in a very structured way up and
down the various chains of command, where managers at the top make most of the decisions. These positions tend to be dominated by men, but women are slowly gaining employment in executive roles.
 Differences in class are still very prevalent in Brazilian society and business culture.
Class is mostly determined by economic status and is reflected in the salaries people receive resulting in large disparities of pay and status. There are laws against discrimination, and most class differences in business are subtle.
Working relationships in Brazil (Communicaid Group Ltd., 2007):
 Relationships are one of the most important elements in Brazilian business culture. By
cultivating close personal relationships and building trust, you will have a greater chance
of successfully doing business in Brazil.
 The strong importance placed on family relations in Brazil means that often you will find
a number of family members working for the same company. This is especially reinforced
since Brazilians prefer to do business with those they know and trust.

Doing Business in Brazil
Business practices in Brazil (Communicaid Group Ltd., 2007; WorldBusinessCulture; Clausen,
2006):
 It is part of the Brazilian business culture to build personal relationships and it is unlikely
to start negotiations until a reliable relationship is established. Brazilian business people
are often quite formal at the first meeting, where it is polite to address the Brazilian counterpart with their title and surname, but later, when a more personal relationship has developed in parallel with negotiations, they are usually perceived as very relaxed.
 Men dominate the business environment, and the Brazilian culture is built very hierarchical. In connection with the transactions is the Brazilians generally very liberal, but they
tend to be more cautious when it comes to talking about their privacy. Effective personal
communication and engagement is important in negotiations, and decisions that create results are often strongly influenced by subjective feelings.
 High-ranking Brazilian managers are often educated abroad, primarily in the U.S. or Britain, which means that they usually speak fluent English. But below management level,
the English language is often not usable. In the case that a Brazilian business relationship
does not speak English, it should be avoided to speak Spanish before the business relationship has been asked. Speaking Spanish can show a lack of cultural understanding and
seem offensive in Brazil, where the language is Portuguese.
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Brazilian businessmen are traditionally reliable and honest in their opinions when a new
business-project will be presented to them. Confrontations and conflicts are not strangers
to the Brazilian temperament; however, emotion is merely an expression of commitment
and interest and does not indicate a lack of control or anger.
When being part of new business projects in Brazil, it is important to be well prepared
and efficient. At the same time, it is important to be flexible and sympathetic to sudden
changes that may arise – e.g. changes to scheduled meetings. It is recommended to confirm the agreement before the meeting and it is recommended not to show impatience.
With the exception of São Paulo, which is Brazil‟s industrial giant and the country‟s leading economic and commercial metropolis, Brazil‟s business culture is generally at a
slower pace and with a relaxed atmosphere.
According to Brazilian business tradition, sessions begin and end with a little chat. Never
leave a meeting as soon as it is over. It can be taken as an insult and be seen as rude behaviour.
If an agenda is produced, do not expect it to be followed. All the issues on the agenda will
be covered, but not necessarily in the order they appear on the written document. In a
country which is severely hampered by red-tape and bureaucracy, this flexible approach
is of real importance and may prove to be your greatest asset.
Attendance at lunches and dinner parties is common for business people; both as a place
to do business, but also to build reliable connections. Also business cards in both English
and Portuguese are useful, and Brazilians tend to be very eager to share them.
It is common practise in Brazil to hire a despechante, or middleman, to help you in your
business dealings. A despechante will help you navigate Brazilian bureaucracy for a
nominal fee.
An extensive system of regulations combined with a relaxed attitude to time often results
in lengthy business interactions. It is imperative not to rush this process however and
spend the time to continue developing relationships for negotiations to be successful.

Brazilian business etiquette (Do’s and Don’ts):









DO schedule extra time in between meetings to allow for any additional time needed
since they are often delayed or cancelled without warning. As a foreigner, try to always
be on time however as this will be expected of you.
DO expect to spend a lot of time getting to know your Brazilian business counterparts before any business takes place.
DO make eye contact as this shows you are paying attention, interested and honest.
DO accept any food or coffee offered to you. Saying no can be seen as insulting.
DO expect to be interrupted. The Brazilian method of communication usually entails a lot
of overlapping speech and people are not afraid to say what they think.
DON‟T rush business dealings with your Brazilian colleagues and avoid pressing for final
decisions.
DON‟T show feelings of frustration or impatience as this will reflect poorly on you as an
individual. Brazilians pride themselves on their ability to be in control, so acting in a
similar fashion will improve your relationship and interactions with your Brazilian counterparts.
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DON‟T bring up topics of conversation such as crime, corruption or deforestation as these
are sensitive issues at the moment.
DON‟T publicly criticise your Brazilian counterparts. If you need to tell them something
negative, do so in private so they do not lose face or their pride in front of others.
(Communicaid Group Ltd., 2007)
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Appendix F: The Take-Over Process
The below illustrates some actions and events that Knud B. Bach, Managing Director of Aalborg
Industries S.A., sees as being important in the process of a merger. (Bach, 2001)

Due Diligence – Take-over Agreement
During the due diligence phase you investigate all aspects of the company, also the gray areas –
most companies will have a few hidden skeletons.
First of all, it is important that the take-over agreement is prepared carefully. It is important that it
also covers gray areas from the past e.g. unsolved tax cases, ongoing labour cases, etc. Who shall
pay the consequences and under which conditions? It can be a long list of disclosures. How many
things you can get in is of course a question of the buyer and seller‟s negotiation balance.
To help in this case, you would normally have allied yourself with a reputable legal company
within mergers and acquisitions in your home country, which then has a strong local partner in
Brazil. The follow-up of these disclosures is a heavy task for the management, and it will continue
over long time.

The take-over process at Aalborg Industries S.A.
Take-over Ceremony
The take-over ceremony is an important event; all employees in the acquired company must witness how the ownership passes from the old owner to the new – in the case of Aalborg Industries:
from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries to Aalborg Industries. It would include speeches, flag ceremony, dinner arrangements, etc.
Press releases are prepared in advance in Danish, English and Portuguese and distributed at the
right moment and not before!

Business Must Go On
Knud B. Bach started on the day of take-over as Managing Director for the acquired company,
which got the name Aalborg Industries S.A. (AI-RIO), and as the only person from Aalborg Industries. Four months later, the Finance Director was in place. In such a case, it is not possible to
take over management of all functions at once. You need to ally yourself with the remaining persons of the existing management; it is the time to observe, to learn and to create confidence from
employees and customers. Business must not stop. You start to inform your customers by prewritten customer letters.
A special problem in Brazil is to obtain the formal job position and authority, a residence and
work permission is a precondition. Hopefully, your legal advisor had helped you in advance –
otherwise you cannot sign in relations to banks, authorities, etc. You must have a strong account
and finance officer who has knowledge of the complicated Brazilian tax and account laws, as well
as understands reporting demands from the head office.
Another special cornerstone is approval from CADE (Administrative Council for Economic Defence), the Brazilian authority responsible for defending free competition in the Brazilian market
and which must give final approval for mergers.
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Brazilian Language
For a Danish company acquiring a Brazilian company, the Brazilian language is a problem. Few
Danes speak Portuguese and unfortunately, in the case of Aalborg Industries S.A., very few employees speak English. So you must hire bilingual professionals and start up language classes.
Aalborg Industries S.A. started up three language classes in English. Actually, this move was
popular, as the employees saw more perspective in learning English than Japanese.

Identity – Name Change
Of course, the acquiring company wants its name and logo on the new company. The question is
how and how fast it should be done.
In the case of Aalborg Industries S.A., the ATA name had existed in more than 50 years and was
placed on more than 10.000 boilers all over Brazil. For many of the employees, the company
name ATA meant affection. The company name Aalborg Industries S.A. was put up the first day,
but for half a year, the ATA name and sign went along also – it is a difficult but also important
process to change identity, official registrations, letter and invoice head, uniforms, signboard, etc.
Knud B. Bach believes it has to be carried out with some feelings, so that the employees themselves want to use the new name and logo rather than to be forced to use it.

Merger with Existing Units
In Aalborg Industries‟ case, they already had a sales office in São Paulo and a boiler factory in
Itú. Of course, in such case, the corporate management will in advance have plans for which
products of the two companies will be selected for continuation and where these products should
be manufactured. As Petrópolis ATA‟s facilities and products were found more in line with the
Group‟s strategy, the production was concentrated in Petrópolis – the most painful part of the
process was then where to downsize.
Within a couple of months, they only had one sales office in São Paulo, changing from direct
sales by sales engineers to sales via ATA‟s existing network of agents covering all states of Brazil. Already on the 2nd of June 2000, the day after the take-over, they had gathered all the agents
in Petrópolis for a get-together meeting preparing them for working together.

New Product
A good way of merging two companies is to successfully execute a new project together. In the
case of Aalborg Industries S.A., they came up with a new product: a new fire tube boiler. An internal development group was composed with Aalborg Industries engineers from Denmark, Brazil
and Indonesia. They started by analysing the original Aalborg boiler and the original ATA boiler.
They then took the best features of the two boilers and created a new boiler, MISSION TM 3-Pass.
This boiler was inaugurated by participation from Brazil, Denmark, Holland and Indonesia, including all agents during a conference held in Petrópolis on 15th-16th of January 2001.
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